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Chapter 1

Introduction

What happens in various economic and social envirouments is largely determined by the

repeated interaction of several agents. The behavior of the agents in such environments

depends on how they expect the other participating agents to behave. When agents

accumulate experience by looking around them and gat.hering information each time

interaction takes place, their expectations about t.he other agents' behavior will continu-

ally be updated, which in turn causes them to adapt their own behavior over time, too.

From the viewpoint of an individual agent this means that; whenever he participates

in economic and social activity, he will be confronted with a complex environment con-

sisting of other participating agents and their ever adjusting behavior. Two additional

sources of complexity that economic and social environments may exhibit are the spatial

dispersion and t.he heterogeneity of the agents. Due to spatial dispersion, an agent is

more likely to interact. with close-by agents than with agents who are located further

away. The behavíor of the agent. will then also mainly depend on the expected behavior

of a limited number of close-by agents rat.her than on aggregate population statistics.

Heterogeneity means that the agents participating in t.he activity adapt their behavior

in different ways. It is not hard to imagine that heterogeneous adaptation makes it more

difficult for an agent t,o form expectations about t.he other agents' behavior.

This work is about such adaptive systems of economic and social interaction. To

illustrate their wide applicability, we consider some concrete examples. A famous one is

the segregation model of Schelling (1978). Imagine that there are two types of agents;

one may think of them as being different with respect to sex, age, income, religion, or

race. The only requirement is that the distinction is twofold, exhaustive, and recog-

nizable. These dispersed agents occupy some (though not all) of the positions on a

two-dimensional lattice. Each agent cares about the types of his neighbors, which are

1



2 Introduction

defined as the occupants of t.he eight closest positions on the lattice. More precisely, each

agent requires some minimal fraction of his neighbors to be of the same type as himself.

If they are not, he moves to an unoccupied position on the latt,ice (if there is one) that

does satisfy this requirement.. It is obvious that such homogeneous adaptation will lead

to segregation if each agent. demands a ma,jority of his neighbors to be of the same type

as himself. Schelling showed, however, that substantial milder preferences, which on the

surface are compatible with an integrated structure, typically lead to segregation as well.

The driving force behind Schelling's result is the following. When an agent moves, his

move is likely to make some other agents want to move too, either because his departure

tips the balance in his old neighborhood, or because his arrival in the new position has

that effect. In both cases a chain reaction is triggered, causing the population to end up

highly segregated even though individual preferences to segregate are weak.

Other problerns to which adaptive systems of economic and social interaction cau

be applied range from industrial organization and financial markets, through political

economics and economic growth, to studics of crime. For example, Vega; Redondo (1997)

considers an evolutionary model of irnitation in Cournotian oligopoly that induces Wal-

rasian behavior. De Long, Shleifer. Sununers, and Waldmann (1990) present an over-

lapping generations model of an asset market. The presence of some noise traders with

erroneous beliefs causes the price of t.he asset to diverge significantly from the fundamen-

tal underlying value. Electoral competition between adaptive political parties is the cen-

tral topic in the mainly computational work of Kolhnan, Miller, and Page (1992, 1997).

Finally, in mathematically similar models. Durlauf (1993) and Glaeser, Sacerdote, and

Scheinkman (1996) deal with productivity growth of industries and individuals' adaptive

preferences to commit a crime, respectively.

As mentioned earlier, we consider the basic premise of economic and social environ-

ments to be repeated interactive decision-making of several individual agents. In this

work, we therefore turn to evolutionary garne theory and the study of learning in games

to make this conception of economic and social environments rigorous.

1.1 How Players Act

In conventional game theory, players are assumed to be perfectly rational, i.e., they know

the rules of the game and the payoff functions of the other pla,yers, and they maximize

their payoff based on the assumption that the other players maximize their payoffs,
too. From a cognitive perspective this is a rather demanding model of human behavior,
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especially in complex adaptive systems of economic and social interact.ion. The point of

departure of this work is tliat players adapt, which means that they are not devoid of

rationality, but they a-re definitely also not perfectly rational. Players gather informat.ion

by looking around them a.nd then act fairly sensible on the basis of that. information, or

a.lternatively players' strategies emerge from a trial-and-error learning process in which

t.hey find that some strategies perform better t,han others. As can be concluded from the

books of Vega-R.edondo (1996), Samuelson (1997), Young (1998), and Fudenberg and

Levine (1998), similar cognitive foundations underlie most of the recent evolutionary

game theoretic models. We do therefore by no rneans claim that the approaches taken

in this work are novel in this respect.

Before we discuss the va.riet.ies of adaptive behavior that are cornmon in the literature

on evolutionary game theory a.nd learning in ganres, we glance at the question of whether

individual choice behavior is best described as an algebraic or a probabilistic (terminology

conform Luce (1959) ) phenomenon.

Algebraic versus Probabilistic Choice Behavior

Theories of probabilistic choice behavior state tha~t players a-ct in a way that tends toward

choosing better strategies with higher probability than inferior ones. These probabili-

ties will typically be different from zero and one, although these extreme cases are not

excluded. Alt.ernatively, the algebraic approach, which is conventional in economics, as-

sumes that choice probabilities are always equal to zero or one. The observed choices of

the players t.hen tell us which it actually is. The question which of these two approaches

to individual choice behavior is most appropriate seems unanswerable. Empirical data

on intransitivities of choices and inconsistencies when the same choice is offered several

times suggests that a probabilistic model is preferable. However, the data is far from

conclusive as both phenomena can also be explained by an algebraic theory, provided

that the preferences of the players are allowed to change over time.

Since theories of probabilistic choice behavior are not. commonplace in economics, we

briefly discuss their motivation. The literature offers two explanations for the apparently

stochastic choices made by players. A first explanation states t.hat players have some

randomly drawn evaluations with respect to which they rnaximize payoffs. :~~1cFadden

(1974) follows this way of reasoning by arguing t.hat. actual payoff functions of players are

randomly drawn from some specific family of payoff functions, while McKelvey and Pal-

frey (1995) assume that players' perceptions of the payoffs resulting from the strategies

are subject to noise.
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A second explanation takes the view that players are not pa,yoff maximizers but in-
st.ead choose randomly in a fashion that is influenced hy a subconscious payoff function.
If a player's subconscious payoff fmrction specifies that. one st.rategy is preferred to an-
other, it will be chosen with higher probability. The choices of a player therefore only
reflect a rough recognition of his deterministic preference ordering which ís buried rather
deeply in his unconscious mind. This so-called `bounded rationality' interpretation was
pioneered by Chen, Friedman, and Thisse (1997).

Varieties of Adaptive Behavior

To adjust his behavior, a player rnay use a variety of adaptive processes. Which one will

act.ually be used probably depends on how the player ,judges the economic and social

environment at hand. Activities that the player corrsiders to be of crucial importance

justify the use of sophisticated and thereby more demanding adaptive processes, while

simple rules of thumb will be emplo,yed to adapt behavior in everyday life. Below, we

distinguish four classes of adaptive behavior that are cor~sidered in the literature. A

similar classification can be found in Young (1998).

A first type of adaptive beha.vior is guided by playing a best re7~ly, meaning that.

players adopt strategies that optimize their expected payofl' given what they expect

others to do. Different specifications of best:reply behavior are possible, depending on

how sophisticated a player's forecast of the other players' behavior is. The underlying

theory of individual choice behavior is, however, alwa,ys algebraic. The best-known

specification of best-reply behavior is fictitious play, where a player observes the strategies

that. the other players have chosen up to a given period. The pla,yer assumes that

every other player is choosing according to a fixed probabilit,y distribution and that

these distributions are independent among the players. Using the observed frequency

distribution of the strategies taken by each player up to that given period as a maximum

likelihood estimate of the distributions that t.he others are actually using, the player

chooses a best reply to the product of these frequenc,y distributions. An alternative
specification of fictitious play is analyzed by Young (1993). His players estimate the
fixed probabilit,y distributions of the other players based on limited information about
the strategies of the other players in the recent past. A generalization of fictitious play
is considered by Fudenberg and Kreps (1993) who focus on a class of adaptive processes
that may prescribe different behavior in the early stages of the repeated interaction but
converge to fictitious pla,y asymptotically.
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Less introspective reasouing is required for a second common t,ype of adaptive behav-

ior, namely irnitation. Pla,yers observe and t.hen just copy the strategies of other players,

especially strategies which are popular or successful. A process of irnitative behavior

that reflects popularity considerations may state that players copy the strat,egy of t-he

first player they encounter. Alternatively, also the payofF obtained by the player they

encounter may influence the propensity to imitate. Obviously, individual payoffs must

be observable for successful implementation of the latter process of imitative behavior.

Notice that, just like fictitious play, processes of imitation assume individual choice be-

havior to be an algebraic phenomenon. As mentioned earlier, a process of imitative

behavior is considered by Vega-Redondo (1997).

A third type of adaptive behavior, which is called reinfoTCe~n,ent learning, is originated

in behavioral psychology b,y Estes (1950) and Bush and Mosteller (1955). For recent ref-

erences in economics, we refer to Arthur (1993) a.nd Bbrgers and Sarin (1995, 1997).

Reinforcement learning states that. players tend t.o adopt strategies that yielded a high

payoff in the past and tend to avoid strategies that yielded a low payoff. This also explains

why processes of reinforcement learning are sometimes referred to as stimulus-response

models. An important. difference with best-reply and imitative behavior is t.hat reinforce-

ment. learning assumes individual choice behavior to be probabilistic. Furthermore, since

for reinforcement learning only a player's own payoffs matter, the other players' payoffs

do not have to be observable. The basic prernise of the positive-reinforcement process

analyzed by Bbrgers and Sarin (1997) is t.hat the probabilit,y of choosing a strateg,y in the

present increases independent of the payoff that resulted from a.dopting that strategy in

the past. The payoff only determines how much the probability increases. Their model is

extended in B~rgers and Sarin (1995) to include also negative reinforcement of strategies

by incorporatíng an endogenous aspiration level.

The three classes of adaptive behavior distinguished above state explicitly how single

players choose their strategies and thereby describe adaptive behavior at the level of

the individual. A fourth class of adaptive processes, which can be referred to as natv,ral

selection, describes adaptive behavior at the aggregate level by specifying how strategies

spread through the population of players. Nlore precisely, players who use high-payoff

strategies have a reproductive advantage compared to players who use low-payoff strate-

gies; hence, the latter decrease in frequency in the population over time. The standard

model that describes this natural selection process is the replicator dynamics that is

originated in biology by Dawkins (1976) and Taylor and Jonker (1978). For a survey

on processes of natural selection, and the replicator dynamics in particular, we refer to
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Weibull (1995). Recently, economically meaningful adaptive processes at the level of
the individual player have been established t.o sustain the replicator dynamics. Schlag

(1998) considers a model of social learning in which players observe the realized payoff

of the player they sample, and t.hen switch to the better strategy with a probability that
grows linearly in t.he payoff difference (only if the sampled payoff is higher than their

own). Schlag shows that. the traject.ories of the resulting adaptive system converge to

those of the replicator dynamics a.5 the populat.ion grows. Bt)rgers and Sarin (1997), as
mentioned earlier, show t.hat. their posit.ive-reinforcement process in discrete time con-

verges in probability to the continuous-time replicator dynamics as the time between

successive rounds of play goes to zero.

1.2 How Players Meet

We can embed a particular game in an adaptive system of economic and social interaction

by specifying the matching process t.hat determines how the players meet to play the

game, and by specifying what information is revealed to the players at the end of each

round of play. Furt.herrnore, the question is raised whether and why the predictions of

adaptive systems of economic and social interac.t.ion are of interest from the perspective

of the time span to which the predictions refer. To answer this question, we adopt

Binmore and Sanruelson's (1994) t,ypolog,y of time horizorrs.

Varieties of Matching Models

The matching models that have been considered in t,he literature on evolutionary game
theory and learning in garnes are classified below. Similar classifications can be found in
Vega-Redondo (1996) and ~denberg and Levine (1998).

A straightforward way to ernbed a game in an adaptive system of economic and social
interaction is called playireg the field (cf. Vega-Redondo (1996), p13) which means that.
each period a.ll players are called to play the game together. The concept of playing the
field was introduced by Ma,ynard Smith (1982). Playing the field is intended to reflect
situations where the interaction within the population of players is best. viewed as con-
ducted jointly at the population-wide level. The information that becomes available to
the players after the game has been played may vary depending on the informational

requirements of the adaptive processes which are used by the players. In the case of rein-
forcement learning nothing but the player~s own strategy and payoff may be observable,
while in the case of more demanding adaptive processes such as best,reply or imitative
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behavior, the players must be able to observe t~he strategies of all other pla,yers (and

possibly also the payoffs they obtain). An example of playing the field is the earlier

mentioned Cournotian oligopoly rnodel of Vega-Redondo (1997).

Instead of playing the game together, the players can also be matched in pairs to

play the game. We refer to this situat.ion as 7~airm~ise contest,s (cf. Vega-R.edondo (1996).

p.13). Pairwise corrtests are most appropriate in case players are dispersed or interaction

is conducted separately at the individtral level. The information which is observable by

a player at the end of each period can consist of some aggregate population statistics,

the strategies and payoffs associat~ed with the garne he was involved in, or the play in

all pairwise contests. An example of pairwise corrtests is the model of Kandori, Mailath,

and Rob (1993) who focus on natural selection processes with persistent. perturbations.

Their natural selection processes only require that better strategies are bett.er represented

in the population in the next period. When the pairwise contests consist of playing a

coordination game, Kandori, IVlailath, and Rob find convergence to the risk-dominant

equilibrium as the perturbat.ions become arbitrarily small.

When adjustment opportunit.ies are scarce, meaning t.hat the players are locked irrto

their strategies for some time, one can irnagine that in each period only a single pair of

players (who are randomly selected) is called to play a game and is able to adjust t.heir

behavior. In such a single-pair model (cf. Fudenberg and Levine (1998), p.5), the pla,y

and payoffs associated with the single game may be revealed to ever,yone; or alternatively

only be available to the two players who were involved in the game.

In economic and social environments featuring pairwise contests, the assumption that

players a-re not perfectly rational (but instead adapt) may not be so crucial as it appears

to be. Perfect rational players not only consider how their opponents will play in t,he

future, but they also take into accormt that their own current play will irrfiuence the

future play of their opponents. For exarnple, players may think that. if they are nice,

they will be rewarded by their opponents being nice in the future, or t.hat they can `teach'

their opponents to play a best reply to a particular strategy by playing that strategy

over and over. In pairwise contests, we cannot only abstract from such repeat.ed game

considerations by assuming that players adapt, but also by restricting ourselves to 'large'

populations of players. Namely, in a large population, the incent.ive to try to alter future

pla,y of the opponents is small enough to be negligible since the probability of ineeting

again in the near future is small (compared to t,he players' discount factor). Large

population stories therefore provide an alternative explanation of `naive' play; of course

doing so at. the cost of reducing the applicability to cases where the relevant population
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is large. Notice that experimentalists often claim to find that a`large' population can
consist of as few as six players (cf. Friedman (1996)).

Hence, in pairwise cont.ests, repeated play considerations are negligible because of the
large number of players who interact relatively anonymously, with population size large
compared to the discount factor. In single-pair models, where the players are locked
into their strategies for some t.ime, `naive' play can be justified (instead of imposed) in
case the players' discount factor is small enough compared to the rate at which strategy
adjustment opportunities arrive. To summarize, even when the players who are involved
in economic and social activity have the capability t,o perform optirnization calculations,
they may under certain circumstances abstract from doing so.

If economic and social environments involve dispersed players, then the three classes

of matching models discussed above may not be very realistic descriptions of the situ-

ation at hand. Namely, conform the segregation model of Schelling (1978), dispersed

players care more about their close-by neighbors t,han they do about players who are

located further away. This can be explained by the fact that. players are most likely t.o

interact with their neighbors. The matching models mentioned earlier can therefore be

seen as descriptions of economic and social environments exhibiting global interactiorc,

while environments with dispersed players are more likel,y to feature local irteractio~a.

Examples of local interaction models are Ellison (1993) and Blume (1993, 1995). Ellison

basicall,y extends the framework of Kandori, ?~Iailath, and Rob (1993) to a population of

players who are distributed on a circle and only interact with there close-by neighbors.

He shows that in the model of Kandori, Nlailath, and Rob with a specific best-reply ad-

justment process, rates of convergence (to the risk-dominant equilibrium) in coordination
games with local interaction exceed those with global interaction. Blume analyzes an

alternative model of adaptive behavior with randomness, where players are located on a

two-dimensional lattice. The probability of deviating from playing a best. reply depends

on the prospective loss in payoff from such a deviation. For coordinat.ion games, Blume

also finds convergence to the risk-dominant equilibrium.

Finally, notice that pairwise contests and single-pair models can easily be extended
to allow for games which are played by more than two players. So far, however, we have
also implicitly assumed that both pairwise contests and single-pair models are dealing
with symmetric games. This implicit assumption is a direct consequence of the fact that
we asstune the players to be (randomly) drawn from a single population. However, in
exactly the same spirit as discussed above, we can imagine several large populations of
players, one such population for each player position of the asymmetric game.
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Length of the Horizon

In describing adapt.ive syst.enrs of econornic and social interaction, Binnrore and Samuel-

son (1994) distiuguish between the short, medium, long, and ultralong run. The short,

run refers to the period of time during which the initial conditions of the system pre-

vail. Hence, the short run is a time span so short that players have no opportunity to

learn and simply use their priors to determine their behavior. By the long run, Binruore

a.nd Samuelson mean the time span needed for the system to reach the vicinit,y of the

first state near to which it will linger for some time. The rnediurn run is then logically

defined as the time intermediate between the short run and the long run, during which

the adjustment of the s,ystem to that state is occurring. Roth and Erev (1995) use the

term `medium run' similarly.

The short, medium, and long run are all sample path phenomena of the adaptive

system. Sometimes, however, limit results in evolutionary models refer to stationary

distributions which rely on rare perturbations (see, e.g., Kandori, Mailat.h, and R.ob

(1993), Young (1993), and Ellison (1993)). The stationary distribution of an adaptive

system assigns to every possible state, the proportion of tirne which the system will

spend in that. state as time goes t.o infinit.y. Since jumps from one state to another are

primarily driven by large btu~sts of perturbations that happen very rarely and for which

we t,ypically have to wait a long time, we refer to the period of time that is long enough

for the stationary distribution to be a good description of the behavior of the system

as the ultralong run. Hence, the ultralong run is long enough for perturbations to be

nonnegligible, while neglecting the perturbations by removing them fi~om the underlying

adaptive process leaves us with a relevant time horizon that corresponds to the long run.

Namely, as mentioned above, the long run refers to a time period sufTiciently short that

such highly unlikely events occur only with extremely small probability, but sufficiently

long for other forces to prodttce a stable pattern of behavior.

1.3 Overview

The evolutionary models introduced in this work will be briefly discussed. In particular,

we will put. them in the framework which was set up above, meaning that for ever,y

model we will discuss how the players act and meet, what information becomes available

to them after each round of play, and for which time span the predict.ions of the rnodel

a-re relevant. Notice that. predictions of evolutionar,y models typically refer to the long
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and ultralong run, while for studying the short and medium run, an experimental setting

seems most appropriat.e.

Chapter 2 considers a finite population of players who are repeatedly playing a

normal-form game. The players' individual choice behavior is taken to be probabilis-

tic. Although this implies that each player is characterized by his mixed strategy, a

realized outcome of the game will still be observed each period. The adjustment pro-

cess now states that pla,yers adapt their mixed strategies in favor of the pure strategies

which are best replies to t.hat realized outcome. This description of the players' adaptive

behavior shows that. we assume players to haue knowledge of the best reply structure of

t.he game. In addition, we assume that players can observe the realizecl pure strategies

of their opponents. Notice that the model can be reforrnulated as a multipopulation

model of social interaction, where the players' individual choice behauior is an algebraic

phenomenon. The classification of matching models as given in Section 1.2 is therefore

not as clear cut. as it appears to be at first, sight.

The st.ochastic adaptive system describing the players' behavior is a discrete-time

1~Zarkov process with an infinite stat.e space. The asymptotic behavior of this Markov

process, which corresponds to the long run in Binmore and Samuelson's (1994) termi-

nology, is shown to be characterized by a set of mixed-strategy profiles whose supports

are contained in a minimal curb set of t.he underlying game. A curb set, as introduced

by Basu and Weibull (1991), is a set of pure-strat.egy profiles such that all best. replies

against these pure-strategy profiles are contained in the set. ~~Iinimal sets with this

property are called minimal curb sets.

Under the additiona.l assumptions of frequent interaction and slow adjustment, the

stochastic adaptive system can be approximat.ed by a system of differential equations at

each finite point in time. The steady states of this deterministic system reflect so-called

best,repl,y ma.t.ching behavior, meaning that. each player plays a pure strategy with a

probability equal to the probability that it is a best reply t.o the pure-strategy profile of

his opponents. Chapter 3 is devoted to arr extensive study of these stead,y states which we

refer t.o as best-reply matching equilibria. We show existence of t.his equilibrium concept,

discuss some interesting properties, and illustrate the concept by means of some well-

known games. In particular, we identify the unique best: reply matching equilibrium of

the reduced normal-form of the centipede game, and we argue that it provides a potential

resolution of the paradoxical aspect of the centipede ganre. Chapter 2 contains parts of

Droste, Kosfeld, and Voorneveld (1998b) and Chapter 3 is based on Drost.e, Kosfeld, and

Voorneveld (1998a).
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The evolutionary model analyzed in Chapter 4 considers a finite nunrber of players

who are repeatedly playing a so-called communicat,ion game. A communication game has

the property that a player's pure st,rategies consist. of establishing a link with another

player. The payoffs in the game result, from communication between the players and

therefore depend on how well-connected the players are in the graph that represents

the outcome of the game. Since the players are assumed to adapt their behavior by

means of reinforcement learning, only their own payoffs are needed to update their

mixed strategies. More precisely, we consider the same reinforcement learning process

as Bórgers and Sarin (1997). This process is originated by Cross (1973) and is oft,en
referred to as a process of habit. formation since it only deals with positive reinforcement
of strategies. Recall that processes of reinforcement learning assume individual choice
behavior to be probabilistic.

The asymptotic behavior of the stochastic adaptive system, which is again a Nlarkov

process wit.h an infinite state space, prescribes that all players will play a pure strategy,

i.e., in the long run, each player will always establish a link with the same player. By
the same argument as in Chapter 2, the stochastic adaptive system can be approxi-
mated by a system of differential equations at each finite point in time. In fact., this
deterministic system is exactly the continuous-time replicator dynamics corresponding
to the underlying communication game. Using this result, we are able to identify an

asymptotically stable set of mixed-stxategy profiles, each of which is a Nash equilibrium

of the communication game. Chapter 4 is a slight.ly revised version of Droste (1999).

Chapter 5 extends repeated economic and social interaction to the case of dispersed
players. We consider a single-pair model where a finit.e number of players is spatially

distributed on a circle to play a coordination game. To incorporate t,he ability of the

players to alter their neighborhood, i.e., the set of players with whom they interact, we

make the interaction structure endogenous. In particular, pairs of players can decide to

enter each other's neighborhood, while individual players can also exclude players from

their neighborhood. Decisions to alter neighborhoods are made by comparing payoffs

and costs of playing the coordination game. The costs are given by the distance between
the player positions on the circle. Best-reply behavior determines how the strategies of

the players in the coordination game are adapted over t,ime. Occasionall,y, we also assume
players to make mistakes when implementing their decisions, whic,h is modelled by the
presence of persistent perturbations. From a knowledge point of view, we assume players
to know the coordination game and the player posit,ions, and to observe the strategies
of nearby players and the strategies of players they currently interact with.
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The long-run behavior of t.he players is given by a steady state of the adaptive system,

which is a Markov process with a finite state space, with the perturbations removed

from the underlying decision process. The steady states of the unperturbed adaptive

system are not just the two conventions, i.e., the states where all players play either

the risk-dominant or the risk-dominated strat.egy. Instead t.here also exist steady states

that exhibit coexistence of conventions, meaning that they feature clusters of players

who conform to one of t.hese conventions. The ultralong-run behavior is given by the

stationar,y distribution of the perturbed adaptive system which puts almost all weight

on the risk-dominant equilibrium as the perturbations go to zero. Chapter 5 is based on

Droste, Gilles, and Johnson (1999).

The main topic of Chapters 6 and 7 is heterogeneity of the players. In a model of

Cournot competition with pairwise contests, an infinite population of firms chooses al-

gebraically between several behavioral routines t.hat prescribe how the supplied quantit.,y

should be adapted over time. The available beha.vioral rout.ines are assumed to be com-

mon knowledge, while the informational requirements vary over the routines. For the

implementation of some behavioral routines, det.ailed informat.ion about specific firms

may be needed, while other routines only require aggregate population statistics as ín-

put. Costs are associated with every behavioral routine depending on the informational

and computational requirements. The population dynamics representing the natural

selection of the behavioral routines is given by either the replicator dynarnics or the dis-

crete choice model. Notice that the model ca.n be reformulated as a fixed-pla,yer model,

where a firm's choice between behavioral routines is considered to be a probabilistic

phenomenon.

The behavior of the firms can be completely described by coupling the population

dynamics with the quantity dynamics arising from the interplay between t.he behavioral

rout.ines. The long-run behavior of the adaptive system depends critically on the stability

of the quantity dynamics. In particular, as shown in Chapter 6, if the cheapest behavioral

routine is unstable, then the steady state of the adaptive s,ystem may be unstable. For

a small noise level (in the replicator dynamics) or a. high intensity of choice (in the

discrete choice model) with respect to the selection of behavioral routines, instability of

the steady state leads to highly irregular long-run behavior, possibly even described by

a strange attractor.

Two typical examples of the model are analyzed in Chapter 7 to illustrate t.he conr-

plicated long-run behavior in more detail. Namely, we consider a population that is a

mixture of best-reply firms and perfect-foresight firms, and a population consisting of
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iiuitating firms and best-reply firms. For the case of bc~st~ reply firms versus perfect-

foresight firms and the population dvnamics modelled by the replica~tor dynamics, we

show that complicated long-run behavior of the adaptive systern is due to a homoclinic

tangency between the steble a-nd unstable manifold of the unstahle steady stat.e. Nu-

merical sirnnlations suggest tlrat coinplicatecí long-run behavior is also a feature of tlie

adaptive systern when we focus on other belravioral routines, and that therefore tlre ex-

istence of strange attract.ors is a robust feature of t}ris kincl of evolutionary models with

heterogeneoiis pla,yers. Chapters 6 and 7 are based on Drost.e ~rncl Tiiinstra (1998) and

Droste, Hornmes, and Tuinstra (1999).



Chapter 2

An Adjustment Process Leading to

Best-Reply Matching

This chapter introduces an adjustment process for individual choice behavior in repeated

interactive situations. The int.eractive situations are modelled as finite normal-form

games and the player's choice behavior is taken to be probabilistic. We rnotivate the ací-

justment process by showing that it incorporates several basic principles which originated

in the psychological literature on individual learning. Alternatively, we show that the

adjustment process represents a multipopulation model of social learning. To precisely

describe the players' behavior as predicted by the adjtrstment process, we distinguish

between behavior in finite time and asymptotic behavior. As we will see, the asymptotic

behavior of the ad,justment process may be quite different from the behavior in finite

time.

As discussed in Section 1.1, taking a probabilistic choice approach implies that, at.

each point in time, the players are characterized by their mixed strategies. A player's

rnixed strategy specifies the probabilities with which he chooses the pure~ strategies that

are available to him. Each time t,he pla,yers interact, every player is confronted with

a realized outcome of the game, i.e., a pure-strategy profile. This outcome t,ypically

has a positive or negative value to the player and is expected to influence, by meaaLS of

adjustment of the mixed strategy, the future behavior of that player.

When a player interacts with other players and faces their mixed-strategy profile, he

is confronted with uncertainty. The presence of uncertainty may in turn cause regret

considerations to become important. We focus on an ordinal concept of regret by sayirrg

that a player feels `regret' whenever the pure strategy he chose turned out not to be

a best reply to the realized pure-strategy profile of his opponents. Therefore, we will

1~
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assume that a player associates a positive or negative value with an outcome of the

game depending on whether or not his pure st.rategy was a best reply, respectively.

The adjustment process presented in this chapter reflects these regret considerations hy

stating that players change their mixed strategy in fauor of pure strat.egies that. are best

replies to the current pure-strategy profile of their opponents.

In the course of analyzing the players' behavior as predicted by the adjustment pro-

cess, which is in fact a discrete-time Markov process with infinite state spare, it is

necessary to distinguish between behavior in finite t.ime and asymptotic long-run behav-

ior. The import,ance of separately considering these time spans has been discussed in

more depth in Sect.ion 1.2. Assuming frequent interaction and slow adjustment, behavior

in finite time can be approximated by a dynarnical s,ystem of deterministic differential

equations. F~equent interaction and slow adjust,ment mea.n that each discrete-time pe-

riod contains 'many' repetitions of the game, and that the players' adjustments of their

mixed strategies between two successive repetitions are 'small', respectively. Analyzing

the steady states of the dynamical system and their stability properties provides us with

some information about the players' behavior in finite time.

A feattrre of the dynamical system is that its steady states describe matching behav-

ior. In fact, they describe so-called best-reply rnatching be.havior. meaning t.hat ever,y

pla,yer plays a pure strategy with a probabilit,y which is generically equal to the proba-

bility t.hat this pure strategy is a best reply to the pure-strategy profile of his opponents.

~Iatching hehavior arising in a repeated interaction scenario suggests that a player even-

tually `learns' the probabilities with which the pure-st.rategy profiles of his opponents

occur. However, once these probabilities are `known', he does not reply by playing the

pure strategy that maximizes expected ut.ility but instead matches the probabilities.

Matching behavior is often associated with the decision-theoretic setting where a player

repeatedly faces a two-armed bandit problem. A two-armed bandit is a slot. machine with

two arms, each operating wit.h a fixed probability. At each point in time, the player's

task is to predict which arm will be operating. In such a setting matching behavior is

support.ed by the experiments of, e.g., Edwarcís (1956), Siegel and Goldstein (1959), and

Suppes and Atkinson (1960). In this chapter, we propose a model which shows that

matching behauior may also occur in interactive situations.

Asymptotic behavior of the adjustment process is typically quite different. from asymp-

totic behavior of the dynamical system. More precisely, as,ymptotic behavior of the ad-

justment process is characterized by a set of mixed-strategy profiles whose supports are

contained in a minimal curb set. Minimal curb sets are introduced by Basu and Weibull

(1991). A nonempty product set of pure strategies is said to be closed under best. replies
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if a11 best. replies against all these pure strategies are cont.ained in the set. Mininral

sets with this propert,y are called minimal curb sets. Still it may happen that asytup-

tot.ic long-run behavior of the adjustment process and the dynarnical system coincide.

A necessary condition for this to happen is thc existence of an absorbing stat.e of the

adjustment process. Namely, as we will show, the absorbing states of the ad,justment

procees reflect best-reply matching behavior.

The adjt~stment. process is related to the literature on reinforcemerrt learning as pio-

neered by Estss (1950) and Bush arrd Nlosteller (1955). Although reinforcement learning

has been discussecl in Section 1.1, we briefly repeat the basic idea underlying these mod-

els. Reinforcement learning assumes that players behave in a stirnulus-response fashion

where pure strategies are positively or negatively reinforced through their payoff. Since

these models do not require players to develop complicated cognit.ive processes in order

t.o form beliefs about tl~reir environment, t,he,y are very a~ttractive from t~he players' rat-

ionality or knowledge point of view. On this point the adjustnrent process considered

in this chapter coincides with the reinforcement learning models. Namely, we assume

players to myopically adjust their mixed strategies in response to the experiences they

have when playing the garne. In fact, players negatively reinforce pure strategies which

are not a best reply to the realized outcorne of the game. The adjustment process differs

from the models of reinforcement learning in t.he sense that it is based on an ordinal

concept of best reply, instead of received payoffs.

The learning models analyzed by B~rgers and Sarin ( 1995, 1997) are of special rele-

vance to the adjustment~ process considered in tlris chapter. Not only are the mathemati-

cal techniques underlying the convergence results in the work of B~rgers and Sarin similar

to the ones we use here, but also do the predict.ions of B~rgers and Sarin (1995) include

rnatching behavior in interactive situations. The learning process anal,yzed in B~rgers

and Sarin ( 1995) differs, however, significantly from the present adjustment process as

it explicitly models an endogenously evolving aspiration level.

Hurkens ( 1995) considers a learning process in finite normal-form games which is

represented by a discrete-time '`larkov process with a finite state space. The players are

assumed to play best replies against their beliefs, which in trrrn are formed on the basis

of the pure-strateg,y profiles used in t,he recent past. It is shown that the learning process

leads t.he players to play pure-strategy profiles from a minimal curb set.

The adjustment process is also relat.ed to the adaptive procedure of Hart and ~fas-

Colell (1998). Although Hart and A4as-Colell focus on a process leading to correlated

equilibria, the intuition imderlying their procedure coincides to a certain extent with
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the regret considerations mentioned above. In fact, they assume that players ad,just the

probabilities assigned to pure strategies b,y measuring the average regret of not having

played that strategy in the past. Notice that we assume players to focus on recent. history

only. Furthermore, contsary to the ordinal approach presented in this chapter, Hart and

Mas-Colell measure regret by payoff differences.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.1 we introduce the class of normal-

form games considered in this chapter and we state the adjustment process describing

how the players' behavior evolves over time. Two altsrnative~ int.erpretations of the

adjustment process are discussed in Section 2.2. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 deal with the

behavior of the players in finite time. In particular, the main result, in Section 2.3

identifies the dynamical system which approximates the adjustment process in finite

time. Section 2.4 deals with the stability properties of the steady states of the dynarnical

system. The asymptotic long-run behavior of the ad,justment process is analyzed in

5ect.ion 2.5. Finallv, Sect.ion 2.6 contains some remarks.

2.1 The Model

The finite normal-form game that we consider in this chapter is represented by a tuple

G-(N,(S;,);EN.(~;);EN), where N -{1,...,n.} is a finite set of players. Every player

i E N has a finite set S; of pure strategies and a binary relation ~, over the ,joint pure-

strateg,y set S-~,Eh, S;. which refíects his preferences over the outcomes of the game

G. The binary relation r-; is assurned to be refiexive and its as,ymmet.ric part r;, defined

foralls,sESby

s~;st~[srzsands~;.s],

is assumed to be acyclic. In the following, we also consider the more stringent case

in which the preference relations r; induce von Neumann-Nlorgenstern utilit.y func-

tions u; : S~ IR. The corresponding representation of the game is denoted by

G- (N, (S;);EN, (u;)~EN). We write S-; - r[~EN`{;} S~ for not.ational convenience.

For a pure-strategy tuple s-(s~, ..., sn) E S and a player i E N, we let. s-; -

(sl, ..., sz-1i s; fl, ..., sn) E S-; and, with a slight abuse of notation, s-(s;, s-;) E S.

The set of mixed strategies of a pla,yer i E N is denoted by

0;:-{~,:5;-~IR~Hs;ES;:o;(st))0,~~;(s;)-1}
s,ES,
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and the set of mixed strat.egies of a player i E N, such that. a positive probability is

assigned to every pure strategy, is given by

int(Oz,):-{a,:S;-~IR-~t1s;ES;:o;(s,) , ~ . ~a(s;) - 1}.
s, E S,

Analogous to the pure-strategy case, we use notations r~. 0-;, a-;, and rr - (rr„~-;).

Furthermore, for a mixed-strategy profile ~ E ~1 and a player i E N, we let. ~-;(s-;) :-

~~EN~{~}~~(~s~) denote the probability that the opponents of player i play t.he pure-

strategy profile s-, E S-;. Sirnilarly, for a mixed-strategy profile ~ E 0, ~(s) -

~~EN a;(s;) gives the probability that the pure-strategy profile s E S is realized.

Finally, for every player ~i. E N and every pure-strategy profile of his opponents

s-; E S-;, we denote the set of best replies, i.e., the set of pure st.rategies tha.t player i

cannot improve upon, by

B;( {s; E S; ~~s; E S; :(s;, s-;) r; ( s;, s-;)}.-,~ ) :-

Since S; is finite and ~; is acyclic, we know that B;(s-;) is nonempty. We assttrne that

every player i E.~' has knowledge of the set B;(s-;) for every pure-strategy profile of his

opponents s-; E S-z.

The game G introduced above is played repeatedly by the ~r players. The iterations

of the game are indexed by k E 1[~10 :- IN U{0}. We take a probabilistic choice approach,

meaning that at eac;h time k E 1No every player i E N plays a pure strategy s; E S~,

but this pure strategy is drawn from the probability distribution over his set of pure

strat.egies as induced by his rnixed strategy ~rk E 0;. Hence, at each tirne k E Il~1o,

every player i E N is completely characterized by his tnixed strategy ~k E 0;. The

state of the game, which characterizes ever,y player i E N, at time k E llVa is therefore

given by a mixed-strategy profile ~k -~rri, ..., ~n) E 0. By rrk (s;), we denote the

probability that player i, at time k, plays the ptu~e strategy s; E S;. Furthermore, for

a mixed-strategy profile ak E 0 and a player i E N, we let ~k;(s-;) :- ~~EN~{~} ~~ (s~)

denote the probability that. player i's opponents, at time k, play the pure-strategy profile

s-; E S-;. Similarly, for a mixed-strategy profile rrk E 0, ~k (s) -~,EN ~;`(s;) gives the

probability that the pure-strategy profile s E S is realized at time k. The initial state of

the game rro -(rro, ..., ao) E 0 is exogenously given.

Now, we describe t.he adjust.ment rule t.hat specificS how the players' mixed strategies,

as represented by the state of the game ~~` E 0, evolve over time. Consider a fixecí period

k E IIvo and let the pure-strategy profile s E S be realized in this period. We assume
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t.hat after the game G is played every player i E N observes the realized pure-strategy

profile of his opponents s-; E S-, and then adjusts his mixed strategy as follows

?kfl (Sx) - l (1 - B)!Tk (Si) ~ ~B.~s-,.)~
lf S{ E B1(S-4)i

: (I (1 - B) ~k (s;) otherwise,

where 0 G B C lis exogenously given. For a given initial random tnixed-strat.egy profile

rro E 0 and a given parameter B, the adjustment rule (2.1) implies that {~k}kENo is a

discrete-t.ime Markov process with the infinite state space 0. Aii ext.ensive discussion of

the adjustment rule (2.1) is contained in Section 2.2.

For later convenience, we end this section by describing the expected movement of

the state of t.he game. Consider the k-th repetition of the game G and let the current

state of the game rrk -~. Given that ak -~, next period's state of the game akfl is a

random variable. In fact, let E~~~}' ( st) - rr~ (s;) ~ rrk - rr~ denote the expected value

of rrk}~ ( s;) -~;` ( s;) conditional on rrk - a, then it holds that

E ~?k~~~ (Sz~ - ~~ (S~a) ~ ~k - ~~

- ~ ~(1- e) ~, (sz) ~ ~~;(s- ) I - ~ti (s,)~ ~-~ (s-:)
{s-,E.S'-,Is,~6,(s-,)}

-~- ((1 - B) a~ (st) - ~; (st)~ 1 - ~ ~-r (5~-~)
,IS,Ge,(s-,)}

~ ~I~;(~-~)I
- B~, (s;)~

{s-,EB-,Is,E6,(s-,)}

-~(Ti ('St) 1 - ~ ~-i (S-~

{s-,E.S,~s,EB;(s-,)}

B ~
{s-,~s-,IS;EB;(~-,)}

1

~B,(s-t)~
?-i (S- ) -?t(~5i)

for all k E IlVo, a E ~1, i E N, and s; E Sz. As we will see in Sect.ion 2.3, the expected

movement (2.2) of the st.ate of the game is indispensable for describing the behavior of
the adjustment process {ok}kEn~ in finite time.
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2.2 Two Alternative Interpretations

In this section, we discuss two interpretations of the model, and of the adjustment rule

(2.1) in particular, as irrt.roduced in the previous section. The first interpretation we

offer relies on principles of individual learning which are originated in the psychological

literature. The second interpretation is based on a mult,ipopula~tion model of social

learning.

Principles of Individual Learning

The adjustment rule (2.1) states that a player i E N in period k~ E]IV~, after the game

G is played, myopically adjusts his mixed strategy by first proportionally decreasing all

proba.bilities current.ly assigned to the pure strategies b,y a fraction 0 c B c 1. The

parameter B reflects the so-called recenc,y or forgett.ing effect, meaning that a player's

recent experience plays a larger role than past experience in determining his behavior.

Having proportionally decreased all probabilities then leaves the player with a prob-

ability B that we assume will be reallocat.ed over all pure strategies which are best replies

to the pure-strategy profile of his opponents that is realized in period k. R.eallocat,

ing the probability B over all best replies corresponds to the so-called generalization or

experimentation effect, stating that. players will not quickly become locked into one al-

ternative in exclusion of all others. Reallocating such that the probabilit;y B is equally

distributed over all best. replies is in accordance with the principle of insufficient reason,

as first int.roduced by Jacob Bernoulli (cf. Luce and Raiffa (1957), p.284), which basic-

ally states that indistinguishable altsrnatives should be treated similarly. Examination

of the psychological literat.ure on individual learning led Roth and Erev (1995) and Erev

and Roth (1998) to the conclusion that the recency effect and the generalization effect

are robust phenomena observed in a wide variety of experimental settings. Both efíècts

should therefore be incorporated in a model studying learning in games.

Clearly, the pure strategy currently played by player i E N cíoes not direct.l,y infíuence

how he himself adjusts his mixed strategy since the adjustment rule (2.1) is completely

detsrmined by the current pure-strategy profile of his opponents. The pure strateg,y

currently played by player i does, however, inHuence the adjustment rule of all of his

opponents. Consequently, the pure strategy currently played by player i influences t.he

future mixed-strategy profiles of his opponents and therefore it will influence his own

future behavior indirectly.

According to Erev and Roth, the law of effect is another principle of human learning

in strategic environments. The law of effect, as first introduced by Edward L. Thorndike
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(cf. Erev and Roth (1998), p.859), states that choices which have led to good outcomes

in the past are more likely to be repeated in the future. The adjustment rule (2.1) reflects

the law of effect even though the rule does not necessarily imply that the probability

assigned to a player's pure strategy increases if it is a best reply to the realized pure-

strategy profile of his opponents. In particular, the probability assigned to a best reply

may decrease when the genera.lization effect interferes with the law of effect.

A Model of Social Learning

Alternatively, suppose that there exist n. large (technicall,y infinite) populations of agents.

Each agent in every population i E N is programmed to a pure strategy s; E S~. The

fraction of agents in population i programmed to pure strategy s~ in period k E Wo is

denoted by rrk (s;). We examine the idea that the multipopulation model describes a

process of social learning. In a rnodel of social learning, agents typically ask around a.nd

learn from other agents in the populations. Cor~sider a social-learning process such that.

in each period k, some fraction B of the agents in every population i E N is randomly

drawn to play the game G. The agents who are called to play the game are randomly

matched in n-tuples such that each agent is matched with exactly one agent from every

other population. After all n-tuples of agents have played the game, the participating

agents leave the syst,em and are replaced by new agents who learn something about the

prevailing states of the n populations. iVlore precisely, suppose that one of the outcomes of

the games, sa,y the pure-strategy profiles s E S, is randomly selected to become publicly

available and therefore observable by the new agents. In other words, the probability of

sampling a pure-strategy profile equals its share in the current populations.

Now consider a new agent who replaces an agent exiting population i. This new

agent. makes a once-and-for-all choice of pure strategy, which he does by adopting the

best reply to the observed pure-st.rategy profile s-~ E S-;. In the case of multiple best.

replies, we assume that a new agent adopts each of the best replies with equal probability.

Obviously, the fraction of agents in population i. programmed t.o pure strat.egy s; in period

k-~ 1, i.e., rrk}i ( s,,), is then equal to (1 - B) rrk (s,) ~ IByi~-,i~ if s~ E B~(s-~) and equal to

(1 - B) ~k (si) otherwise. This is exactly the adjustment rule (2.1).

The social-learning model states that agents are being periodically replaced and that

only new agents make choices. This causes the state of the adaptive system, i.e., t.he

distribution of strategies currently played, to be only a function of last period's state
and not of the entire history. However, instead of replacing a.gents, it is also possible
to assume that the agents who are called to play the game (and then adjust their pure
strategy) do not. remember their own past experience.
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2.3 Behavior in Finite Time

It is necessary Y.o distinguish between behavior predicted b,y t.he adjustment pmcess

{rr~`}kEN~ in finite time, on t~he one haud, aud asymptvtic behavior, on the other hand.

This and t.he next~ section deal with thc first kind of behavior. To be able to analvze

the behavior of the adjustment process {rr~}~E~p in finite tirnc. we assume that each

discrete-time period k E II~I~~ contains `maiiy' repetitions of the game G. and that~ the

adjustments of their behavior which the players make between two repetitions of the

game are `small'.

Formally, let the time that passes between two repetitions of the game be denoted

by 0 G~ C 1, which is equivalent to saying that each discrete-time period k contains

~ repetitions of the game. After each repetition of the ganie, t.he pla,yers adjust their

behavior by ~ times what is prescribed by the adjustment. nzle (2.1), meaning that t.he

pla,yers' adjustrnent of their behavior `slows down' at the same rate at which thc time

distance between two repetitions slu~ink5. The above considerat.ions give rise to a slight

modification of the adjustment rule (2.1). In fact, they lea.d us to consider the ad,justment

rule given by

,~,k ,~o
~n,kti ( s ) - (1 - ~1B) ~; (sz) ~ ~a;(5-;)I

,,.,~
(1 - r1B) ~z ~ (s~:)

if s; E B;(s-~),

otlierwise,

for all i E N and h E IlV~~. Again, for a given pararneter B with 0 c B G 1, we are left

with a discrete-time ivlarkov process {rr''~k}~ENo with infinite state space 0, provided

t.hat we specify the initial random variable ~~~o. Since we let the time interval between

two repetitions of the garne be equal to ~~, thc random variable ~'~~~` g~ives the state of the

game at `real' time ~~k.

We are interested in the limit of the stat,e of the game ~'~~k as r~ -~ 0. As will be

shown below, taking this limit not only enables us t.o work in continuous time. bttt

also to approximate the adjustment process {~n~k}kEN~~ by a linear dynamical system of

deterministic differential eqi.iations. To describe the dynamical system, we introduce a

function rr~ : IR~ ---~ 0 which is differentiable with respect to t E IRf. The derivative of

~` is exactly the expected movement (2.2) of the state of the game and is therefore given

by

d~~ (.s~) - B
dt

{s-,ES-,~s,El3~ls-~)} IBi(S-t)I
~ 1 ~~ t (s-a) - r'r; (s,) (2.4)
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for all t E ffi~, i E N, and s; E S1. Let ~o denote the initial value of ~`.

Proposition 2.1 states that. the limit. of the state of the game rrn~k for any sequence

of ~'s and k's such that. rl -~ 0 and k~ -~ t, is almost surely given by the state ~` of t.he

dynamical system (2.4) at any finite time t E IRf.

Proposition 2.1 Suppose that for all 0 C rl C 1 it holds that rr'~~c - rr~ with probability

1. Co7asicier sorrt,e t~rrith. 0 C t C oo arad let ~-~ 0 artd kr7 -~ t. Thera n'l~k converges ~in

probability to ~`.

Proof. To prove Proposition 2.1, we use Theorem 1.1 in Chapter 8 of Norman (1972).

Ncirman's theorem is a general central limit theorem for discrete-time Markov processes

with infinite state space, which describe adjustment. by small steps. In fact, Proposition

2.1 follows directly from parts (A) and (B) of Norman's theorem and therefore it is

sufficient to verify the conditions imposed by the theorern.

We apply Norman's theorem to the adjustment process {?''~k }kEN,~ and we regard

a~~k as an element of [0,1]~'E"Isa ~~E,ENIs.I Normarr's conditiarr (a.l) is trivially

satisfied because the st.ate space 0 of the adjust.ment. process {~n~k}kE~o ]s independent

of rl. Furthermore, since the fimctiorrs ~~ : 1fiZ~ENls,l -, ~~-,EN15.1 ~tinrl m:]pEieNls,l -,

~(E ,ENISi I)x(E,ENIs,I); defined b,y

?n,ktl - ~n,k
r, (~) :- E f

L ~l
and

ui (rr) :- E

- Var

C ~~l,kt 1 - ~~l.k ~ 2

~ ~~,kf 1 - ~p,k

~

?~],k -

?J

1 r ~~r,ktl - ~~i,k
(T~'~` - !TJ - Fi IL

rl

?~'k - (l~ ,

~2

?~l~k - ~

are also independent of rl, conditions (a.2) and (a.3) are satisfied, respectively. Notice

that Var [vn'k}~ on'k a~~k -~] denotes the n-dimensional variance-covariance matrix of

the random variable ~(~n~ktr - rr'~~k) conditional on the event that the stat,e of the ga.me

?~'k - ?.

Norman's conditions (b.l), (6.2), and (b.3) require ~~ to be differentiable, the deriva-

tive of v to be bounded, and the derivative of 2~ to be Lipschitz continuous, respectively.

Condition (b.4) st.ates t.hat the function w should be Lipschitz continuous as well. These

rl
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conditions hold since the functions z~ and w are polynomial fiuictions with a compact

domain.
Finally, Norman's condition (c) requires the function r: IR.`~'E~"I~~'I -~ 1R, defiued by

where

~r~,ktl - ~~,k

7)

3
?~7.k

- ~ I ,

Z;EN~S;~

~~I3 -- ~ 1a4~3

l-1

for .r E iR~'E"IS'I to be bounded from above. Condition (c) is satisfied because the
function r is a polynomial function with a compact domain as well.

Norman's theorem ensures that the expect.atior~ of the random variables n~'~ con-
verge to the expectation of r'r` as rl -~ 0 and kg -~ t. Since convergence of expectations
implies convergence in probability this concludes the proof. 0

According to Proposition 2.1. if rl and krt are close to 0 and t, respectively, t,hen,

with large probabilit.y, r-~~k will be close to rr`. Thus, frequent play and slow adjust.ment

make it possible t,o apply a law of large numbers argument and, as a result, to clerive
a central limit theorem which states that actual adjustment and expected movement of

the adjustment process {rrk}kEro coincide. Consequently, the behavior predicted by the

adjustment process {ak}kErv~, in finite time can to some extent be analyzed by means of

the dynamical syst.em (2.4).

The first step in an analysis of the dynamical system (2.4) consists of t,he identification
of the steady stat.es. For this purpose, we introduce the notion of best-reply matching
equilibrium in finite normal-form games.

Definition 2.2 Let G-(N, (S,);EN, (rz);EN) be a game. A rni~ed-strategy profile a E 0
is a óest-reply rnatching eqnilibriurre if for every player i E N and s; E S2 it holds that

~a (~5'2) - ~ ~B (f )~~-~ (s-') ~s
{s-,ES-.,~s,EB,(s-;)} t -z

The set of best-reply ~n.atching equilibria of a ga~ne G is denoted 6y BRM (G).

Definition 2.2 says that in a best-reply matching equilibrium, every player i E N plays
a pure strategy s; E S; with a probability which is strongly related to the probability that
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sz is a best reply to a pure-strat.egy profile of his opponents. In case the pure strateg,y s;

is a unique best. reply, the probability that player i assigns to it. equals t-he probability

that s; is a best reply to a pure-strat.egy profile of player i's opponents. As becomes clear

from expression (2.5), this equalit.y no longer holds true in case of multiple best replies.

Namely, player i will then equally distribute the probability that a pure-strategy profile

of his opponents is realized over all best replies to that profile.

Chapter 3 contains an extensive treatment of best reply matching equilibria. In

particular, we will show that for every game G the set of best.-reply matching equilibria

BRM (G) is nonempt,y and we will illustrate the equilibrium not.ion by rneans of several

well-known games. For now, we only phrase Proposition 2.3 which gives a motivation for

the concept of best-reply matching equilibriurn by stating that. the st:cady states of the

dynamical system (2.4) are exactly the best-reply matching equilibria of the underlying

normal-form garne.

Proposition 2.3 Co~nsider n, qayne G-(N, (S;),E,v, (~~),E,v). Thera the set of steady

states o the d 7io,rnical s stem. 2. wlaich is clzaracterized bi á; si
dó' S'~ -

f y y i~ 4~, J O:- dr 0 for

all i E N ond s~ E S;, coi~r.cides with BR~L1 (G), i.e., the set of best-reply rn.atching

equili.bria of G.

Proof. Proposition 2.3 follows immediately from comparing the conditions for a steady

state of the dynamical system (2.4) and Definition 2.2. ~

For the second step in an analysis of the cíynamical system (2.4), which consists of a

stability analysis of the steady states, we refer to the next section.

2.4 Stability Analysis

Before we start with the analysis of the dynamical system (2.4), we describe dynamical

systems of differential equations in a more general framework. This framework comprises

the dynamical systems that appear in Chapters 2 and 4 of this work. We consider

dynamical systems of autonomous, first-order, ordinar,y differential equations t.hat can

be written as

?-~p(?),

where
l d~ d~r d~„

nl - dt - ( dt ,..., dt
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and ~ is a mapping from the joint mixed-st.rategy set 0 to itself. A solution with

ixi;tial value Ro E 0 to a dynamical system (2.6) is a function ~~-,rro) : 1Rf -~ 0

such that ~~0, ~a) - rro and ~~ ~~ ~t, r7o)~ -~p ~~ ~t, ~o~~ for all t, E IR.f. Since we only

consider rnappings cp with continuous first partial derivatives, existence and uniqueness

of a solution is guaranteed.

We use two distinct notions of stability: Lyapunov stability and a.5ymptotic. stabilit,y.

Int.uitively, a state ~ E 0 is Lyapunov stable if no small pert,urbation of the st,ate

induces a movement away from rr. Asymptotic st.ability is a stronger stability notion as

it not only requires a statc~~ r7 E~ to be Lyapunov stable, but also all sufficientl,y small

perturbations of t.he state to induce a movement back toward ~. Forma.lly, a. state r'r E 0

is Lyapunov stable if every neighborhood D of r"r contains a neighborhood Do of ~ such

that ~~t, ~a) E D for all ac E Do n 0 and t E iR}. A state rr E ~ is unstable if it is not.

Lyapunov stable. A state ~ E ~ is as„ymptotically stable if it is L,yapunov stable a.nd if

t.here exists a neighborhood D' such that lim~-„~ ~ ~t, rro) - R for all ~o E D' n 0. B,y

a neighborhood of a state ~ E 0. we mean an open subset of 0 containing ~.

The preceding definitions of stability properties of single states ~r E 0 can be gener-

alized in a straightforward way to properties of closed sets of states A C 0. To correctly

define stability properties of closed sets, we say that the distance between a state ~ E 0

and a closed set A C 0 is the minimal distance between rr and any state ~ E A, i.e..

d(~, A) - minoEA ~~~ -~~~, where ~~. ~~ is the Euclidean norm. Furthermore, we say that

a solution ~~., r7o) converges to a closed set A C 0, written as ~~t, ~o) ~ A if, ~~~ ,
t.he distance d~~ ~t, ~o) , A) converges to zero as t-~ x. A closed set A C 0 is Lya-

punov st,able if every neighborhood D of A contains a neighborhood Do of A such that
~~t, ~o) E D for all rro E D" n 0 and t E IR~. A closed set A C 0 is called urrstable if

it is not Lyapunov stable. A closed set A C ~ is asymptotically stable if it is Lyapunov
stable and if there exists a neighborhood D' of A such that ~~t, ao)~~~ --~ A for all
~o E D' n 0. By a neighborhood of a closed set A C 0, we mearr an open subset of 0

containing A.

To establish stability properties of single steady states or sets of stead,y states of a

dynamical syst.em (2.6), we use both the eigenvalue analysis and the direct Lyapunov

method. The eigenvalue analysis is based on the relation between the stability properties

of a stead,y state of a dynamical system and the real parts of the eigenvalues of the

dynamical system's Jacobian. Let J~~, denote the Jacobian of a dynamical s,ystem (2.6)

and let J~ (r"r) denote the Jacobian of a dynamical syst.em (2.6) which is evaluated at the

state ~ E ~. The exact relation is given by Theorem 2.4.
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Theorem 2.4 (Theorem 4.1 and Remark 4.1 in Chapter 3 and Theorem 2.4 ín Chapter

4 of Brock a.nd Malliaris (1989)] Consider a steady state rr E ~ af a dynamir.al system

(2. 6).

(i) If all eigenvalues of the Jacobiarz J,~ (r1) evaluated at the st.eady state ïr have neg-

ative real parts, then the steady state rr is asymptotically stable.

(ii) If at least one eigenvalue of the Jacobian J~ (rÏ) evaluated at the steady state n has

a positive real part, then the steady state r7 is unstable.

Moreover, consider a steady state ïT E 0 of a linear d,y~aamical s,yste~nz (2.6).

(iii) The steady state ~ is asym.pt.ot,ically stable if and only if all eigenvalues of the

Jacobian. J,~ have negative real parts.

(iv) The steady state ~ is Lyapunov stable if and only if all eigenvalues of the Jacobian

Jw have nonpositive real parts a~ad every eigenvalue of the Jacobian J,~ which has

a zero real part has single multipli.city.

(v) If at least one eigenvalue of the. Jacobian JU has a positive real part, then the steady

state ~r i,s unstable.

With respect to the direct Lyapunov method, we use the following result.

Theorem 2.5 [Theorem 6.4 in Chapter 6 of Weibull (1995)] Suppose that A C ~ is

closed. If there e~ists a neighborhood D of A azzd a conti~rzuously differentiable function

v: D-~ IR~ such that

v(rs) - 0 if and o~zly if rr E A

and
dv (rr) .

~~ rri (s2) c 0 for all rÍ ~ A,
dïr; (s;)

sEN s,ES;

then A is asymptotically stable. Suppose th,at A C 0 is closed a~zd connected. If there

exists a neighborhood D of A and a continuously differentiable fv.nction v: D -~ IRt

such that

v(r7) - 0 if and only if r"r E A
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and

dv (~) .
~~ rr, (si) C 0 for all rr ~ A,

dá~ (si)
iEN s;ES,

then A is Lya~unov stable.

For general finite normal-form games G it is not possible t.o derive explicit results

with respect t.o the stability properties of stead,y states of the dynamical systern (2.4).

For that reason. we consider 2 x 2 binratrix games and coordination games.

2.4.1 2 x 2 Bimatrix Games

A 2 x 2 bimatrix game is a two-player normal-form game where t.he purEstrategy set

of both pla,yers consists of two elements. Denoting Si -{T, B} and S2 - {L, R}, the

dynamical system ( 2.4) corresponding to a 2 x 2 bimatrix game becomes

~1 (T) - ~ ~ ~Bl(S2)I~2
(S2) - ~1 (T)

{s2ES1~TE8~(s2)}

B ~ 1

{stECt~LEB2(si)} ~B2(51)~
~i(sr) - ~2(L)

for all t E IRf. The equations for r'rl (B) ancl ~2 (R) are redundant since ~Í (B) -

1-~i (T) a.nd ~2 (R) - 1- rrz (L). Let ~ E 0 denote a best-reply matching equilibrium

of a 2 x 2 bimatrix game, or equivalently a steady state of the dynamical systern (2.7).

Proposition 2.6 gives the stability properties of a best: reply matching equilibrium ir E 0.

Proposition 2.6 Let G-(N, (Sz)iEN, (ri)rEN) be a 2 x 2 bimatrix game. Then a

best-rePly matching equilibrium rr E 0 is Lya7~unov stable under the dynamical system

(~. 7~.

Proof. To prove Proposition 2.6, we use the eigenvalue analysis as stat.ed in Theorem

2.4. The Jacobian J~~ of the dynamical system (2.7) is given by

db~(T) dd,(T) -~ dói(T)

JQC
dQj(T) dó2(L) dS2(L)

- ~ dz(~) vz(L) ~ - ~ o~(L) -e
dói(T) dó2(G) dài(T)

Consider the entry do2~~~ . Depending on the best-reply structure of the game G this

entry equals -B, -2, 0, 2, or B. To illustrate why this holds, we consider the case
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where T is the unique best reply to L and both T and B are best replies t.o R. For this

best-reply structure it. holds that. the first equation of the dynamical system ( 2.7) equals

~i (T) - B I?á (L) f 2~z (R) - di (T)J

- B I ~2 (L) -~ ~ ( 1 - rrs (L)) - Ri (T)~ .

It follows immediately that in thisL case the entry d~z~~~ - 2. Considering the other eight.

possible best-reply structures of a 2 x 2 bimatrix game then gives the required result.

Similarly. it can easily be shown that the ent.ry dó~~T) also equals -B, - 2, 0, 2, or B.

We are left with the act.ual eigenvalue analysis of the Jacobian J~~. In det.ermining

the eigenvalues we distinguish five cases. First., let ~oz~~~ or do,((T) be equal to 0. This

implies that the Jacobian Jà~ is triangular and t.ha.t, the eigenvalues are therefore given

by the entries on the diagonal, i.e., a1,2 - -B C 0. Consequently, a steady state ~ E 0

is asymptotically stable according to Theorem 2.4.

Second, let do2~~~ -- B. In this case the eigenvalues of the Jacobian J~~ are given by

~,,2 - -B f 1' -B
V d~; (T) ~

When "~ L) --B, we find t.hat .~1 --2B and ~z - 0 which by Theorem 2.4 implies a
dó~(T)

steady state ~ E 0 to be Lyapunov stable, but, not asymptotically stable. In all other

cases, i.e-, do,(~T) equal to -o, 2, or B, it holds that R.e (.~i.2) G 0, in which case Theorem

2.4 implies that a steady state ~ E 0 is asymptot.ically stable.

Third, let
d~e T) --e A straightforward calculation shows that the resulting eigen-dóz(L) 2'

values equal

H ~z(L)
i~1,2 - -B ~ - --

2 d~i (T) ~

Furthermore, it follows immediately that for all possible values of áa~(~T) it. holds that

Re (~1,2) c 0, i.e., a steady stat.e rT E 0 will be asymptotically stable.

Fourth, let, do'(T) - B In this case the eigenvalues are given by
dóz(L) - 2'

~i.2 - -B f
B ~2(L)
2 d~; (T) ~

~z(L)

Again, this implies that Re(.~1,2) c 0 for all possible values of o;(L) Consequently, add, (T ) '

steady state ~ E 0 is asymptotically stable.
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Finally, let t~~~L~ - B. This gives rise to the following eigenvalues

~2 (L).~1,2 - -8 f t Bd~i (7,).

From the above expression it, can easily be deduced that Re (~l,z) c 0 and that a steady

state ïr E ~ is as,ymptoticall,y stable, except when ~~,(~) - B. In t.he latter case, we find
dól(T) -

that. ~t --2B and ~2 - 0 which implies a steady state rr E 0 to be Lyapunov stable,

but not asymptotica.lly stable. ~

As becomes clear from the proof of Proposition 2.6, there exist best-reply structures

of 2 x 2 bimatrix games for which the result stated in Proposition 2.6 can be st,rengthened,

meaning that the corresponding best,reply matching equilibria are even asymptotically

st.able under the dynamical s,yst.em (2.7).

2.4.2 Coordination Games

A two-player game is a coordination game if both players i E N-{1, 2} have the same

set of pure strategies, i.e., Sl - S2 -: X, and the unique best reply to a pure st.rateg,y of

the opponent is to play the same pure strategy. In the case of a two-player coordination

game the dynamical system (2.4) therefore reduces to

~~ (Sà) - B ~~`i (S~) - ?` (S~))
for all t E IRt, i, j E {1, 2}, j~ i, and s,; E X. It follows directly from the dynamical

system (2.8) and Proposition 2.3 that the set of best-reply matching equilibria BRM (G)

of a two-player coordination game is given by

{~E0~~1(sz)-~2(s,) forall.sZEX},

meaning that a best-reply matching equilibrium consists of both players playing the same

mixed strategy. Using the direct Lyapunov method as stated in Theorem 2.5, Proposition

2.7 gives the stability properties of the whole set. of best reply matching equilibria and

each single best-reply matching equilibrium of a two-player coordination game.

Proposition 2.7 Let G- (N, (Sz)iEN, (~~)iE,v) be a two-player coordination ga~rrae.

Then the set of best-reply matching equilibria BRM (G) is asymptotically stable under

the dynamical system (2.8). Furthermore, each single best-reply matching equilibrium

ó E ~ is Lyapunov stable under the dynamical system (2.8J.
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Proof. First, consider the set. of all steady states of the dynamical system (2.8), i.e., let
A- {n E 0 ~ Ri (si) - rr2 (s;) for all s; E~}. It. is easily seen that the set A is closed.

Let the Lyapunov function ~~ : 1R~X~ x II3~X~ -~ ]R.~ be given by

v (~) - 2 ~ (?2 (S i) - rrl (si))2 .

s;EX

Obviously, v(~) is continuously differentiable and ~~ ( ~) - 0 if and only if ~ E A. Fur-
thermore, it holds that

~ ~ d~i (S ~)~i (Si) - -2fÍ ~ (~l ('Si) - ?1 (`Si))z ~ ~

iEN s,EX .~,EX

for all d~ A. According to Theorem 2.5, the set A is asymptotically stable.
Sec.ond, let A be the closed and connected set consisting of a single st.eady state, say

(~r,~l) E 0, of the dynamical system (2.8), i.e., A-{(~l,rrl)}. Let the Lyapunov

function ri : IR~X~ x 1R~'x~ -~ IR~ be given by

~~ (~) - 2 ~ [(R1 ( Si) - (Tl (3;))2 f ((TZ (Si) - ~I (Si))2] ~
s, E.r

Again, it, is obvious that ~! ( ~r) is continuousl,y differentiable, v(rr) - 0 if and only if

~ E A, and

~ ~ d~~ ( ~) ~i (sa) - -B ~ (d2 (si) - ~~ (si))~ C 0dai (si)iEN s,EX s;EX

for all d~ A. Consequently, according to Theorem 2.5, each single steady state of t.he
dynamical system ( 2.8) is Lyapunov stable. O

Notice that the Lyapunov function z~ as rLSed in the proof of Proposition 2.7, is
not only properly defined on a small neighborhood of the set of best-reply matching

equilibria, but even on the entire state space 0. Hence, the set of best-reply matching

equilibria is globally asymptotically stable, meaning that convergence to that set will be
observed independent of the initial state of the dynamical system (2.8).

2.5 Asymptotic Behavior

This section deals with the asymptotic long-run behavior of the adjustment. process
{rrk} as k ~ x. We specify asyinptotic beha~.i~~r and thereby show that it may be~:: n„ ~
diffe~r~~nt from the behavior in finite tirne as discii~,~~~i iii 5ections 2.3 and 2.4.
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To study t.he asymptotic behavior, we need the following not,ation. Recall that the

adjustment. process {ak}kENo is a discrete-t.ime Markov process with infinite state space

0. The transition probabilities of the adjrl-stment process {~k} in the first pcsiodkENo

are denoted by

K(~, f1) - Pr (~i E A ~~~ -~~

for each subset A of 0. Analogousl,y. t.he transit~ion probabilities of the a~djustment

process {~~}kE~o over the first k periods are tYren given by

Itr'(a,A)-Pr(rrkEA~~o-r'}

for each subset A of 0 and k E IlV. It is convenient to let Ik ~(~, A) be equal to 1 if

a E A and 0 otherwise. Functions like K and Kk, i.e., probability measures in their

second variable for each value of their first, and measurable in their first variable for

each value of their second. will be called stochastic kernels. A sequence {Kk}kE~,o of

stochastic kernels is said to converge uniforrnly to a stochastic kernel K" if for each

subset A of 0 and e) 0, there exists an integer 1L7 such that

f{o" ~a, A~ - e G Kk (~..~1) C h"~` (rr, fl) f~

for all k 1 ,~L~l and rí E 0. Notice~ that in the above expression, A is the interior of A

and Á is the closure of A.
The following proposition that relies on Norman's ( 1968) work on distance-diminishing

IVlarkov processes, gives some necessar„y ínformat.ion about the a.5ymptotic behavior of

the adjustrnent process {~k}kEN~ b,y showing uniform convergence of a stochastic kernel

which is stsongl,y related to the adjustment process.

Proposition 2.8 The stoc.hastic kernel k~l ~~-~~ K~ of the adjvstrri,ent Process {?k }kEN~
converges wniformly as k--~ .x t,o a stochastic kernel K~.

Proof. Theorern 2.1 in Norman (1968) is a convergence result. for distance-diminishing

discrete-time Markov processes with infinite state space that implies Proposition 2.8.

It is therefore sufficient. to verify that the conditions (Hl)-(H8), which are imposed by

Theorem 2.1 in Norman (1968), are satisfied by the adjustment process {~k}kENo.
The condition ( H1) is trivially satisfied b,y the definition of the adjustment process

{~k}kENo and condition ( H2) is satisfied because S~ is finite for all i E N.

Norman's condition (H3) requires {ak}kENo to be memory-less ancl temporally ho-

mogeneous, meaning that the probabilities of all possible pure-st,rat.egy profiles at t.ime
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k depend only on the st.ate of the game at time k, i.e. ak, and not on earlier states or

pure-strateg,y profiles or even on the number of repet.it.ions of the game. Since {~A }kENo
is a discrete-time Markov process, condition (H3) is clearl,y sat.isfied.

Conditions (H4) and (H5) are satisfied because 0; is a compact subset of IR~s'~-i for

all i E N. As the function cps : 0-~ IR defined by

N

~s ~~~~ '- ~ ~~ (Si)

í-1

is differentiable on the state space 0, condition (H6) onl,y requires the absolut.e value of

each component of d~`á~kk) to be finite. In fact., it can easily be verified that the absolute

value of each component of d~~~kk) is an element of (0, 1~.

Norman's condition (H7) requires t.he following. Consider any time k and let ~k and

ák be two possible states of the game at that time. Cor~sider also a fixed pure-strategy

profile s E S. Denote by ~rk}1 and rik}1 the states of the game that are reached if the

preceding states were ~k and ~k, respectively, and pure-strategy profile s was realized at

time k. Theorem 2.1 in Norman (1968) requires that

~~~k~-1 - ~kfl
~~ ~ ~~~k - ~k~~ '

Recall that. ~~-~~ denotes the Euclidean norm. A straightforward calculation shows t,hat

for the a~djustment prvicess {~k}r,ENo it holds that

~~~kfl
- ~ktl

~~ - (I - B) ~~~k - ~~ ~~ '

Since 0 c B c 1, condition ( H7) is clearly satisfied.

Finally, condition (H8) requires the wealc inequality ~~~kfr -~k}i~~ ~
II?k - ~~ I I

to be strict in certain special cases. Since 0 c 9 c 1, the inequality is always strict

with respect to the adjustment process {~k}kENo. Norman's condition (H8) is therefore

automatically satisfied. ~

Given an initial state of the game, the stochastic kernel k}1 ~~-a K~ specifies for

each subset A of 0 the average probability of the adjustment process {~k}kENo being

in a state in A during the first. k f 1 periods. Notice that Proposition 2.8 only asserts

convergence of these average probabilities and is therefore not meant to suggest that

there exists a mixed-strategy profile ~~` t.o which ~k converges with probability 1 as

k-~ x. Though such convergence may very well occru~, it. does not occur in general, as

we will see below.
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Properties of a Stochastic Kernel K~

To study properties of a stochastic kernel K~, we need the following notation. Rc~call

that for ever,y player i E N ancí each pure-strategy profile s-, E S-, of his opponents,

we denote the set of best replie.5 by

B; (s-,) -{s; E S; ~~s; E S; :(s;, s-;) ~; (s„ s-;)} .

Let B(s) -~iEN B; (s-;) and for every set C-~aEN Cz C S let B; (C) - UsECB;, (s-;)

and B(C) -~~EN B; (C). A nonempt,y set. C C S is said to be closed under best

replies, or equivalently C is a crrrb set, if B(~,EN C;) C C. Curb is short for closed

under rational behavior. Hence, a nonempty set. of prue strategies C is a curb set if all

best. replies against all t.hese pure strategies are contained in t.he set.. Such a set C is called

a minimal curb set if it does not properly contain a curb set. It is straightforward to

show that B(~~EN C;~ - C for every minimal curb set.. For every game C let C :- C(G)

denote the set of minimal curb sets of that game. Since the joint pure-staategy set. S is

always a curb set, every game G has at least one minimal curb set, i.e., C(G) ~ 0. The

notion of curb set was introduced by Basu and Weibull (1991).

In addition, for ever,y nonempty set G C S; let ~; (C;) C Ot be the face of the

simplex ~; spanned by C;, i.e.,

~; (C;) - {rr; E 0.; ~ Car (~;) C C;} ,

where Car(~;) -{s; E S, ~ a, (s;) ~ 0} is the support ( or carrier) of rr; E 0;. Likewise,

for every collection C -~2EN C; C S of nonempty sets C; C S;, one for every player

i E N, we let the closed and convex set 0 (C) be the face of the mixed-strategy set ~

spanned by C, i.e., 0(C) - rj,EN 0; (C,).
The analysis of the asymptotic behavior of the adjustment process {rrk}k~N , and

of a stochast.ic kernel K~ in particular, will be conducted through a series of results

and examples. The first result., as represented by Proposition 2.9, states a propert;y of a

stochastic kcrnel K~.

Proposition 2.9 Consider a stochastic kernel Kx of the adjustment process { ~k }AENo.
Then for each ~ E r~ it holds that

cEc
K~ (~, 0 (C)) - 1.

Proof. To prove Proposition 2.9, we introduce the following notat.ion. A set A C í, is

a consequent set if there exists a rr E ~ such that Kk (rr, A) - 1 for all k E II~i. A set
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A C 0 is invariant. if A is a consequent set for all ~ E A. Such a set is called a minimal
invariant set. if it does not properly contain an invariant set. A straightforward argument
shows that the minimal invariant sets of the adjustment process {?k}kENo are exactly
the faces of the minimal curb sets. Notice that every consequent set contains a minimal
invariant set, or equivalently the face of a minimal curb set. For all rr E 0, A C 0, and
k E 1N, let Pk (R, A) denote the probability of being in A in some period l C k, when
the initial state is ~. Define E:- UcECO (C). Obviolisly, Kk (~, E) - Pk (~, E).

Since faces of minimal curb sets are disjoint, we have to show that K~ (~, E) - 1 for
all ~ E ~. First, notice that K~ (~, E) ~ 0 for all rr E ~. If not, the complement of E
(denot,ed by v`E) would be a consequent. set for ~ and would therefore contain the face
of a minimal curb set, which is in contradiction with the definition of E.

Let ~ E~. Since K~` (o, E) 1 0, there exists an L c x such that K~ (a, E) -

PL (~, E) ) ó 1 0. We prove by induction that.

1- Pk~ (rr, E) c( 1 - b)k (2.9)

for all k E IN. For all ~ E 0, A C 0, and k E IlV, let ~k (rr, A) denote the probability

of being in A in period kL and always remaining out of E, when the initial st.ate is ~.
Obviously, ~k (rr, 0`E) - 1- Pk~ (~. E) for all k E W. By construction, the ineyuality

(2.9) holds in case k- 1. Assume now that p,~ (~, 0`E) C(1 - ó)~ for all l c k. Then

Frkt~
(~, 0`E) -~ l~k (?, 0`E) l~ (~, d~)

. o`e

G(1 - ó)k J f~ (~, d~)
4`E

- (1 - ó)k N (~, O~E)
G (I - ó)ktl

S1I1Ce

K~ (~, E) - lim Kk (a, E) - lim Pk (~, E) ~ lim 1-(1 - ó)k - 1,
k-.x k-~z - k~z

this establishes the result. ~

Propositions 2.8 and '2.9 imply that the asymptotic behavior of the adjustment pro-
cess {~k}kENo is characterized by a face ~(C) C 0, where C is a minimal curb set.
In case there are several minimal curb sets C E C, Proposit.ions 2.8 and 2.9 typically
do not specify which face 0(C), with C E C, will charact.erize asymptotic behavior. In
fact, if ~ E int(0), then every face 0(C), with C E C, has a positive probability of
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characterizing asymptotic behavior. This follows directly from applying the analysis in

Section 7.2 of Bush and Mosteller (1955) to the adjust,merrt. process {ak}kENo.
Consider the coordination game as represented in Figure 2.1, which belongs to the

class of coordination games discussed in Sect.ion 2.4.2. The ganre has t.wo strict Nash

equilibria, i.e., pure-strategy profiles in which both players play the unique best reply

to the opponent's pure stsategy, namel,y (A, A) and (B, B). It is easy to see that bot~h

strict Nash equilibria are nrinimal curb set.s as singletons and that there are no other

ones. Hence, Propositions 2.8 and 2.9 imply that in the coordination game in Figure

2.1, rrk converges t,o one of the strict Nash equilibria wit.h probabilit.y 1 as k, -~ r~.

F~-om the adjustment rule (2.1) it follows immediately that the two strict, Nash equilibria

are absorbing states of the adjustment. process {~k}kENo, which rneans that once entered

they cannot be left. Furthermore, as follows from the analysis in Section 2.4.2, both strict

Nash equilibria also belong to the set. of best-repl,y matching equilibria of the game.

A
B

A
2, 2
0. 0

0, 0
1, 1

Figure 2.1: A coordination game

The coordination game represented in Figtrre 2.1 shows that behavior in finite time

a.nd asympt.otic behavior of the adjustment process {~k}kEnp rnay be very different. To

illustrate this point, we consider a rnixed-strategy profile that is close to the mixed-

strategy best-reply matching equilibrium rr - ~~ 2, 2~~ 2, 2)). Due to the stability prop-

erties of the dynamical system (2.8) as discussed in Section 2.4.2, that mixed-strategy

profile will stay close to ~~ 2, z)~ 2, z)) under the dynamical syst.em (2.8), and will there-

fore definitely stay in the interior of the state space in finite time. As mentioned above,

however, asymptotic behavior is characterized by one of t.he two strict Nash equilib-

ria, i.e., one of the two pure-strategy best-reply matching equilibria, which are on the

boundary of the state space.

Minimal Curb Sets, Best-Reply Matching Equilibria, and Absorbing States

The relation between the absorbing states of the adjustment process {~k}kENo and the

minimal curb sets and best-reply matching equilibria of t.he underlying normal-form game

is analyzed in detail by the three results stat.ed below. The first result is represented by
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Proposition 2.10, which shows t.hat. the face of every nrinimal curb set. contains exactly

one best-reply matching equilibrium.

Proposition 2.10 Consider a garne G-(N, (Si)iEN, (ri)iEN). Th.en for every C E

C(G) it holds that 0(C) C 0 coretairas e~actly one óest-re,ply -rraatch,ing eqaiilibrium.

Proof. For every i E N, s; E Si, and ~-, E 0-i, we define

ri (Si, ~-i) :- ~ ]~ 1 ~-i (5-i) ,
I v2(S-i~) I{s-,ES-;Is,Et3;(s-,)}

where the empty sum is zero by definition. Now let i E N and cr E 0(C). Notice that

~ ~i',(si,~-i) - ~ ~ t ~-;(s-i)
s,EC,. s,EC, {s-,EC,-,~s;EB;(s-,)} IBZ(S-i)I

~ ~ 1 ~-i(S-i)IBi(s-i)Is-,EC-, s,EB,(s-,)

~ ~-.,(~5~-i)

1.

Corrsequently, the mapping

r : ~ (C) -~ p (C)
a r-~ r(rr)

with r(a)i(si) - ri(si, rT-i) is well-defined. In the definition of the function ri neither the

index set in the summation sign nor the number ~ Bz (s-, ) I of best replies depends on the

mixed-strategy profile ~. Hence, t.his mapping is obviously continuous. Application of

Brouwer's fixed point. theorem yields the existence of a strategy profile ~ E 0 (C) such

that ~- r(~), which is a best-reply mat.ching equilibrium.

To show uniqueness of the best-reply matching equilibrium, suppose that ~, Fr E
0(C), with ~r ~~, are both best-reply matching equi}ibria. In order for d and r7 to be

different, there exist i E N and si E G such t.hat ïri ( si) ) rT; ( s2). Since C is a minimal
curb set this implies that ~i (si) ~~i (si) for all i E N and si E G by Definition 2.2.
This in turn implies that ~ and ~ cannot both be contained in 0(C), which gives the

required contradiction. ~

Proposition 2.11 gives a second motivation for the concept. of best-reply matching

equilibrium by relating best-rep}y matching equilibria to the absorbing stat.es of the

adjustment process { ~k } kENo'
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Proposition 2.ll [Proposition 5.6 in Chapter 5 of Kosfeld ( 1999)] Consider a ga~me

G- (.~~.(S,),Eh.(~~)~Enr). Th.er~ eveT~y pure-st,rategy óest-reply ~rrtatching eguilibri~um

of G~is an absorb~ing state of the a~ju.stment process {~k}kErv~. Ficr~ther-rreore, every

absorbi.ng state of the adjvst,ment, process {~k}kENo is a best-replg~ ~inatching eqwilibri,2crn,

bv.t possibly ~7.ot in pnre strat.eyies.

Propositions 2.10 and 2.11 imply that for every minimal curb set C E C, the face

0(G) contains at most one absorbing st.ate of the adjustment process {?k}kErv~. To

illustrate that the face of a minima-1 curb set does not necessaril,y have to contain an

absorbing state, we consider the 'Vlatching Pennies game ~5 represented in Figure 2.2.

The unique ctu~b set. and therefore also khe unique rninitnal curb set, of the iVlatching

Pennies game is given by the joint pure-strateg,y set S- { H, T} x{ H, T} of the game.

Due to the presence of the best:reply c,ycle, however, an absorbing statc of t.he acíjustment

process {rrk}kE~~ does not exist. As a result, the adjustment process {~k}kENo never

settles down, i.e., ak does not converge to a mixed-strategy profile ~x as k--~ oo. Since

the unique and as,yrnptotically stable best-reply matching equilibrium of the Matching

Pennies game is given by a- (~ z, 2),(z, 2)~, the game also shows that behavior in finite

time and asymptotic behavior of the adjustment process {rrk}kE~ rnay be different.

H
T

H
1, -1
-1, 1

T

-1. 1
1, -1

Figure 2.2: The Matching Pennies game

We continue this section with a result stating that if the face of a minimal curb

set, which contains an absorbing state, characterizes asyrnpt.otic behavior of the ad,just-

ment process {~k}kENo, then asymptotic behavior will in fact. be characterized by that

absorbing state.

Proposition 2.12 Consider a stochastic kernel Ko` of the adjvstment process {~k}kENo.
If 0(C) C L1, zuith C E C, contains an absorbing state, say ~ E 0(C), then for each

a E 0 it holds that K~ (rr, {á}) - K~ (rr.0 (C)).

Proof. To prove that K~ (rr, {rr}) - Kx (n-, 0(C)), we suppose t.hat asymptot.ic be-

havior of the adjustment process {~k}kENo is described by states of t.he game ~ E

J (C) ~ {rr}.
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From the adjustment rule (2.1) it can easily be deduced that. an absorbing state

~ E~(C) is a state such t.hat. for all i E N and for all s-; E S-; with rr-; (s-~) 1 0 it

iiinst hold true that

~~ (s~) - 1
~B~ (s-2)~

for all s; E B; (s-;), i.e., in an absorbing state ever,y player always plays a best-reply,

and in case of multiple best replies, plays each of them with equal probability.

Propositions 2.10 and 2.11 tell us that 0(C) contains only one absorbing state.

Hence, asymptotic behavior of the adjustment process {~k}kEN~ ~s described by states

of the game ~ E 0(C) for which there exists an i E N, such that for all s-; E S-~ with

~-z (s-z) ) 0 t.here exists an s, E B; (s-;) satisfying

~ (s)~ 1
9 l IBi(s- )I

Obviously, player i will decrease the probabilit.y ó; (sz) independent of the pure-strategy

profile s E S that is realized in t.he game. Of course, this contradicts that states of

the game ~ E 0 (C) `{rT} can describe asymptotic behavior of the adjustment process
k

? kENo' a

The game represented in Figure 2.3 clearly illustrates the implications of Proposition

2.12. It can easily be verified that t.he state ~-( ( 2, L),(1, 0) ) is the unique absorlr

ing state of the adjustment process {rrk}kENo that is associated with that game. The

absorbing stat.e is also the unique best: reply matching equilibrium of the game. Since

{T, B} x{L} is the unique rninimal curb set of the game, Propositions 2.8 and 2.12
imply that rrk converges with probability 1 to the absorbing state as k~ oc.

'T
B

1.1
1, 1

R
1,0

0,0
Figure 2.3: A game
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2.6 Remarks

In addition to the recency effect., the generalization effect, and the law of effect, which

were discussed in Section 2.2, Roth and Erev (1995) and Erev and R.oth (1998) conclude

that a model of individual learning should preferably also satisfy the so-called power

law of practice. The power law of practice st.ates that lea.rning curves t.end to be steep

initially, and then flatter later on. In the adjustment process considered in this chapter,

the magnitude of change in any period depends only on the current mixed-strategy

profile and not on the amount of previous experience of t.he players. The adjustment.

of the mixed strategies need therefore not get fíatter over time. Huwever, even though

the psychological literature on learning indicates that individuals are likely to learn

more slowly as they gain experience, there is no evidence that, populations of agents

evolve more slowly as time progresses (cf. Erev and Roth (1998), p.859n). Hence, the

multipopulation model of social learning as described in Section 2.2 may be the more

appropriate interpretation in case the power law of practice applies.

In this chapter, we have analyzed an adjustment process for individual choice behav-

ior in repeated interactive situatiorrs which incorporates basic principles of ps,ychological

learning. We have shown that the predictions of the adjustment process include (but. not

exclusively consist of) matching behavior, both in finite time and asymptotically. To put

the predict.ions of the adaptive process in the right perspect,ive, we briefíy discuss some

observations of Siegel (1961). Siegel distinguishes two explanations for the matching

behavior observed in two-armed bandit problems. First, individuals rnay derive satisfac-
tion from playing a game with a machine and tr,ying to outwit it. More precisely, in case

an individual's only payoff or reinforcement. is the satisfaction of seeing his prediction
confirmed by the event, making a correct prediction of the rarer event may have greater
utility for t,he individual than making a correct prediction of the rnore frequent event.

Second, individuals may just get bored wit.h always predicting the same event. These two

explanations indicate that matching behavior ~rs the sole prediction of players' behavior

in repeated interactive situations with actual payoffs is not very likely.



Chapter 3

Best-Reply Matching in Games

In Chapter 2, we have int.roduced an adjustment process for individual choice behavior

in repeated interactive sit.uations which are modelled as finite normal-form games. The

adjustment process was shown to lead to best-reply matching equilibria not. onl,y in

finite tirne, but possibly also asymptotically. For t.hat. reason, we devote this chapter

to a discussion of the best-reply matching equilibrium concept. In particular, we show

existence, discuss some properties, and illustrate the concept by means of several well-
known games. We start., however, by giving an alternative interpretation of best: reply

matching equilibria.

Microeconomic theory typically deals with rational decision makers, meaning that
decision makers have well-defined stable preferences and that they rnaximize their pref-
erences given the existing possibilities. The hypothesis of rationality is embodied in two
basic assumptions about the decision makers' preference relations, namely completeness
and transitivity. Since we only require the less st,ringent conditions that a player's pref-
erence relation has to be reHexive and that its asymmetric part has to be ac,yclic (see
Section 2.1), the best-reply matching equilibrium notion can be considered as a- concept
of bounded rationality. However, as st,ated by Simon (1976), being boundedly rational
does not prevent decision makers from being procedurally rational. Procedural rational-
ity means that a decision maker's behavior is the out.come of some process of appropriate
reasoning given available knowledge and computational capabilities.

The best-reply matching equilibrium concept can indeed be interpreted as an equi-
librium notion in a static model, where players use a simple procedure of deliberation
that. departs systematically from the basic principles of rationality. To implement the
procedure, we assume that players know the possible outcomes of the game they are
playing. In particular, every player can associate with each of his pure strategies the set

43
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of the opponents' pure-strategy profiles to which the pure strategy is a best repl,y. We

also assume that the players have beliefs about the mixed-strategy profiles of their op-

ponents that are refíect.ed b,y a probabilit,y distribution over the opponents' pure-strategy

profiles.

The procedure underlying t,he best, reply matching equilibrium concept states that,

facing an opponents' pure-strategy profile, a player responds by playing a best reply.

l~Iore precisely, we assume that, each best reply is played with equal probability. Pla,y-

ers' behavior will obviously be rational in such a deterministic setting. The procedure

deviates from rational behavior in case players face uncertainty, or equivalently in case

players face a mixed-strategy profile of the opponents. The reason is t.hat we presume it

to be too complicated for a player t.o evaluat.e opponerrts' mixed-strategy profiles. The

set of mixed-strategy profiles is, contrary to the set of pure-strateg,y profiles, a continuum

of alternatives and evaluating all alternative in this set would therefore require players to

have excessive computational skills. Furthermore, players are not familiar with mixed-

st,rategy profiles as mixed stsategies cannot be observecí in a static mocíel. We propose

that a player views an uncertain situation as a combination of several possible outcomes

of the game, in each of which he knows exactly what to do, namely play a best reply.

The procedure t.hen st,ates that players weigh their best replies to each of these possible

outcomes according to their beliefs over the set of the opponents' pure-st.rategy profiles.

The equilibrium requirement of the best-reply matching concept. is that. beliefs are cor-

rect, i.e., that the beliefs of every player about the other players' behavior are actually

consistent with the other players' behavior.

The above description of the procedure makes clear t,hat we consider players who do

not have the computational capabilities of using their beliefs about the mixed-strategies

of the opponents to maxinuze expected utility. Instead, players are only able to perform

a ver,y simple kind of comparative statics. Namely, given a pure-strategy profile of the

opponents, a player can determine which of his pure stxategies he cannot improve upon.

Players cannot compare lott.eries over outcomes or outcomes that arise facing different

pure-strategy profiles of the opponents. For these reasons, it. is sufircient. for players to

have a more general preference relation, instead of one that satisfies completeness and

transitivity.

Osborne and Rubinstein (1998) introduce a procedure of decision making in games

in which a player samples all his pure stsategies once, and t.hen chooses the one which

yields the highest payoff (in that. particular sample). Hence, a player constructs beliefs

about. the consequences of his pure strategies by sampling every one of them and associ-
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ating a consequence with every one of them independently. Osborne and Rubinstein airn

at constructing a procedure in case the players have limited knowledge of the econonric

environment. Therefore, they do not require players to know the relationship between

their own pure strategy, the other players' pure strategies, and t.he outcome of the game.

Since players only need to know their own set of pure strat.egies, their procedure appears

to be rnore attractive (from the players' knowledge point of view) than the procedure

underlying the best-reply matching equilibrium notion. However, to evaluate the out:

comes which are contained in the sample, t.heir players must be able to rank all possible

outcomes of the garne. This requires preference relations to be complete and transitive.

Their equilibrium requirement. is similar to the one presented in this chapter, i.e., players'

beliefs are consistent wit.h players' behavior.

Rosenthal (1989) and Chen, F~iedman, and Thisse (1997) also deal with boundedly

ra~tional equilibrium concepts tha~t can be described by means of procedurally rational

players. Rosenthal considers a solution concept that requires the probability of using

a pure strategy to be a nondecreasing function of its expected payoff. Basically, the

difference between the probabilities assigned to any pair of pure stxategies equals the

expected payoff difference of the pure strategies, rnultiplied by a. certain parameter. If the

pa.rarneter goes to infinity, the solutions converge to a subset of the set of Nash equilibria

of t,he game. As ment.ioned in Section 1.1, Chen, Friedman, and Thisse, in a model which

is formally closely related to :~fcKelvey and Palfrey (1995), deal with boundedly rational

players who are not aware of their complete and transitive preference ordering. A pla.yer's

decisions only reflect a rough recognition of his subconscious preferences, meaning that

if one alternative is superior to anot,her according to his subconscious preferences, then

this alt.ernative will have a higher probability of being chosen. The comparative values of

these probabilities express the player's tendency towards rational ut.ility maximization.

The resulting equilibrium notion, which is called boundedly rational Nash equilibrium,

is a mixed-strategy profile such that. the mixed st.rategy of ever,y player is a vector of

probabilities which is a probabilistic choice best reply to the choice probabilities of the

other players.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1, we discuss properties of best-

reply matching equilibria. In addition, we illustrate the best: reply matching equilibrium

concept. by means of a few examples of games. The size and structure of the set of best-

reply matching equilibria are analyzed in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 discusses the best: reply

matching equilibrium of the reduced normal-form of the centipede game. Finally, Section

3.4 contains some points of discussion with respect to Chapters 2 and 3.
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3.1 Properties of Best-Reply Matching Equilibria

In this section, we analyze the best: reply matching equilibrium concept, as given b,y
Definition 2.2 in Section 2.3, through a series of results. More precisely, we show existence

of the equilibrium notion and relate best,reply matching equilibria to non-curb strategies,
dominated strategies, and strict Nash equilibria. To illustrate the best reply matching
equilibrium concept, a few examples of well-known games are included as well.

Consider the model introduced in Sec,tion 2.1 and a game G- ~N, (Sz)~EN ,(r~);EN~.
However, for the purpose of analyzing the properties of best-reply matching equilibria,

we introduce the following additional notation. A pure strategy s, E S; is called a

never-best reply if

{s-i E S-i I sz E Bi (s-i)} -(b.

In a game G - ~N, (S~)~EN ,(uz)zEN~, a pure stsategy s~ E S~ is a never-best reply if

ui (sa, s-~) c maxui ( s2j s-;)s; Es;

for each s-z E S-z. The expected ut.ility associated wit.h a mixed-strat.egy profile o E 0

is equal to

~ ~ (s) ~~ (S) ,
sEs

which we denote by uz (~) with a slight abuse of notation.

As extensively discussed above, the players do not. have the capability to evalu-

ate mixed-strategy profiles by determining their expected utility. Expected utility is

therefore only used to correctly define the concept of a weakly dominated strategy. A

pure strategy sz E St is said to be weakly dominated by a mixed strat.egy ai E ~; if

uz(rri,s-z) ) u2(si,s-z) for all s-, E S-~, with strict inequality for at least one s-z. A

pure strategy s~ E S, is said to be strictly dominated by a mixed strategy ~rz E 0~

if uz(~z, s-z) ] ui(s;, s-t) for all s-~ E S-i. A strictly-dominated strategy is clearly a

never-best reply. Furthermore, having formally introduced expected utility, the Nash

equilibrium concept can be defined without causing any confusion. A mixed-strategy

profile ~ E 0 is a Nash equilibrium if

u~ (~~, ~-~) ~ u, (sz, ~-z)

for all i E N and s; E S1.
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Results

The following result states e.cistence of a best-reply matching equilibrium for every garne

G. Recall from Definition 2.2 in Sect.ion 2.3 that BRNI (G) denotes the set of best-r~~ply

ruatching equilibría of a game G.

Proposition 3.1 Consider a ya~rrre G-~N, (S;),EN ,(~~)tEN~. Then BRIVI (G) ~ 0.

Proof. Proposition 3.1 follows immediately from Proposition 2.10 in Section 2.5 and

the fact that. every game G has at least one minimal curb set, i.e., C(G) ~ 0. 0

Section 2.5 discussed minimal curb sets and illust,rated their relevance to the ad.just,

ment process {~k}kENo which is analyzed in Ghapter 2. In particular, it was shown that

asymptotic behavior of the adjustment process {~rk}kENo is chara.cterized by the face of

a minimal curb set. A pure strategy s; E S; is called a curb strateg,y or a non-curb

strategy depending on whether or not s; is contained in a. minimal curb set of a game

G, respectively. Proposition 3.2 says that non-curb strategies will never be played in a

best-reply matching equilibrium.

Proposition 3.2 Non-curb strategies are played with. zero probability in a best-reply

matching e.quilib~znrn ~r E 0 of a garrae G-~N, (S;),EN ,(~;),EN~.

Proof. Let a E 0 be a best-reply matching equilibriurn of a game G. By Definition 2.2

in Section 2.3 and the definition of a minimal curb set, as stated in Section 2.5, we know

thar

~ ~~ (s2) -
,,E~;

for a11 C E C(G) and i, j E N. This irnmediately inrplies that with respect to the
remaining pure stxategies, it nnist hold that

~ ~; (sl) - J ~~ (si)
, -E~ c',

for all i, j E N. Since ~~EN Sz` UcEC C; is not a curb set, i.e., ~,EN S;` UcEC C; does not

contain a minimal curb set, Definition 2.2 directly implies that the above equality will

only hold if the best-reply matching equilibrium a is such that rr; (s;) - 0 for all i E N

and s; E.S;` UcEC C2- 0
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Since never-best replies are clearly non-curb strat.egies, Proposition 3.2 implies that

never-bPSt replies are played with zero probability in a 1~est-reply inatching equilibriunr

as well.

A game H is said to be obtained by iterated elimination of never-best replies from a

game G- (N, (S~)~EN, (ri)iEN) if there exists a number na E 1fV ofelimination rounds and

for every player i E N a collection of pure-strategy sets So, S;', ... , Sm and a sequence
~o ~r ~m of preference relations satisf,ying the following condit.ions.-~,-„ . ,-~

1. For ever,y player i E N it holds that S, - S~ ~ S~ ~... ~ Sm;

2. For every player i E.N and every l - 0, 1, ..., na it holds that ~~ is the preference

relation r; from the game G restricted to ~~EN Sj;

3. For every l - 0,1, ..., m- 1 and every pla,yer i E N, Sz `S~}' contains only never-

best replies of player i in the garne given by ( N, (S;)~EN, ( r~),EN), and there exists

at. least one player i E N for whom S, `S;}' is nonempty;

4. H is the game (N, (SZ`)zEN, (r;")iEN)~

5. In the game H, no player i E N ha5 never-best replies.

The behavior of the best, reply matching equilibrium notion with respect to weakly-

dominated strategies and the elimination of never-best replies is summarized in Propo-

sition 3.3.

Proposition 3.3 Consider a game G-(N, (Sz)zEN, (};)zEN). Tlae set of best-reply

match~i~ng equilib~za BHlL7 (G) equals - up to zero probabil~ity assigned to eliminated pure

strategies - the, set of best-reply matching equilibria of a ganae that is obtai.ned by elim.-

inat.ion of never-best repli.es. Moreover, conside.r a game G-(N, (S;)~EN, (vti)~EN) and

a best-reply matchinq equilibriv.m a E 0 of the game G. Sápyose th.at, player i's pure.

strategy sz is weakly dominated by the rrzi:red strategy ir,. Then for all si E S; with

ái(si) ) 0 it holds that ~~(s~) ) rr~(si).

Proof. To prove the first part of Proposition 3.3, it. is sufircient to show that the first.
round of elimination does not change the set of best, reply matching eyuilibria, since the
proof can then be repeat.ed for the additional rourrds. Assume for simplicity that in t.his
first. elimination round we eliminate all never-best replies

NB; :- {s, E S2 ~ s; is a never-best reply of player i in G}
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of each player i E N, thus obtaining a smaller game G'. The best-reply matching

equilibrium conditions in the game G specify that for every i E N and s; E S; it holds

that

~ ~ ) ~ 1

( ~ ~B~(s
~)~~-~~(s-~)

{s-;ES-;~s;EB;(s-;)}
z ~ -~

{s-;ES-.;Is,EB;(s-,) au~l V.jEN`{i}a~QNB~}

~ {s-,E,S-,~s,EB,(s-,) .:ud ~jEN~{i}a~ENB~}

{5-iE1~JEN`{;} Si`NBJIS;EBi(s-i)}

f ~ 1 ?-~(s-~).
~B,(s-~)~

{s-;ES-,~s;EB;(s-;) ~uul ~jEN~{i}ajENBj}

Proposition 3.2 implies that pure strategies s~ E NB~ are played with zero probability in

a best: reply matching equilibrium. Hence, the second sum in the last expression above

equals zero. What remains, for every pla,yer i E N and pure strategy s~ E S; `NBzi are

exactly the equilibrium conditions for the game G'.

To prove the second part of Proposition 3.3, we assume without loss of generality

that s~ E B~(s-z). Since rr;, weakly dorninates s,, and sz E B~(s-i), we must have that. for

every si E S~ with ~;(si) ] 0 it holds that. s; E B2(s-,.). Hence,

{s-~ES-z~s;EBi(s-;)}C{s-,ES-;~s~EB~

which in t.urn implies that

~~(s,) ~ 0 ~ ~;(s~) -
i

- ~~(s2). O

-,.)}~

i
~{s-;ES-;Is;ES;(S-;)} IB;(5-;)I?-~(s-~)

I ~-z(s-~)~{s-;ES-;~siEBi(s-i)} ~B;(s-;)~

The result with respect to the iterated elimination of never-best. replies in Proposition

3.3 calls to mind the notion of rationalizability as introduced by Berrilieim (1984) and

Pearce (1984). In fact, it follows from Proposition 3.3 and Bernheim (1984, pp.1015-1016)

that a pure strategy which is played with positive probability in a best-reply matching

equilibrium is rationalizable. However, the players' mixed strategies that constitute a

best-reply matching equilibrium need not be rationalizable.

1 ~ 2(s-,)
~B~.(s-~)~

1 (
B,(s-,~)~~-~ s-~)

I

~B~(s-~)~~
~(s-,.)
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Proposition 3.3 does not rule out that in a best; reply matching equilibrium, weakly-

dominated strategies are played with a positive, or even a quit.e large probabilit.y. The

game represented in Figure 2.3 in Chapter 2 illustrates this observation by showing

that the weakly-dominated strategy B of the row player is played with probability 2

in the unique best-reply matching equilibrium of the game. Hence, in this game there

does not even exist another pure st.rategy of the row player which is played with higher

probability in the best-reply matching equilibrium. The game in Figure 2.3 in Chapter

2 aLso illustrates the first. part of Proposition 3.3. Namely, elimination of the colurnn

player's pure strat,egy R, which is a never-best reply, does not change the best-reply

matching equilibrium.

Despite the relatively prudent behavior with respect to weakly-dominated strategies

as expressed in Proposition 3.3, the set of best-reply matching equilibria and Nash equi-

libria have no obvious relation. The game illustrated in Figure 3.1, for example, has a.

unique Nash equilibrium equal to (( 3, 3), ( 3, 3)), while the unique best-reply matching

equilibrium equals ( ( z , 2 ) , (1, 2 ) ) .

T
B

0, 2
1,0

R.
2, 0
0, 1

Figure 3.1: Different Nash and best-reply matching equilibria

We can, however, indicate a relation with the notion of strict Nash equilibria. Strict

Nash equilibria are introduced by Harsanyi (1973) as those mixed-stra.tegy profiles ? E

0 satisfying the condition that. every player plays his unique best. reply to the mixed

strategies of his opponents, i.e., for all i E N it holds that

{?Z} -{Ti E ~i I~i (Ti.?-i) 1 ui (Ti,?-i.) for all T3 ~ Ti} .

It is clear that a strict Nash equilibrium is always a pure-st.rategy Nash equilibrium and

consequently that strict Nash equilibria do not always exist. However, if they exist, t.hey

are exactly the pure-strategy best-reply matching equilibria of the game.

Proposition 3.4 Consider a garne G-(N, (Si)zEN, (u;);EN). Then the set of 7~ure-

strategy best-reyly ~n.atching equilibria coincides with, the set of strict Nash equilibria.

The proof is straightforward and left to the reader.
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Examples

We continue this section with applying the concept of best-reply matching equilibrium

to a class of Hawk-Dove garnes. This is the standard game used to put evolutionary

ideas in a game-theoretic context. Two birds of t,he same species compete for territory

whose value in terms of evolutionary fitness is 2V. Each bird can adopt a hawkish or

a dovelike st.rat,egy in a simultaneous-move game. If both behave like doves, they split.

the territory. If one behaves like a dove and the other like a hawk, the hawk gets the

territory. If both behave like hawks, there is a fight.. The evolutionary fitness of a bird

that. has t.o fight is W. Usually it. is understood t~hat each bird is equally likely to win

t.he fight and gain t.he terrítor,y. However, the fight. is costly because of the risk of injury:

W c V. The struct.ure of the pa,yoff matrix of this class of games is given in Figure 3.2.

We distinguish five cases.

~~
1-p

q
V, V
2V, 0

I-q
o, 2V
W, Y4'

Figure 3.2: A class of Hawk-Dove games

1. If W] 0, we have a Prisoner's dilemma game and both players' second pure

strat.egy st.rictly-dominates their first pure stxategy. Hence, both the unique best-

reply mat,ching equilibrium and the Nash equilibrium are given by ((0, 1), (0, 1)).

2. If YV - 0, the conditions for a best-reply matching equilibrium are given by

p - z(1 - 9),
q - Z(1 - P),

P~ 9 E [0, 1~.

The unique best-reply matching equilibrium is easily seen to be ((3, 3), (3, 3))-

3. If W c 0 G V, we have a Chicken game. The conditions for a best-reply matching

equilibrium are

p - 1-y,

q - 1 - p,

P,4 E [~~I~~
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Obviously, the set of best~ reply ma-tching equilibria of the Chícken game is then

given by {((p, I- p), (1 - p, p)) ~ p E[0, 1]}.

4. If V- 0, the conditions for a best-reply rnatching equilibrium are given by

- 24 f (I - 4),
- 2p~ (I-p),

E [0, I].

The unique best; reply matching equilibrium is equal t.o (( 3, 3),( 3, 3)).

5. If V C 0, both pla,yers' first pure strat.egy strictly dominates their second piire

strategy. Hence, both the unique best-reply matching equilibrium and the Nash

equilibrium are given by ((1,0), (1,0)).

We end this section with applying the best-reply matching equilibrium notion to

the reduced normal form of an extensive-form game. Consider the extensive-form game

represented in Figure 3.3. In this game, player 1 is given t.he choice to stop (S) or continue

(C). If he continues, player 2 is given the same choice. The game ends if either player

decides to stop or both decide to continue. Assume that c~ 1 a and c~1 b. Consequently,

we have that the outcome c is the rmique subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium of the game.

1 C 2 C c

4

p, 4

Figure 3.3: An extensive-form garne

Denote by p the probability that player 1 chooses to stop and b,y q the probability

that player 2 chooses to stop. It is sufficient to determine the equilibrium conditions for

p and q. Player 2's choice t.o stop is not a best reply to player 1's choice to continue.

If player I chooses to stop, it. is of no concern what. player 2 chooses since either pure

strategy is a best reply. Hence, the best-replv matching equilibrium condition for player

2 is

1
9- 2p, 9 E[0. 1].
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The equilibrium condition for player 1 is either ~- q, p- zq, or ~- 0 depending on

whether he finds a better than, equivalent to, or worse than outcome b, respectively. In

the first two cases, i.e., if a~r 6, there is a Nash equilibrium yielding outcome a which is

never played in a best-reply matching equilibrium. No rnatter what preferences pl~yer 1

has over a and 6, the unique best-reply matching equilibrium is that both pla,yers decide

to continue with probabilit,y one.

3.2 The Size and Structure of the Set of Best-Reply

Matching Equilibria

The size of an equilibrium set. can be seen as a measure of the cutting power of an

equilibrium concept. With respect to the size of the set of best: reply mat.ching equilibria

of a game G- (N, (S~)~E,v, (~~)iEtv), we remark that it is typically a relatively `small'

subset of 0. According to Definition 2.2 in Section 2.3, a strategy tuple ~-Z E 0-2

completely determines ati E OZ and hence in an a~:player game it suffices to know only

n. - 1 components of a best-reply matching equilibrium to compute the equilibrium

strategy for the remaining n:th player. Hence, BRll7 (G) is always of lower dimension

than 0.

We can be more specific with respect to the dimension of BRM (G) in case t.he

game G is a two-player game. For rn E IIV, let the points xl, ..., xm E IR~ be given.

The element x E IRn is said to be an afFine combination of these points if there exist

.~1, for all l E {1, ..., m}, such that x-~~E{i, ,,~} ~~x~ and ~~E{i,...,,n} ~~ - 1. Let.

Ar and AZ be subsets of IR~. Then the sum of Ar and Az, denoted by A' f Az, is

defined as the set {x E IRn ~~xl E Ar, ~x2 E A2,x - xr f x~}. Let A be a convex subset

of IR~. Then the affine hull of A, denoted by aff(A), is defined as the set of all affine

combinations of elements of A. It can easily be shown that the set aff(A) - A is a

vector space. Furthermore, the dimension of A is defined as the dimension of the vector

space aff(A) - A and is denoted by dim(A). Let G be a two-player game. Then the

set. of best-reply matching equilibria BRll~i (G) is a polytope. Namely, in a two-player

game, the set. of best-reply matching equilibria is determined by finitely many linear

equations and linear weak inequalities in the variables (~~(s;))zEN,SiES;. Since a polytope

is convex, the dimension of BRM (G) is correctly defined. In fact, it follows directly

from Proposition 2.10 in Section 2.5, Proposition 3.2, and the above argument that the

dimension of BR!VI (G) equals the number of minimal curb sets of G minus one.
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If the game G- (N, (S~)zEN, (r,)ZEN) has at least three players, then the set of best-
reply matching equilibria is determined by a set of polynomial equations over a Cartesian

product of siinplices. This leads to the observations that the set. of best-reply matching

equilibria may be curved or disconnected. The following two examples, which are due

to ~fark Voorneveld (see Droste, Kosfeld, and Voorneveld (1998a)), indicate that both

possibilities indeed occur.

p
1-p

q
1, 1, 1

0,1,1

r

1-q
1,0,0
0, 0, 0

p
1-p

4
1,0,0
0, 0, 0

1-q
0,1,1
1,1, 1

1-r

Figure 3.4: A game with a curved set of best-reply matching equilibria

Consider the three-player game in Figure 3.4. We denote by p, q, r E [0, 1] the prob-

ability with which player 1 chooses his first row, player 2 chooses his first column, and

player 3 chooses his fiist matrix, respectively. It suffices to determine equilibrium con-

straints only for p, q, and r, since those for 1- p, 1- q, 1- r will then follow immediately.

The first pure strategy of player 1, i.e., the top row, is a unique best reply to three pure-

stra.tegy profiles of his opponents, namely, to t.hose in which player 2 chooses either his

first or his second column and player 3 chooses the first. matrix, which occurs with prob-

ability qr -~ (1 - q)r, and to the pure-strategy profile in which player 2 chooses his first

column and player 3 chooses the second matrix, which occurs with probability q(1 - r).

Together with the constraints for the other two players, we find that the conditions for

a best-reply matching equilibrium are given by

p - qri-(1-q)r~-q(1-r) - 4f(1-4)r,
q - pr ~- (1 - p)r - r,

r - p9 ~ (1 - p)q - 4,
p, 4, r E [0, 1].

Consequently, the set. of best-reply matching equilibria equals

{((p,l-p),(q,i-q),(r,l-r)) I p-q(~-q),r-q,qE [o,l]},

which is obviously a curved set.
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p
1-p

p
1-p

9
0, 0, 0
1,1,0

1-r

Figure 3.5: A game with a discormected set of best-reply matching equilibria

Now consider the three-player game in Figure 3.5. A straightforward argument. shows

that the conditions for a best-reply matching equilibrium are

p - 242 - 2q -~ 1, p - 2qZ - 2q ~ 1,

q - ~' or

After substituting r- q, these conditions are easily seen to be equivalent to

p - 2q~ - 2q ~- 1,

q - 2p9-p-q~l,
r - q,

P, 4,'r E [0,1].

Subtracting the first equalit;y from the second equality, we find that

p - 2qz - 2q f 1,

p4 - 42,
r - 9,

p, q, r E [0, 1].

Hence,

4
1,1,1

0, 0, 1

q -

1-q

0,Q0
1,1, 0

qrf(1-4)(1-'r) - 2qr-q-'r~-1,

pr-~(1-P)(1-r) - 2pr-p-r-{-1,

r - pq f ~1 - p~4 - 4,
p, q, r E [0,1].

r - q,

P, 4, r E ~~, 1~

r - q,

p, q, r E [0, 1].

Consequently, the set of best reply matching equilibria equals

{((1, o), (o, l), (o, l))} u{~(z, z), (2, z), (z, z))} u{~(1, o), (1, o), (1, o))},

which consists of three components.

p - 4,
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3.3 The Centipede Game

This section discusses the best-reply matching equilibrium of the reduced normal form of

the centipede game. In the T-choice centipede game, as introduced by Rosenthal (1981),

players 1 and 2 alternately move. In any of the 2T periods, the player whose turn it is

to move can decide to stop the game (S) or to continue (C). Consequent.ly, both players

have T~- 1 pure strategies in the reduced normal form of the game, namely stopping at

any one of the T opport.unities and continuing all the time. The garne ends if one of the

players decides to stop or if neither player has decided to do so after each of them has

had T opportunities. For every player, the outcome when he stops the game in period t

is better than the outcome that. results when the other player stops the game in period

t f 1(or the game ends), but worse than an,y outcome that is reached if in period t, f 1

the other player passes the move to him again. An example of a 3-choice centipede game

is represented in Figure 3.6.

S
1 C 2 C 1 C z C 1 C z C

S S S S S

6, 5

1, 0 0, 2 3,1 2, 4 5, 3 4, 6

Figure 3.6: A 3-choice centipede game

For player 2 to stop at his k-th opportunity in the T-clroice centipede game is a best

reply exactly in the following three cases.

1. If player 1 stops immediately, which in fact means that all of player 2's T~- 1 pure

strategies are best replies;

2. If k- T. The unique best reply to player 1's choice to continue always is to stop

at the final opportunity;

3. If player 1 decides to stop at opportunity k~ 1.

For player 1 to stop at his k-th opportunity is a best reply in exactly one case.

1. If player 2 decides to stop inunediately after that, at, his k-th opportunity.
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By Pk and qk we denotF; the probabilities of player 1 and player 2 to stop at their k-th
opportunity, k- 1, ..., T, once this opportunity is reached, respectively. The cornputa-
tioirs below are therefore in behavioral strategies, rather than in mixed strategies. We
will show that for each nurnber T E ](v of choices and each l E {0, ...,T - 1}, the uruque

best-reply matching equilibrium is given by

,~
1rT-i - 9'r~-i - l f 3

In particular, if the number of choices T approaches infinity, the probability for a player to
stop at t.he first., and by t.he same argurnent at any finite opport.tmit,y, converges to zero.

This provides a pot.ential resolution of the paracloxical aspect of the cent.ipede game:

in the mlique Nash equilibrium of the cerrtipede game both players stop immediately

with probability one, even though more preferable outcomes could be achieved. In the

best: reply matching equilibrium, the pla,yers stop immediat.ely with positive proba.bilit,y,

but the solution given by (3.1) indicates that there is also a strong urge to continue

playing, providing the possibilit,y to achieve more preferable outcomes. Notice t,hat t.his

argument follows partly from treating the game as a normal-form game, and thereby

losing information included in the extensive forrn of the game. In fact, in the centipede

game both players take into account the facts which force them to move at their k-th

opportunity, namely that the garne has not been stopped before. The solution concept

described in this section ignores this rnode of reasoning as it applies only to normal-form
games.

From the description of the T-choice cent.ipede game in terms of best replies, which
is emphasized above, it follows immediately that player 1's and player 2's conditions for
a best-reply matching equilibrium are given by

Pi - 9i,

(1 - Pi)Pz - (1 - qi)qz,

(1-~~)(1- ~2)-.-(1- pT-~)PT - (1 - q~)(1- 4z)...(1- qr-~)4T
and

pi
qi - T ~ 1 } (1 - pi)Pz,

(1-q~)q2-Tf1~(1-p~)(1-p~)p3,

(L2)
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(1 - 4i)(1 - qz)...(1 - qT-i)q~ -
T ~- 1 ~ (1 - pi)(1 - p2)...(1 - pr), (ILT)

respectively. The condit.ions that. arise from always continuing are redundant for both

players.
First, to avoid division b,y zero when actually solving the game, we will show that~ in

the T-choice centipede game it holds true that

i~k - qk ~ pk g{(). 1}

for all ~- 1, ..., T- 1. We know from condition (L1) that p~ - ql. Suppose that pl - 1.

Substitution in (IL1) then yields 1- Tti, which is clearly a contradiction. Now suppose

that pi - 0. Then p~ - q2 by (L2) and pz - 0 by (IL1). Hence, p3 - q3 by (L3) and

p3 - 0 b,y (IL2). Proceeding in this fashion yields that. pk - qk - 0 for all k- 1, ..., T,

which contradicts (ILT). Hence, pi - 4i,Pi ~{0, 1}.

Now assume that we have shown for some rn E{1,...,T - 2} that pk - qk and

pk ~{0, 1} for all k c m.. We proceed to show that the sa.me holds for m f 1. First, we

know from (Lk-f-1) that p,,,ti - q,,,ti. Consider condition (ILkfl) which states that

~
(1 - qi)(1 - q2)...(1 - q,,,)4~,,fi - T~-f I -~ (1 - }~i)~I - ~'a)...(1 - p,nfi)p,af2 .

~

If q,,,~i - 0, then the left-hand side equals zero, which would imply that pi C 0, whereas

we know from the above argument that ~~1 ) 0. If pk~l - 1, then condition ( ILk-~2)

reduces to 0-~, which is also a contradiction. This finishes the argument. which was

necessary to exclude division by zero when solving the game.

To solve the game, we substitute the left-hand side of player 1's conditions in the

left-hand side of player 2's conditions. This yields

pi - T f 1 ~ ( 1 - pi)p2,

(1-pi)pz - Tp~1 f (1-p,)(1-p2)p3,

(1-p~)(1-p~)...(1- pT-~)pT - Tf 1 ~ (1-p~)(1-p~)...(1-pT).

Obviously, t.he first. equation is equivalent. to

T
T-~lpi-(1-pi)p2.
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Using this equality to replace the left-hand side of the second eyuation leads to

T-~1pr-Tfl~lr-pi)lr-~a)p~,

which is equivalent to
T-1
T f lr~i - (1 -pi)(1 -p2)p~t.

Using this equation, in turn, to replace the left-hand side of the third equation yields

T-2
T f 17~i -( 1 - pi)(1 - p2)(1 - ps)pa

Cont,inuing in this way, we get an ec{uivalent systern consisting of T equations given by

T f lpi - ( 1 -pr)pz,
T

T f lPi -(1 - pi)(I - pz)ps,
T-1

2
T f lpi -(1 - pi)(1 - p2)...(1 - pr-i)pT,

1
T~ip~ - (i-p~)(1-p2)...(1-pT-,)(i-pr).

The final step in solving the centipede game is to roll the above system up backwards.

In fa~ct, adding the last and the second last equation results in

T~ Ipr - (i -p~)(1-p~)...(i -~~T-,). (s.3~

In combination wit.h the second last equation and (3.2), which ensures that we do not,

divide by zero, this immediately leads to p'r - 3. Now start with equat.ion (3.3) and
first, add the third last equation, a.nd second, divide in a similar way. This yields first,

T 6 lp~ -(1- p,)(i -pz)...(1- pT-z), (3.4)

and second, pT-1 - 6- 2. Now repeating t.his procedure with equation (3.4) in combi-
nation with the fourth last equation yields

T f lpi -(1 - Pi)(I - p2)...(1 - pT-s),

which results in pT-Z - Ió - s. This procedure stops when reaching the first equation,
thereby generating a sequence of probabilities given by

2 1 2 1 2 1
3' 2' S' 3' 7' 4'
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It is easy to see that this is exactly the solution as stated by (3.1).

McKelvey and Palfrey (1992) report on experiments in which individuals play a

version of the extensive-form centipede game. Their basic experimental findings are

also reflected by the best, reply matching equilibrium of the centipede gaane. Namely,

McKelvey and Palfrey observe that individuals who are the first to move choose to stop

the game with very small probability, and t.hat the probahility of stopping the game

increases as individuals get closer t,o the last. move. However, t.he player who is the

last to move still adopts the dominated pure strateg,y of continuing the game with fair-

sized probability. To explain t.heir experimental results, McKelvey and Palfrey turn to

reputation effects and incomplete informat.ion. The basic idea is that pla,yers believe

t.here is a positive probability that their opponent is an altruist, which means that he

places sufficient. weight in his utilit,y function on their payofi. In that case it. may pay

for a selfish player to try t.o mimic the behavior of an altruist in an attempt to develop

a reputation for not stopping the game.

An experimental analysis of the centipede game in normal form is contained in Nagel

and Tang (1997). Their experimental findings refíect. the same patterns of beha.vior as

observed by McKelvey and Palfrey (1992). However, to explain their experimental data,

Nagel and Tang turn to a bounded rationality approach, and show that a simple model

of reinforcement learning is the best quantitative model to track the data.

3.4 Discussion

We end the discussion of best,reply matching, as presented in Chapters 2 and 3, wit.h

addressing two issues. First, following the analysis in the previous section, we consider

some other paradoxes of rationality in game theory and stat.e the outcome predicted by

the best-reply matching concept. in those games. Second, we discuss a possible limitation

of the best: reply matching concept, namely the fact that it is an ordinal solution concept..

As was shown in Section 3.3, the best-reply matching equilibriurn notion provides a

potential resolution of the paradoxical aspect of the centipede game. Here, we briefly

discuss two other extensive-form games, namely Selten's (1978) Chain-Store Game and

the Ultimatum Minigame as introduced by Gale, Binmore, and Samuelson (1995), and

we discuss Basu's (1994) Traveler's Dilemma which is a normal-form game. We will

see that all t,hree games contain paradoxical aspect,s of which the best. reply mat.ching

equilibrium notion (of the corresponding reduced normal-form game) does not. provide
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a potential resolution. This observation is consistent with Young's intuition that an

individual's adaptive behavior depends on lus classification of the situation concerned (cf.

Young (1998), p.28). Hence, if an adjustment. process and the corresponding equilibrium

concept. do well in describing behavior in a certain game, this does not imply that t.hey

do well in other games too.

The Chain-Store Game considers the following scenario. A single long-run incumbent

firm faces pot.ent.ial entry by a series of short: run firms, each of which plays only once but

observes all previous play. Each period, a potential entrant decides whether to enter or

stay out of a particular market. If the entrant stays out, the incumbent enjoys a monopoly

in that market, while if the entrant. enters, the incumbent must choose whether to fight

or to accomnrodate. The incurnbent firm prefers to be a monopolist, but given that

the entrant enters, it pays for him to accommodate. The entrant only wants to enter

in case t.he incumbent accommodates. A straightforward calculation shows that the

rmique best-reply rnatching equilibrium of the reduced normal form of the Chain-Store

Game coincides with the outcome predicted by the subgame-perfect equilibrium of the

extensive-form Chain-Store Game, which states that all potential entrants will actuall,y

enter the market and that the incurnbent firm will always accommodate. Although this is

the theoretically correct solution, it is intuitively less convincing since one would suspect.

the incumbent firm to fight and thereby to try to deter entry. Hence, the best-reply

matching equilibrium in this case confirms the paradoxical aspect of the Chain-St.ore

Game.

The Ultimatum iViinigame is highly stylized version of the Ultimat,um Game, but it

captures t.he basic dilemma facing a player in the Ultimatum Game: should a player make

an aggressive offer, obtaining a high payoff if it is accept.ed but possibly risking rejection,

or should he make a less aggressive offer that yields a lower payoff when accepted but

is less likely to be rejected? The Ultimatum Minigame has the same strategic structure

as the Chain-Store Game and, as a result, the best reply matching equilibrium again

coincides with the outcome given by the unique subgame-perfect equilibrium, which

states that a player makes an aggressive offer. However, the large literature on Ultimatum

Game experiments, as pioneered by Guth, Schmittberger, and Schwarze (1982), supports

outcomes of the Ultimatum Game in which players make less aggressive ofFers.

In Basu's (1994) scenario, two travelers who return home from an island, where they

bought identical antiques, discover that these have been damaged by the airline. The

airline manager assures the passengers of adequate compensation, but since he does not

know the real cost. of the antique, he offers the following scheme. Both travelers have to

write down on a piece of paper the cost of the antique. This can be any value between 2
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units of money and 100 units. If both travelers write down the same value, the manager

assumes they are telling the truth and so each of t.hem will be paid exactly that value.

Otherwise, the manager believes t.hat the traveler who wrote down the smallest value is

being honest, while the other one is lying. In that case the manager will treat the lower

value z~ as the real cost and will punish the `liar' by paying him v- 2, while the `honest'

traveler is rewarded and therefore being paid ~! f 2. It can easily be verified that the

unique Nash equilibrium, and also the unique best, reply matching equilibrium, of this

game consists of the unlikely outcome in which both players write down value 2.

Chapters 2 and 3 deal with an adjustment process and an equilibrium concept. which

are both based on the ordinal concept of best-reply matching. In particular, they rely

largely on t.he best-reply structure of the underlying game, thereby ignoring the size of

the payoffs. For example, a player's strat.egy t.hat does slightly better than all ot.hers

in one case, while it does much worse in all ot.her cases. nray be played with positive

probability in a best-reply matching equilibrium. Since such behavior is unlikely to be

observed in real life, we remark that the ordinality of the concept puts some restrictions

on the games in which the best, reply matching concept makes sense. Best-reply matching

is best applicable to games which are not of crucial importance to the players, meaning

that the payoffs of t.he players do not vary too much over their strategies. This is not,

very surprising since, if there would be a lot at stake, then the players would probably

turn to more sophisticated ways of adapting their behavior.



Chapter 4

Habit Format ion in Communicat ion
Networks

Communication is often a feat,ure of human int.eract.ion in economic and social environ-

ments. For example, one could think of talking with friends about job openings, working

together with colleagues, and asking acquaintances about business opportunities. Re-

curring patterns of such interaction bind individuals together int.o communication net-

works. Networks as means to communicate information have a signific.ant infíuence on

the outcome of a variety of economic and social relationships. For example, Ellison and

Fudenberg (1995) find that the structure of a communication process affects the diffu-

sion of new products and technologies. According t.o Bolton and Dewatripont (1994)
a.nd Radner (1993), a firm's efficiency depends on the organizational structure through

which information is shared among the employees. Information exchange networks also
have a significant, influence on stock market volatility, as was shown by Baker and Iyer
(1992). In this chapter. we present a game-theoretic model dealing with the evolution of
such communication networks.

In the finite normal-form game analyzed in this chapter, each pure strategy of a player

consists of establishing a link with another player. A graph, with its nodes representing

the players and its edges capturing the links, can therefore be associated with an outcome

of the game. Every player is a source of valuable information that is assumed t.o be

nonrival, meaning that players have no incentive to withhold their information from the

other players. For example, one could think of several consumers who share information

concerning their personal experiences with different products or brands. A player's

information is accessible for the other players via communication. However, successful
communication requires the presence of a link. The payofFs in the game therefore depend

63
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on how well-connected the players are in the graph. In fact, when a player establishes a

link with another player, it not onl,y enables him to communicate with t.hat. player, but

also with the players he is indirectly connect.ed with through that pla,yer. Notice that.

the above description of the game implies that. we consider a model where link formation

is one-sided, i.e., every link is initiated by exactl,y one player, while the benefits of a link

are multi-sided, i.e., all players may use a link for communication. Taking a probabilistic

choice approach (recall that Section 1.1 contains more details on this t,opic) implies that, a

player's behavior is random. This means that a player plays a pure strategy, but the pure

strategy is drawn from the probability distribution over t.he pure-strategy set as induced

by his mixed strategy. Hence, we c,haracterize players by their mixed strategies and

identify a comnrunication network with a joint mixed-strategy profile of the players. In

other words, a communicat.ion network specifies for every possible graph the probability

that it will actually be realized.

To model the evolution of communication networks, we appeal to the class of processes

of reinforcement learning as discussed in Section 1.1. Recall that in this kind of learning

models, a player reinforces a pure strategy by ad,justing the probability that his mixed

strategy assigns to the pure stra~tegy in response to a.n experience associated with the

pure st.rategy. In particular, we focus on habitual behavior to model the evolution

of communication networks. Habitual behavior is based on the following self-perception

process which relates past. and current behavior to fut.ure behavior: I am (and have been)

communicating with my colleague, so I must like it and therefore I intend to communicate

with him again next time. Research in cognitive psychology by, e.g., Tolman (1932) and

Hull (1943) has demonsta~ated the significant inffuence of habits on human behauior. In

particular, we use the stochastic learning process as introduced by Cross (1973), who

concept.ualizes habit formation by posit.ively reinforcing all experiences, meaning that all

experiences induce a player to increase the probability assigned ko the pure strategy just

chosen, independent of the outcome of the game. The outcome of the game only matters

in that. it determines how much t.he probability is increased, i.e., payoff's determine the

extent to whiclr habit formation occurs. The following example by Cross illustrates this

behavioral assumption: if you happen to look into a doorway as you walk along a street

and find a nickel, you may look into that doorway again the next time you pass by, but

the likelihood of you doing so is not great. If you had found a~100 bill, however, you

would almost cert.ainly look there again.

What can be said about the communication networks t.hat will arise in the framework

as introduced above? Biirgers and Sarin (1997) show that at ever,y finite point in time,

assuming frequent communication and slow adjustment of behavior as in Section 2.3,
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Cross's (1973) stochastic learning process of habit formation can be approximated l~y

the well-known continuous-time replicator dynamics. We use their rc~sult to select among

the possible communication networks. In particular, we specif,y an asymptotically stable

set of communication networks which consists of Nash equilibria of the corresponding

game. When we restrict ourselves to the 3-player case, we can show that only the two

efficient 'cyclic' communication networks are asymptotically st.able under the replicator

dynarnic5. Notice that in the literature on network formation it is common t.o call a

communication network efFicient if it maximizes the surnmation of the players' expected

payoffs. In this chapter, we adhere to this convention.

As mentioned before, the model presented in this chapter is a probabilistic choice

approach to communication networks. Hence, players tend to change the probabilities

of establishing links over time in directions that appear to be beneficial. We do not

know of any other evolutionary theory of network formation which corrsiders individual

choice behavior to be probabilist.ic. For an algebraic choice approach to the evolution

of communication networks, we refer to, e.g., Watts (1997) arrd Bala and Goyal (1999).

Watts builds on the symmetric connections model as int.roduced by Jackson and Wolinsky

(1996). In the symmetric connections model, agents connnunicate with all other agents

they are directly or indirectly linked with, and the value of communication depends

on the number of links involved in the shortest path that connects a pair of agents.

Establishing a mutual link requires the consent of both agents involved, but severance

can be done unilat.erally. Consequently, the notion of stable networks rests on pairwise

incentive compatibility. In a dynamic framework where players myopically establish and

sever links, Watts shows convergence t,o an effiicient network in crrse rnaintenance costs

of links are small and closer connections are valued more than distant. connections. Bala

and Goyal also find convergence to efficient networks in a variety of cases. Their model

differs from Watts as they take a non-cooperat.ive approach, which means that an agent

can establish a link without consent of the other agent involved. The notion of stable

networks therefore coincides with the Nash equilibrium concept.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1 we introduce the model. The

related results of B~rgers and Sarin (1997) are briefly discussed in Section 4.2. Section

4.3 deals with the communication game in case there are only 3 players. The general

n-pla,yer model is analyzed in Section 4.4. Finally, Section 4.5 addresses some interesting

extensions of the model.
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4.1 The Model

We consider a finit.e normal-form game represented by a tuple G- (N, (S~);EN, (u~)2EN),

where N- {1, ..., n,} is a finite set of players. Ever,y player i E N has a finit.e set of pure

strategies given by

5~:-{sTi~jEN~{ }},

where pure strat.egy s;~ E S, means t.hat player i establishes a(direct) link with player

j~ i. In case player i establishes a link with a player whose identity can be neglected,

we will also use s; instead of st~ to denote an elernent. of S1. From the definit.ion of S;

it- follows direct.ly t.hat ~5;~ - n~ - 1 for all players i E N. Notice that the notation

used in this chapter is the same as in the previous two chapters, unless explicitly stated

otherwise.

In describing the players' behavior, we take a probabilistic choice approach as dis-

cussed in Section 1.1. Recall t.hat a probabilistic choice approach states that players'

behavior is random, meaning t.hat every player i E N plays a pure strategy s; E S~, but

this pure strategy is drawn from the probability distribution over his pure-strategy set

induced by his mixed strategy rrt E 0;. We let ~,~ :- rr; (s~~) denote the probability that

a player i E N plays pure strategy s,~ E S,. In case player j's identity is irrelevant, we

also use ~z(s,) to denote that probability. As we identify establishing a link with a pure

strategy, every player can and will only initiate one link with another player whenever

the game is played. For this reason, we abstract from cost considerations of links. A

possible interpretation of a player's mixed strategy is as follows. Every pla,yer has to

decide how to divide his available time (or effort) over his relatiorrs with the other n- 1

players. The more time a player spends on his relation wit.h anot,her player, the more

likely it is that a link will actually be established. We will normalize total available time

at 1 for all players, nrearring that time can actually be interpreted as the probability

of establishing a link. We refer to a mixed-strategy profile ~-(a1i ..., ~n) E 0 as a

communication network.

The payoffs in the game are based on a modification of the symmetric connections

model as introduced by Jackson and Wolinsky (1996). An outcome of the game s E S

can be represented by a graph, where the n pla,yers are the nodes and the links are

the edges of the graph. As this is a model of communication, the players exchange

information. Players directly communicate wit.h those to whom they are directly linked.

Through these links they also benefit from indirect communication with those to whom

t.heir adjacent nodes are linked, and so on. Corrsequently, the payoff a player receives
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from an outcome of the game is not only determined by the direct links he is iirvolved in,

but also by the indirect ones. The payoff of cornmunication obt.ained from other nodes

depends on the distance to these nodes. If t.he minirna] path in the graph that connects

player i E N with another player j E N consist.s of l,~ links, then player i receives a

payoff of b~" from his communication with player j. We assume that 0 c ó C n~~, which

implies that payoffs decrease as the length of the path connecting the players increases.

An economic interpretation for this asstmiption is that information that travels a long

distance becomes diluted and is less valuable than information obtained from a closer

source. Forrnally, the pa,yoff that a player i E N receives frorn an outcome of t.he garne

s E S is equal to

jEN`{i}

where lz~ :- h~ (s) is the number of links in the short.est path between players i and

j ~ i in the graph representing the outcome of the game s(setting l,~ - oo in case

there is no path connecting the players i and ,j). The expected payoff associated with a

comrnunication network ~r E ~ is equal to

~ ~~ ~, ~s;~)~ ~ u.; (s) ,
sES iEN

which we denote by v,2 (~) with a slight. abuse of notation. Frorn the above description

of the payoffs it follows that we consider a model where link formation is one-sided,

i.e., every link is initiated by exactly one player, while benefits are n-sided, i.e., all n

players may use a link for communication. We refer to the game introduced above as

the communicat.ion garne.

The n. players maintain mutual relations and cornrnunicate repeatedly. Hence, we

assume that players are sources of new information eac.h time they communicate. The

iterations of the communication game are indexed by k E 1No. At each time k E Il~I~,

every player i E N is characterized by a mixed st,rategy ok E 0;. By ~k (s;) and

~~ :- a2 (s;~), we denote the probability that player i, at time k, plays pure strategy s~

and s,~, respectively. The communication network ~k -(rri ,..., ~n~ E 0 at time k E Wo

identifies a mixed stsategy for every player i E N, with the initial communication network
~o - (?o ~o ) exogenously given.

In this chapter, we use Cross's (1973) stochastic learning process which assumes all

experiences to be habit. forming, meaning that they make it more likely that the player
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establishes the same link again. How much more likely, however, depends on the payoff
the player receives from the outcome of the communication game. Formally, consider a
fixed period k E IlVo. Let the outcome of the communication game s E S that. is realized
in period k be such that player i establishes a direct link with player j~ i. Cross's
stochastic learning process of habit formation then gives rise to an adjustment of player
i's mixed strategy rrk E Oz as specified by

?kfl - (1 - ~9EN`{i} b`k9) ~ ~h ~ (~gEN`{i} 6~A9) . 1 If h - .7,
4.1zh - ~t~ k ( )

(1 - ~.gEN`{i} b'9) ~ ~ih otherwise,

where lg:- l~(s) is the number of links in the shortest path between t,he players i and

g~ i in the graph representing the outcome of the cornrnunication game s at time k.

Notice that ~yEN`{~} bl y can actually be used as a weight because 0 c b c ,11 implies

that 0 C ~gEN~{,} S~ 9 C 1. From the habit, formation rule (4.1) it follows that player

i will increase rr;~ independent of the outcome of t.he game s in period k. Through the

payoff ~9EN`{~} Si9, the outcome of the game s in period k only influences the size of

the increase. In fact, the higher the payoff ~~EN`{~} ó~ 9, the larger the increase in ~~~
will be. Given an initial state ao E ~, the habit:formation rule (4.1) defines a Markov

process {?k}kErvo on the iufinite state space 0.

4.2 Habit Formation and Replicator Dynamics

In this section, we briefiy discuss two results of B~rgers and Sarin (1997) who recently
analyzed Cross's (1973) stochastic learning process of habit formation in finite normal-
form games. In Sections 4.3 and 4.4, we will use their results to analyze the evolution of
communication networks.

With respect to the habit formation process {?k}kEN~~, B~rgers and Sarin (1997)
distinguish between two kinds of behavior, namely behavior in finite time and asymptotic
long-run behavior (as was also done in Chapter 2). Proposition 4.1 deals with the
asymptotic behavior of the habit-formation process {~k}kENo as k--~ oo. The result
states that a player's asymptotic behavior consists of playing a pure strategy. Hence, in
the long run, a player's behavior will consist of communicating with one other player,
instead of dividing his available time (or effort) over different. relationships.

Proposition 4.1 [Proposition 2 and Remark 3 in Bórgers and Sarin (1997)~ For all
initial states ~o, the habit-formation pTOCess {~k}kENo converges with probability 1, and
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its limit is an. element of the joint piLre-strategy set S. Moreover, if rro E int(0), then

every element of S has a positive probability of being the limit of {?k }kEN~, ~

Proposition 4.1 does not exclude the possibility that two players, say players i and j~

i, establish two rnutual links, i.e., play the pure strategies si, and s~21 respectively. Since

a second mutual link is redundant for successful communication and limits the abilit.y to

communicate with others, efficiency of the communication network that corresponds to

the players' asymptotic behavior, cannot. be guaranteed.

Br)rgers and Sarin also consider the behavior of the habit; formation process {~k}kENo
in finite time. To analyze the behavior of the habit-formation process {~k}kEN„ in fi-

nite time, they follow the sa.me scenario as was presented in Section 2.3, which means

assuming that each discrete-time period lr E 1No contains `many' repetitions of the com-

munication game, and that the adjustment of the players' behavior between two rounds

of communication is `small'.

Formally, let the time that passes between two repetitions of the communication game

be denot.ed by 0 G rl C 1, which is equivalent to saying that each discrete-time period k

contains 1 rounds of commm~ication. After each repetition of the communication game,
n

the players adjust their behavior by rl times what is prescribed by t.he habit-formation

rule (4.1), meaning that. the players' adjustments of their behavior `slow down' at the

same rate at which the time distance between two rounds of communication shrinks.

The above considerations lead us to consider adjustments of the cornmunication network

~n~k given by

~1 - rl ' ~gEN~{z} s~ 9k~ ~ ?i'~k ~ ~~1 ' ~gEN~{i} ó~'~k~r~,kfl

?zh - (1 - ~ ' ~gEN`{i} bl 9k) ~ ~hk

1 if h - j,

otherwise,

for all i E N and h E Wo. Again, we are left with a discrete-time Markov process

{~~~k}kENo with the infinite state space ~, provided that we specif,y the initial random

variable a~~o. Notice that ~~~k gives the communication network at `real' time rlk;.

The habit-formation rule (4.2) can be used to determine what happens to the evol-

ution of the communication network as ~-~ 0. Bt)rgers and Sarin show that. under

the assumptions of frequent communication and slow adjustment. of behavior, actual

adjustment of the habit-formation process {~k}kEN~ can then be approximated b,y ex-

pected adjustment at every finite time period. Furthermore, expected adjust.ment of the

habit-formation process {rrk}kENo coincides with the well-known replicator dynamics in
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continuous time as given by

~,; - [u2 (s~;, ?-z) - ~z (?)~ rT,; (4.3)

for all ~ E 0, i E N, and sz~ E S;. Notice that the replicat,or dynamics (4.3) defines

a dynamical system of det.erministic differential equat.ions. For a discussion and deriva-

tion of the replicator d,ynamics (4.3), we refer to Section 5.2 of Weibull (1995). The

convergence result of Bbrgers and Sarin is formally stated in Proposition 4.2.

Proposition 4.2 [Proposition 1 in B[Írgers and Sarin (1997)~ Suppose that for all 0 C

rt C 1 it holds that ~~~o -~~ wi.th yrobaóility 1. Consider some t with 0 G t G oo and

let ~-~ 0 arad r~k --~ t. Let á 6e t,he solwtion of t,he continuovs-time rePlicator dynarnics

for initial val~ue. r'ro. Then rr~~k converges i~n. probability to rr~.

We will use Proposition 4.2 to analyze t.he evolution of communication networks. In

fact, the above proposition implies that. we can, at least to some ext.ent, analyze com-

munication networks in finite time, by looking at the steady states, and their stability

properties, of the continuous-time replicator dynamics that corresponds to the communi-

cation game. As will be shown below, communication networks in finite time may differ

significantly from the communication networks which result asymptotically according to

Proposition 4.1. Finall,y, Proposition 4.2 implies that results from the huge literature on

t,he replicator d,ynamics (see, e.g., Weibull (1995) for a survey) can be applied.

4.3 The 3-Player Case

This section cíeals wit.h the evolution of 3-player connnunication networks in finite time.

We pay attention to this specific case for two reasons. First, the 3-player case enables

us to develop some intuition for the general n,player model as described in Section 4.4.

Second, and probably more important, the 3-player case gives somewhat stronger results

than the n:player model.

According to Proposit.ion 4.2, the evolution of communication networks in finite time

can be approximated (assuming frequent. communication and slow adjustment of behav-

ior) by looking at the expected adjustment of the habit-formation process {ak}kENo,
or equivalently the continuous-time replicator dynamics corresponding to the communi-

cation game. The payoff matrix of the 3-player communication game is represented in

Figure 4.1. Notice that with 3 players only 23 different outcomes of the communication

game, i.e., gTaphs, may arise (remark that ~5;~ - 2 for i- 1, 2, 3).
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s12

513

~5Z1 ~S 23

2b, b f b~, b f b2
2b, b f b~, b f ó2

531

Sli

S13

2ó,2b,2b

b f b~, 2b, b f b~

s32

Figure 4.1: The 3-Player Communication Gamc

In the 3-player case, the expected adjustment. of the habit: forrnation process {rrk}~ENo

in period k E Il~1o, conditional on the communication network in that period, is given by

E~?~tl-~k I?k-~~

c-~ p k

~ ~~~ ~ ~1
- E ~L~Ji~iUh~, ~ ~k i - ~-ii ~zj -

1~ ~ ~~7
r k

fE I Eh~,b~.h I~k t -~-a, 02; - 1 . 1- rri; (4.4)
L k

r l k-~ (1 - ~~,) { (1 - E LEh~zb x" I ~-; - ?-~, rri; - 0 . rri; -

for all k; E 1[~10, i, j E { 1, 2, 3}, and i~ j. Using the payofl' matrix of the 3-player
communication game as represented in Figure 4.1, the expected adjustment. of the habit-
formation process {~k}kENo can easily be determined. Consider player i- 1. Straight-
forward calculations show that player 1's expected payoff of the communication game in
period k, conditional on the current communication network, is equal to

F, L~h~lblin I ?k -
~~

- 2b (~T12 ' ~23 ' ~31 ) ~ 2b (~12 ' rT21 ' ~31)

f (ó f ó2) (~12 ' ?23 ' ?32) f (b f bz) (~T12 ' ~21 ' ~32)

f2b (R13 ' ?21 ' ~32) ~ 2b (?13 ' ? 21 ' ?31)

f (b f b2) ( rT13 ' ?23 ' ?32) ~ (b f fi2) (?13 ' ~23 ' ?31)

- 2b (~12 ' ~23 ' ~31 f ~21 ' ?31 } ~13 ' ? 21 ' ~32)

2
f (b f b ) (?12 ' ~21 ' ~32 f ~23 ' ~32 ~ ~13 ' ~23 ' rT31) -

2ó, 2b, 2ó

ó f b2, b f b~, 2b

b f b~, 2b, b ~- b~
bfó2.bfb2,2b
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Consequent.ly, player 1's conditional expected payoffs when ?12 - 1 and ?12 - 0, i.e.,

condit.ional on the link he establishes in period k, are given by

E~~h~lblin I?k 1-?-1 i?12 - 1~

- Zó (?23 ' ?31 ~ ?21 ' ?31) f (ó ~ ó2) ( ?21 ' ?32 f ?23 ' ?32)

and

E ~Eh~ló~~ti ~ ?k 1 - ?-1,?12 - 0~

- 2ó (?21 ' ?31 f ?21 ' ?32) ~ (b -~- b2) (?23 ' ?32 ~ ?23 ' ?31) ,

respectively. Subsequently substituting the conditional expected payoffs ( 4.5) and (4.6)

in (4.4) and rearranging terms shows that the expected adjustment of player 1's mixed

strategy in period k, conditional on the communication net.work in thaY, period, is given

by

E [?12 1 - ?i2 I ?k - ?] - (ó - ó2) ?12 (1 - ?~2) (?sl - ?21)

and

E [?13 1 - ?13 I ?k - ?] - (ó - ó2) ?13 (). - ?13) (?21 - ?31) . (4.8)

Notice that one of the equations (4.7) and (4.8) is in fact redundant. since ?i2 }?i3 - 1
for all k E IlVo. The conditional expected adjustment of t.he mixed strategies of players

2 and 3 can be derived ill a similar way.

Recall that the expected adjustment of the habit-formation process {?k }kENo is equal

to the continuous-time replicator dynamics corresponding to the communication game.

Straightforward calculatiolLS show that the continuous-time replicator dynamics (4.3) in

the 3-player communication game is given by

- (b - 52) ~ (1 - ?ij) (?hi - ?ji)

for all h, i, j E{1, 2, 3}, h~ i, h~ j, and i~ j. Again, notice that for every player

i E{ 1, 2, 3} one equation in (4.9) is redundant, which implies that in the 3-pla,yer case

the evolution of the comnlunication network in finite time can be approximated by a

3-dimensional dynamical system of differential equations.

Consider pla,yer i and his effort to establish a link with player j~ i as given by r7ij.

The replicator dynamics (4.9) reflect.s that the sign of ~;j is complet.ely determined by
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the sign of (~h~ -~~z). Hence, a player shift~s his attention onto the relationship with the
player who is least likely to communicate with him. Taking into account that one rnutual
link is sufficient for successful communication, this kind of behavior is very intuitive: why

try to establish a link with someone who is likely to establish a link with you. How much

attention is being shifted depends not only on the size of (~rh~ - ~r~~), but also on the

size of ~~~ (1 - nt,). The latter expression indicates t,hat the extent to which attention

is shifted decreases as player i becomes more locked into a relat.ionship with one of the

other to players, i.e., as ~;~ becomes closer to zero or one. This observation coincides

with the comrnon understanding tha.t the extent to which behavior is adjusted depends

on how often current behavior has been reinforced iu the past and how well it appears

to work in the current situation (cf. Samuelson (1997), p.91).

Below, we start the analysis of 3-player communication networks in finite time by

identifying the steady states of the replicator dynamics (4.9). Notice that t.he analysis

in the remaining part of this section is carried out in terms of the three variables ~12,

~Z3, and ~31.

Proposition 4.3 The set of steady states of the replicator dyna~mics (4.9~ consists of

th.ree ~isolated points given by (Rrz, ~2a, ~3r ) - (0, 0, 0), (rri2, ~z3, ~3i ) - ( z, 2, z ), and

(~i2, ~zs, ~sr) -(1,1,1), and si~ edges of the unit,c2ebe C, ~i.e.,

C-{(r;12,~23,~31)E~3~~Grr12G1,9G?23G1,9C?31G1},

which have no Point in common with (0, 0, 0) or (1, 1, 1).

The proof is straightforward and t.herefore omitted.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the set. of steady states of the replicator dynamics (4.9). An
immediate implication of Proposition 5.9 in Chapter 5 of Weibull (1995) is that all interíor
steady states of the replicator dynamics are Nash equilibria of the corresponding game,
and all Nash equilibria are steady states. In the 3-player communication game, however,
the boundary steady states (0, 0, 0) and (1, 1, 1) of the replicator dynamics (4.9) are also
Nash equilibria. This observation follows directly from the payoff matrix as represented
in Figure 4.1.

To select among the infinite number of steady states of the replicator dynamics (4.9),
as identified by Proposition 4.3, we consider their stabilit.y propert.ies. According to
Proposition 4.4, only two of the steady states are asymptotically stable under the repli-

cator dynamics (4.9), while all others are unstable.
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Figure 4.2: Steady stat.~ of the replicator dynamics (4.9)

Proposition 4.4 The two steady st,ates (d12, ~23, ~31) -(0, 0, 0) and ( ~r12, ~23, ~31) -

(1. 1, 1) of the ~replicator dynamics (4.9) are asy7nptotica.lly stable with óasins of attraction

given by

Do -{(~12, ~23, ~31) E IR'i ~~31 G 1-

and

'l3, ~12 C 1 - ~31, ~23 C 1 - ~12

Dl - { (~12, ~23, ~31 ) E ~3 ~ ~31 ~ 1 - ?23, ~12 1 1 - ?31, ~23 1 1 - R12 } ,

resPectively. All oth,er steady states are v,nstable.

Proof. The first part of t.he proof is based on the direct Lyapunov method as represented

by Theorern 2.5 in Section 2.4. Consider the steady state given by (?12, ~23, ~31) -
(0, 0, 0). Let

A - {(~12,~23,~31) E ~3 ~ ~12 - ~23 - ~31 - ~} ,

the neighborhood D- Do, and v (~lz, ~23, ~31) -?lz -F ?z3 f~31. Applying Theorem

2.5 in Chapter 2 immediately gives the required result. Now consider the steady state

given by ( a12,?23, ~31) - (1,1,1). Let.

A - { (?12, 23, rT31) E ~3 I ~12 - ~23 - ~31 - 1 } .

D- Dl, and v(~lz, ~23, ~31) - 3-(~12 f?23 }~31). Again, the result follows directly

from applying Theorem 2.5 in Section 2.4.
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To show that all other steady states of the replica-tor dynamics (4.9) are unstable, we

use the eigenvalue analysis as represented by Theorem 2.4 in Section 2.4. The colunms

of the Jacobian J~ (h) -[.11, J2, J3] tha.t correspond to the replicator dynamics ( 4.9) can

easily be seen to equal

~1 - ~b - ó2~ ~(?31 f ?23 - 1) (1 - 2~12) ~?23 (1 - ~23) ,?31 (1 - ~31)~~ ,

J2 - (b - b2~ ~~12 (1 - ~T12) , (~12 f lT31 - 1) (1 - 2(723) , ~sl (1 - 1T31)~~ ,

and

.~3 - ((5 - C52~ ~(T1'l (1 - 12) , ?23 ( 1 - ?23 ) , (?23 ~ ?12 - 1) ( 1 - 2?31 )~, .

Sta.bility properties of a steady state can now be deduced from the Jacobian J~ (~)

by evaluating the matrix at the steady state and calculating the eigenvalues. Since

(b - 82~ 1 0 it follows that in all steady states which are unequal to ( 0, 0, 0) or (1; 1,1)

there is always at least one strictly posit.ive eigenvalue, which irnplies that these steady

states are unstable under the replicator dynamics (4.9). ~

The asymptotic stability of the two `cyclic' communication networks given by

(?12,?23,?31) - (0,~,0) and (ï712,?23,?31) - (1, 1, 1)

can be explained by the fact that these are the only 3-pla,yer communication networks

for which there is no positive probability associated with the event of a`double link', i.e.,

a pair of players being connected by means of two mutual links. As the presence of one

link is already sufficient for successful communication, adding a second link is redundant

and only decreases the possibility to conununicate with other players, which in turn

results in a lower payoff from the communication network. For the same reason, the two

`cyclic' communication networks are also the only efficient communication networks in

the 3-player case. Recall that a communication network is called efficient. if it maximizes

the summation of the players' expected payoffs. The `cyclic' 3-pla,yer communication

networks are illustrated in Figure 4.3.

Notice that the first part of Proposition 4.4 is consistent with Proposit,ion 2 in

Ritzberger and Weibull (1995). To be more precise, the two `cyclic' communication

networks are exactly the strict Nash equilibria of the communicat.ion game according to

the payoff matrix as represented ín Figure 4.L In their paper; Ritzberger and Weibull

show that strict Nash equilibria coincide with asymptotically st.able states under the
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: (a) The `cyclic' communication network (rT1z, r"rz~, ~ai )-(0, 0, 0) and (b) the

`c,yclic' communication network (r"r12i~23,á;;~) - (1, 1, 1)

continuous-time replicator dynamics. However, by using the direct Lyapunov met.hod,

we are also able to determine the basins of attract,ion of the two as,ymptotically st.able

states.
What. do Propositions 4.3 and 4.4 tell us about t.he structure of cornmunication

networks in finite time'? According t.o Proposition 4.2, in a scenario as introduced in

Section 4.2, the habit: formation process {~k } kENo will be close t.o t.he solution of the

replicator dynamics with large probabilit,y in finite t.ime. Thus, if a communication

network ~ E int(0) is contained in the basin of attraction of one of the asymptot.ically

stable states, then it will evolve in the direction of that st.ate almost surely. As a result.,

the probability that the graph associated with the outcome of the game is efficient

will increase over time. According to Proposition 4.1, however, starting with the same

network a E int(0), every possible graph has a positive probability of being the graph

t.hat represents asymptot.ic long-run behavior of the players. Therefore, behavior in finite

time and asymptotic behavior of the players do not have to coincide.

4.4 The n-Player Case

Now, we will return to the rr: player model as was introduced in Section 4.1. In the

present section, we will generalize Proposition 4.4 to the n:player case by specif,ying an

asymptotically stable set of communication networks, which consists of Nash equilibria

of the corresponding communication game. :Vlore precisely, we will show that the set ~
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given by

~- {~EON~ ~rr;(s;~).~~(s~;)-0foralli,j ENwithi~ j},

where ONE denotes the set of Nash equilibria of the communication game, is asymptoti-

cally st.able under the replicator dynamics (4.3). The set ~ consists of the Na.Sh equilibria

of the communicat.ion game which are on the boundary of the joint mixed-strategy space

~. Recall that according t.o Proposit.ion 5.9 in Chapter 5 of Weibull (1995), the set ~ is
a subset of the set of steady states of the replicat.or dynamics (4.3). Since we deal with

finite normal-form games, it. can easily be verified that the set ~ is the union of a finite

number of fa.ces of the joint mixed-strateg,y space, i.e., ~- Ui-1,,..,~0 (H~), where every

H~ is a collection of nonempty subsets of pure strategies, one for every player i E N.

Faces of the joint mixed-strategy set ~ were defined in Section 2.5. We refer to ~(H~~,

l- 1, ..., L, as the components of ~.

The proof of asymptotic stability of the set ~ is conducted through the following

lemma. The basic idea underlying the result in Lemma 4.5 is that the only wa,y of

leaving a component of ~ without. being confronted with a decrease in expected payoff

is by entering one of the other components of ~.

Lemma 4.5 There e~ists so~rne oPen set U ~~ such that

[~ E U n 0 and u; (s;, a-;) 1 u; (a)~ ~ (s;, ~-;) E~.

Proof. Consider a component 0(H~) of ~. It will be shown first that if there exists
some i E N such that s; ~ H, and ~y :- (s;, rr-;) ~~ for all rr-i E~~Erv`{~} ~~ ~H~), t.hen
u; (s;, ~-;) G u; (~) for all a E 0 (H~). Suppose there exist s; ~ H~ and ~ E 0 (H~) such
that u; (s;,, ~-i) ] ai (~). Since ~ E 0 (H~) C~ this immediately implies that y E ONE

Furthermore, since s; ~ H~ and a E 0 (H~) it also holds t.hat ry; (s;~) . ry~ (s~;) - 0 for all
i, j E N with i~ j. Consequently, ry E~, which gives the required contradiction.

Now suppose that for some i E N it holds that s; ~ HZ. Then by continuity of u;,
and compactness of 0(H~), there exists an open set U; such that 0(H~) C Us; and
u; (s;, a-i) c u; (~) for all ~r E(U5 fl 0) `~. Let Ul - f1S,ES,`y~ Us . Doing likewise for
all other players and taking the finite intersection U~ - f1zENU2 of open sets all of which
contain ~(H~~, one obtains an open set U~ that. contains 0(H~) and for which it holds
that u; (s;, ~r-;) C u2 (~r) for all i E N, s; ~ H~, and ~ E(U~ n ~) `~. Once more t.a.king
the finite union U- U~-1,...,LU~ gives an open set as specified in Lemma 4.5. ~

Now we are able to prove asymptotic stability of the set ~.
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Proposition 4.6 The set ~ C 0 is asymptotically stable nnder the replicator dynamics

14.3).

Proof. Let U be as specified in Lemma 4.5. This implies that for every component

0(H~) there exists some é~ such that for every e E(0, ~!) and every player i E N the

e-slice,

BZ(e)-{~~EO~~?~;ceforallsz;ESz`H~},

contains the corresponding face Oti (Hl} and B~ (e) -~~EN Bi (a) is contained in U~.

Obviously, B(E) - U~-1,,..,LB~ (~) is then contained in U. By continuity of u2 for all

i E N, we may assume that for any rr E B(e) f10, i E N, and (s2;, R-~) ~~, it. holds

that vz (sz;, ~-~) - n; (rr) G -b for some b 1 0. Hence,

~~; - [n~ (s~;, ~-,.) - n~ (~)~ ~~; c -b~~; (4.10)

for any ~ E B(e) f10, i E N, and (s~;, ~-i) ~~.

Let t; denote the solution mapping of the replicator dynamics (4.3), i.e., l; (t, ~o) C ~

is the population state at time t E 1R if the initial state is ~o E 0. The inequality

(4.10) then implies that 1;~; (., rro) : IR -~ 0 decreases monotonically to zero for all

i E N and (s;,;, ~-z) ~ 0 (H) from any initia.l state ~c E B(e) fl 0. Consequently, ~ is

asymptotically stable. ~

The argument represented by Lemma 4.5 and Proposition 4.6 boils down to showing

that ~ is evolutionary stable~` (an ES~ set), and then applying Proposition 3.13 in

Chapter 3 of Weibull (1995), which says that every ES~` set is asymptotically stable under

the replicator dynamics. As stated by Definition 3.1 in Chapter 3 of Weibull (1995), a

set is called an ES~` set if every strat.egy in the set is locally superior to strategies outside

the set in question. In other words, for an ES~ set it holds that. every strategy in that.

set does strictly better against all nearby strategies that. are not. in the set than all those

nearby strategies do against themselves.

In Section 4.3, we argued that 3-player communication networks in finite time may be

very different from communication networks that occur asymptotically. This observation

also holds true in the general n:player model for two reasons. First, like in the 3-player

case, the asymptotically stable set ~ does not allow for `double' links, while this cannot

be excluded to occur asymptotically. Second, if the number of players exceeds three,
then the set ~ always allows for some players to play a mixed-strategy. Hence, these
players do not focus on communication with one player, but instead divide their available
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1 2 1
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(a)

5

(b)

Figure 4.4: (a) An inefficient 6-player communication network contained in ~ and (b)

an efficient, G-player communiation network contained in ~

time over more than one relationship. According to Proposition 4.1, mixed strategies

will not be observed in communication networks that. appear as,ymptotically.

We showed in Sect,ion 4.3 that asymptoticall,y sta.ble communication networks are

also efHcient in the 3-player case. Figure 4.4 shows that efficiency of communication

networks contained in the asymptoticall,y stable set ~ can not be guaranteed in general.

In fact, it can easily be verified that the G-player communication network represented

in Figure 4.4(a) is an element of the set ~, and that the summation of the players'

payoffs equals 12b -}- 14b2 f 4b3. Since the summation of the players' payoffs in the 6-

player communication network illustra.ted in Figure 4.4(b) is equal t.o 12b ~- 18b~, which

is obviously larger than 12b ~ 14b~ -I- 4b3, t.he communication network in Figure 4.4(a) is

not. efficient. Notice that the communication network in Figure 4.4(b) is also an element

of ~. Finally, straightforward calculations show that efFiciency is implied by asymptotic

stability in case the number of players is at most 5.

4.5 Extensions

We end this chapter with briefiy discussing a few interesting generalizations of the model

introduced here. In the communication game presented in Section 4.1, a player's pure

strategy was identified with establishing a link with another player. An interesting and

probably more realistic framework would be to enlarge a player's prrre-strategy space
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to allow for establishing multiple links and conununicating with different players at. the

same time. Following Bala and Goyal (1999), a player's pure strategy then specifies for

all other players whether or not a direct link is established by the player. Since such

an approach implies that the number of initiated links typically varies over a player's

pure strategies, it. seems natural to also incorporate cost considerations of strategies.

A possible way to take cost considerations into account is b,y assigning costs to a pure

strategy depending on the number of linlcs that are established when the player uses that,

pure strategy. More generally, it may be interest.ing to incorporate a spatial structure

into the model and let the costs of establishing a single link be determined by the spatial

distance between the two players who are involved in the link. Although in a somewhat

different context, a spatial model where players can establish multiple links and where

cost considerations are taken into account is discussed in Chapter 5.



Chapter 5

Endogenous Interaction and the

Evolution of Conventions

In a wide variety of economic and social environments, an agent's payoff depends on

successful coordination with other individuals. The following two examples, as suggested

by Lewis (1969), illustrate this point. First, suppose that several individuals are driving

on the same two-lane road. It matters little to anyone whether he drives on the left

or the right lane, provided that the others behave likewise: if some individuals drive in

the left lane and some in the right, everyone is in danger of collusion. Second, suppose

that oligopolists are confronted with a change in the price of their raw material and

therefore must set new prices of their product. It is to no one's advantage to set his

price higher than the others set theirs, since if he does, he tends to lose his share of

the market. Nor is it t.o anyone's advantage to set his price lower than the others set

theirs, since if he does, he menaces his competitors a.nd incurs their ret.aliat.ion. Hence,

each competit.or must set his price close to the price he expects the others to set. The

above examples not only suggest that an agent.'s expectat.ions about the behavior of

others play an important role in determining his optimal behavior, but also t.hat once

coordination has been achieved on a certain behavior, then it is likely that this behavior

will become the convention. For this reason, Lewis (1969), and also Schelling (1960),

already stated that a convention should be considered as a solution to a coordination

problem. More precisely, Lewis defines a convention as a behavioral regularity such that

everyone conforms to the regularity, expects others to conform, and wants to conform

given that. others conform. Other examples of well-known conventions are languages,

currencies, product standards, codes of dress, and accounting standards.

The evolution and the stability of conventions is analyzed in t.he population adjust-

81
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ment models with persistent perturbations of Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993), Yoimg

(1993), and Ellison (1993). With respect t.o coordination games, all these models select

the risk-dominant equilibrium as the unique ultralong-run convention. Furthermore, the

models have in common that they deal with exogenously given patterns of interaction. In

part.icular, Kandori, Mailath, and Rob and Young focus on global interaction, meaning

that every player possibly interacts with all other players in the population, while Ellison

focuses on local interaction, expressing that every player can only interact. with a small

subset of the population. However, by fixing t.he pattern of interaction exogenously,

these models ignore that players may have the desire and, at least to some extent, also

the ability to affect t.he set of players with whom they interact. In terms of the two

examples ment.ioned above: individuals who drive in the right lane of the road may tsy

to avoid individuals who drive in the left lane by taking an alternative road, and an

oligopolist may decide to leave the market. and enter another one when he is confronted

with decreasing profits.

In this chapter, we follow the conventional evolutionar,y game theoretic models on

coordination problems by assuming that players use the same pure strategy against all

opponents they interact. with, and allowing for the pure strategy to be adjusted over

time. Obviously, this implíes that, contrary t.o t.he probabilistic choice models discussed

in Chapters 2, 3, and 4, we now take individual choice behavior to be deterministic,. We

depart from the conventional models by assuming that the pattern of interaction itself is

also subject to evolutionary pressure. More precisely, we consider a circular model with

endogenous neighborhoods, meaning that the locations of the players on the circle are

fixed, but players can create t.heir own neighborhood of players with whom they interact

by establishing and severing links with other players. The spatial structure of the model

is then used to incorporate cost consideratioiLS of interaction. We assume that. t.he larger

the distance between two players on the circle, the larger the maint.enance costs of the

mutual link will be. The distance is measured by the number of players located in

between the two players who are involved in the link. Since maintenance costs include

invested time and effort, distance should not only be interpreted as physical distance,

but. also as social distance.

Players typically react myopically to their environment by deciding about both pure

strategies and links based on a best-reply dynamics. Sometimes, however, players make
mistakes when implementing their decisions, or alternatively players experiment. with

nonoptimal replies. Whether or not these mistakes should be explicitly included in the
model depends on the span of time over which we are interested in the players' behavior
as predicted by the model. As explained in Section 1.2, the results of the model corre-



spond to the players' long-run behavior in the absence of the perturbations representing

t,he players' mistakes. We find that. in t.his case, t.he dynamic process converges to an

absorbing state. As the set of absorbing states includes states in which different kinds

of behavior are observed, the population's long-nm behavior is possibly characterized by

coexist.ence of conventions. In the ult.ralong run, i.e., when the perturbations represerrt-

ing the players' mistakes are taken into accotrnt, coexistence of conventions is no longer

possible. Namely, the risk-dominant convention is the unique stochastically stable con-

vent.ion, rneaning that it will be observed almost surely when the mist.ake probabilities

are small but nonvanishing.

Endogenous patterns of interaction in population adjustanent. models can also be re-

alized by allowing players to migrate, i.e., choose their location. Oechssler (1993), Ely

(1995), Bhaskar and Vega-Redondo (1997), and Mailath, Samuelson, and Shaked (1997)

show that migration implies, or at, least allows for, the population to coordinate on

the Pareto-efFicient equilibrium. In particular, Oechssler shows that in his deterministic

framework, given that all conventions are initially present, the efFicient one will eventu-

ally prevail throughout. Ely considers a stochastic model and shows by considering the

stationary distribution when mistake probabilities become small that the efficient con-

vention will occur independent of the initial conditions. In both models, coexistence of

conventions is not possible. Bhaskar and Vega-Redondo, in a model with asynchronous

strategy and location revision opportunities, indicate the possibility of coexistence of

conventions in the long run when the game is a`pure' coordination game. Also in the

ultralong run, both conventions are possible (but not simultaneously), i.e., both appear

with positive probabilit,y in the stationary distribution of t.he stochastic model, in the

case of frequent play. Otherwise, only the Pareto-efficient convention is stochast.ically

stable. Finally, Mailath, Samuelson, and Shaked look at a quite different context in

continuous time. Players of two cont.inuum populations have to decide which location

to visit. They show that, if the evolutionary process is monotonic and players can avoid

undesirable matching, then every locally stable configuration is efficient..

Related to the present chapter is also t.he literature on network formation by Watts

(1997), Bala and Goyal (1999), Jackson and Watts (1999), and Johnson and Gilles

(1999). In these models, the presence of a link does not mean that the involved players

interact by playing a game, but instead gives rise to a fixed payoff. .Iackson and Watts

consider a stochastic model of network formation which is similar t.o Kandori, Mailath,

and Rob (1993) and Young (1993). They find that the networks that occur with positive

probability in the stationary distribution when mistake probabilities go to zero, are either
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pairwise stable or part of a cycle. .Johnson and Gilles introduce a spatial environment in
the network formation model of Jackson and Wolinsky (1996) and obtain a rich structure
of equilibrium networks. For a brief discussion of Jackson and Wolinsky, Watts, and Bala
and Goyal, we refer to the introduction of Chapter 4.

The chapt.er is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, we introduce the model. Section
5.2 deals with the deterministic model describing the long-run behavior of the dynamic
process. Ultralong-run behavior is analyzed in Section 5.3 by means of the stationary
distribution of the stochastic model when mistakes are small but nonvanishing. The
robustness of the obtained results with respect t.o the exact specification of the model is
discussed in Section 5.4. This section also includes some other points of discussion.

5.1 The Model

Consider a large (but. finite) population of players N-{1,...,n} who are spatially
distributed on a circle. Each discrete-time period k E 1No, the players' interaction consists
of two stages. In the first stage, players establish or sever links connecting themselves to
other players. In the second stage, pairs of players who are linked play a coordination
game, and after that adjust their pure strategies. The state sk of the dynamic process
in period k is given by a graph gk, with its nodes representing the players and its edges
capturing the links, and a pure-strategy profile ak, which specifies the pure strategy
being played by every player i E N. Let G and A denote the set. of possible graphs and
the set of possible pure-strategy profiles, respectively, then sk - (gk, ak) E Q x A- S.

Each period, the presence of a link between players i and j, with i, j E N and i~ j,
results in a maintenance cost cz~ to both players. The costs cz~ are determined by the
dista.nce between the two players on the circle. Formally, we assume that

c,~ -min{ry~.7-z~,7(n-L7 - ~)} ,

where ry) 0 are the so-called unit costs. Hencefort.h, we assume without loss of generality
that ry - 1.

Let G;,k C N denote the set of players that pla,yer i E N is linked with after the first
stage in period k E lNo. We refer to G,,k as the neighborhood of player i at time k. In ad-
dition, we let i~ G~,k and, with slight abuse of notation, write ak -(a,,k, a~; k k, a-~; k k) .
Notice that, when not causing any confusion, G;,k and a,,k may also be denoted by Gz
and a~, respectively. In the second stage of each period k E 1[~io, a player i E N plays a
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coordination game with all players j E G;,k. The gross benefit of pla,yer i in period k is
given by

l - J LjEG:.k ~(ai,ki aj~k) lf Gi,k ~~i
~i (ai,kraG,,k,kl

lll 0 otherwise,

where ai,k E{A, B} for all i E N and k E lNo. The net benefits of a player i can be

found by subtracting all t,he maintenance costs, i.e., ~jEG k ci~, from his gross benefits.

The payoffs v, are t.hose of the 2 x 2 coordination game illustrated in Figure 5.1. We

require t.hat a) d) 0 and b) c) 0, implying that both (A, A) and (B, B) are strict

Nash equilibria. Furthermore, the payoffs a and b are taken to be larger than or equal

to 7- 1 for the model t.o be nontrivial, i.e., for the players to have an incentive to

interact. Finally, we assume that a f c 1 b~- d, which implies that (A, A) is the risk-

dominant equilibrium as defined by Harsanyi and Selten (1988). Notice that when t,he

two pure strategies have equal securit.y levels, i.e., c- d, (A, A) is also the Pareto-efficient.

equilibrium.

A
B

a, a

d, c

c, d
b, b

Figure 5.1: A 2 x 2 Coordination Game

Now, we will describe how players establish and sever links, and how they adjust

their pure strategies. At the beginning of a period k E l[~10, two players i and j, with

i, j E N and i~ j, are randomly selected with probability p;j ] 0. Consider, e.g., a

matching process where players randomly encounter each other in pairs, and discrete-

time periods are being identified with the encounters. Only these two players can alter

their (potential) mutual link and adjust their pure strategies in period k. Hence, we

consider a single-pair model as discussed in Section 1.2. Notice that Jackson and Watts

(1999) consider a similar matching process. Implementation of the dynamic process

is only possible if we assume t.hat every player knows (or observes) last. period's pure

strategies of the max {a, b} closest players located on his right and the max {a, b} closest

players located on his left. So, pure strategies of `nearby' players can be observed whet.her

or not. a mutual link is present. In addition, we have t.o assume that ever,y player knows
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the pure strategies of all the players he is currently linked with (even if these players are

not `nearby').

The part. of the dynamic process that describes how the t.wo selected players establish
or sever a mutual link is modelled as follows. First, suppose that at the moment players
i and j are not linked and therefore have to decide whether to establish a link. Player

i compares the payoff he would have received from playing the coordination game with
player j in the previous period, i.e.,

u (at,k-i ~ ai,k-~) ~

with the maintenance costs ci~ of the link. Of course, player j follows exactly the same

procedure. Only in case both payoffs are greater than or equal to the costs c~~, the

players decide to establish the mutual link. Notice that according to the deterministic

part of the link formation process, two players will never establish a link if their mutual

distance on the circle exceeds max {a, b}. Namely, in that. case the maintenance costs are

always larger than the payoff obtained in the coordination game. Second, suppose that

at the moment players i and j are linked, and that they t.herefore have to decide whether

to sever their mutual link. In case the payoff that player i received from playing the

coordinat.ion game with player j in the previous period !ï -1, i.e., u(a;,k-1i a~,k-1), or the

payoff that player j received from playing with player i in that period, is strictly smaller

than the maintenance costs c~~, they decide to sever the link. We assume that every

linking decision made by a pair of players is implemented correctly with probability

1- 2T, where T) 0. With probability 2T, the t.wo potential linking decisions are

implemented with equal probability.
To describe the adjustment of the players' pure strategies, we follow Ellison (1993)

by assuming that players typicall,y react. myopically t,o their environment. In fact, we
assume that in the second stage of period k, player i chooses

ai,k E argmax~r~ (a;,a~;k,k-1) (5.1)
a,

with probability 1- 2~, where e~ 0. With probability 2e, player i chooses between the
two pure strategies at random with equal probability. Player j adjusts his pure strategy
in the same way.

We refer to Section 5.4 for a discussion of alternative specifications of the dynamic
process.

For a given initial random variable so E S, the dynamic process introduced above
defines a Markov process {sk}kENo in discrete time with the finite state space S - G x A.
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Let P :- P(T, e) denote the (one-step) transition matrix of the Markov process. Then, if

s-(g, a) E S and s-(g, d) E S, the entry Pss :- Psg (T, e) of the (one-step) transit,ion

matrix is the probability t.hat t.he state is s at time k f 1, conditional on the state being

s at time k, i.e.,

Pss - Pr (skfx - s ~ sk - s) .

Let P~ :- P~ (T, e) denote the l-step transition matrix of the Markov process, t.hen the

ent,ry P~s :- Ps~s (T, F) of t~he l-step transition matrix is equal to

Pss - Pr (skfi - s ~ sk - s) .

We refer to the n~iarkov process {sk}kENo as adaptive play.

5.2 Adaptive Play without Mistakes

This section deals with the model introduced in Section 5.1, when both mistake probabil-

ities T and e are equal to zero. We refer to this specific Nlarkov process as adaptive play

withov,t mistales. As discussed in Section 1.2, adaptive play without mistakes describes

the long-run behavior of the dynamic process, where t.he long run refers to the time span

needed for the dynamic process to reach the neighborhood of the first equilibrium near

to which it. will stay for a significant period of time.

Analyzing the dynamic process in the long run boils down to identifying the absorbing

states of the Nlarkov process representing adaptive play without mistakes. An absorbing

state is a state that once entered cannot be left. With respect to the present model this

implies that in an absorbing state no single player wants to sever any of t,he links he is

involved in or adapt his pure strategy, and no pair of players wants to establish a mutual

link. Below, we discuss what the absorbing states of adaptive play without mistakes look

like, and we explore conditions which guarantee convergence to one of these absorbing

states.

Absorbing States of Adaptive Play without Mistakes

As mentioned before, Lewis (1969) defines a convention as a pattern of behavior t.hat is

customary, expected, and self-enforcing, meaning that everyone conforms, expects others

to conform, and wants to conform given that everyone else conforms, respectively. Since

a convention is self-enforcing, it has to be an absorbing state of the Niarkov process
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describing adaptive play without mistakes. It can easily be verified that adaptive play
without. mistakes has two absorbing states which are conventions. Namely, the state
such that

aZ-A,

j E G; ~ c~~ c a,

for all i E N, and the state such that

a~-B,

j E Gz t~ cti~ G b,

for all i E N. We refer to the absorbing state specified by (5.2) as the (A, a)-convention
or the risk-dominant convention and to the absorbing state given by (5.3) as the (B, b)-
convention.

The (A, a)-convention and (B, b)-convention are, however, by far not the only ab-
sorbing states of adaptive play without mistakes. The other absorbing states indicate
that the players' long-run behavior may be characterized by coexistence of conventions.
To illustrate what we mea.n by coexistence of conventions, consider a population which
consists of 12 players and let the payoffs of the coordination game be given by a- 4,
b- 2, and c- d- 0. It is straightforward to verify that. in this framework, the state
represented in Figure 5.2 is an absorbing state of adaptive play without mistakes. Since
players do not conform to the same pattern of behavior, the absorbing state is not a
convention. The absorbing state does, however, show the presence of local clusters of
players who conform, expect others to conform, and want to conform (given that others
conform) to the same pattern of behavior. We refer to the presence of such clusters in
an absorbing state as coexistence of conventions. It is not hard to see that there are
typically many absorbing states which exhibit such clust.ers.

Convergence of Adaptive Play without Mistakes

To explore the conditions under which adaptive play without. mistakes converges to an
absorbing state, we develop the two lemmas stated below. We define the set S C S by

S:- ( s E S ~ ai E arg max ~rti (át, a~~ ) for all i E N},
l a; JJJ

i.e., the set S contains all states s E S such that all players i E N choose a pure strategy
that results in the highest possible gross benefit, given the current pure-strategy profile
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Figure 5.2: An absorbing state reflecting coexistence of conventions

of the players in their neighborhood. Lemma 5.1 specifies a condition on the size of the

population under which adaptive play without mistakes becomes contained in S with

positive probability in a finite period of time. Let ~xJ denote the greatest integer smaller

than or equal to ~.

Lemma 5.1 Assume that L2~ 1 max {a, 6}. Then for any state s E S there is a
probability ps 1 0 that adaptive play urithout mistak;es reaches a state s E S in KS G o0
periods.

Proof. Consider a state s E S and a player i E N. With positive probability player
i is matched with a player j E N such that i~ j and czJ 1 inax {a, b}. Notice that
for every player i E N, existence of such a player j is guarant.eed because we assume
that L 2~~ max {a, b}. Obviously, players i and j will never establish a mutual link.
Furthermore, if a mutual link was already present, then it will definitely be severed.
After that, both players will adapt their pure strategy and, as they no longer belong to
each other's neighborhood, end up choosing a pure strategy that results in the highest
possible benefit given the current pure strategies of the players in their neighborhood.

Consider the positive probability event of successively matching all players i E N in
the way specified above. Notice that player i changing his pure strateg,y may imply that
players in his neighborhood, who have already undergone the above procedure, no longer
choose a pure strategy that results in the highest possible benefit given the current pure-
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stsategy profile in their neighborhood. We restore this characterist.ic for t.he involved

players by means of the posit.ive probability event of once again matching all of them in

the same pairs as before. Obviously, this may in turn result in other players, who have

already undergone the above procedure, no longer playing optimally given the current

pure-strategy profile in their neighborhood, and so on. It therefore remains to be shown

that. such a restoration process will terminate in finite time.

Suppose player i changes his pure strategy and becomes an A-player. As the restora-

tion process does not include any link formation or link severance and a- c) d- h, the

change by player i, makes pure strategy A more attractive for all players involved in the

restoration process. Consequently, all involved A-players will definitely remain A-players,

while involved B-players possibly become .9-players. Since we have a finite number of

players such a restoration process terminates in finite time. A similar argument holds

when player i becomes a B-player. ~

Lemma 5.2 in turn states t.hat., starting from a state which is contained in S, adaptive

play without mist.akes converges to an absorbing state with positive probability in a finite

period of time.

Lemma 5.2 For any state s E S there is a probability qs 1 0 th.at adaptive play without

~nistakes converges to a7a absorbing state in Ls C oo periods.

Proof. Consider a state s E S and a player i E N. Suppose pla,yer i is an A-player, i.e.,

a2 - A. With positive probability player i is successively matched in pairs with all play-

ers j E N such that j E G~,k, a~ - B, and c,~ 1 c. Since the costs c~~ are strictly larger

than the payoff c t.o player i, all links between player i and these players j will be severed.

Because b 1 r. this dynamic process of lirrk severance implies that ~r; (A, a~; k,k-I ~ de-

creases less than ~r~ (B, a~, k,k-1~, causing pla,yer i to remain an A-player. Furthermore,

all players j remain B-players (when their link with player i is severed) due to the fact

tha.t a 1 d causes ~r~ (B, a~~ k,k-r~ to decrease less than ~r~ (A, ac~.k,k-1~.

We continue with the positive probabilit.y event. that player i is successively matched

in pairs with all players j such that j E G2,k, a; - A, and c~~ ] a. Since costs c2~

exceed payoffs a for these pairs of players, all links between player i and players j will

be severed. Notice that. at some point during this dynamic process of link severance,

player i may become a B-player because a] d, i.e., ~r; (A, a~; k,k-I~ decreases more than

~r~ (B,a~;,k,k-1~. First, consider the case that player i is an A-player when he severs

the link with a player j. Since a~ d, the severance of this link may cause player j to

become a B-player. This in turn may cause that A-pla,yers in t.he neighborhood of player
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j also want to become B-players, and so on. It can easily be verified that successively

matching all t.he involved players in pairs, which is a positive probabilit,y event, results
in a dynamic process only consisting of players changing their pure strategy from A

to B and possibly severing their mutual link. Obviously, such a dynamic process will

terminate in a finite number of steps and result in a state contained in S. Not.ice that

player i may also be one of the players who changes his pure strateg,y from A to B in

the above dynamic process.

Second, corrsider the case that player i, because of one of the two reasorrs mentioned

above, becomes a B-player while he is severing links with the players j. With positive

probability player i is successively matched in pairs with all players j E N such that

j E G.l,k, a~ - A, and cz~ ) d. Since a 1 d, this includes all players j such that j E G;,k,

a~ - A, and cz~ 1 a. All these links will be severed because the costs ci~ are strictly

larger than the payoff d to player i. Furthermore, player i and players j who are involved

in this dynamic process will not change their pure strategy because a) d and b~ c,

respectively.
The above argurnent shows that a player i, who is initially an A-player, will become

an A-player such that

[a~-Aandcz~ )a]~j~Gz,

[a~ - B and cz~ ) c] ~ j~ G;,

for all j E N with i~ j, or a B-player such that

[a~ - A and c~~ 1 d] ~ ~~ Gi,
(5.5)

[a~ - B and ct~ 1 b] ~ j~ G; ,

for all j E N with i~ j, with positive probability and in finite time. A similar argument
can be used to show that this also holds for a player i who is init.ially a B-player. In
fact, starting from any state s E S, we attain a state s E S such that all players i E N

simultaneously satisfy either (5.4) or (5.5) with positive probability and in finite time.
Such a state can actually be attained by successively applying the above dynamic process

to all players i E N.

Notice that the interactive effects may cause that players at some point in time no
longer satisfy (5.4) or (5.5) even though the dynamic process has already been applied
to them. For these players the dynamic process has to be repeated. However, due to the
fact. that the dynamic process does not include any link formation and, in case no links
are severed, only consists of players changing their pure strategy in the same way, this
can only happen a finite number of times.
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Now consider a st.ate s E S such that all players satisfy either (5.4) or (5.5) and there

exists a player i E N such that a; - A. With positive probability player i is successively

matched in pairs with all players j E N such that j~ G;,k; a; - A, and c;; c a.

Obviously, not only will all these pairs of players establish a link, but also will none of

the involved players change his pure strategy. We continue with the positive probability

event that player i is successively matched in pairs with all players j E N such that

j~ G;,k, a~ - B, and c;~ G c. Again, all pairs of players will establish a link, which may

possibly cause players to change their pure strategy. In fact, players i and pla,yers j may

become B-players and A-players, re.spectively. As explained before, however, every time

that link severance, or link formation for that matter, causes a player to change his pure

strategy, the subsequent dynamic process of changing pure strat.egies by other players

will terminate in finite time with positive probabilit,y. In case player i actually becomes

a B-player, we continue with the positive probability event that player i is successively

matched in pairs with all players j such t.hat j~ G;,k, a~ - B, and c;~ G b, and all

players j such that j E G;,k, a~ - A, and d c c;~ c a, which obviously only results in

link formation and link severance, respectively.

The above argument shows that a player i, who is an A-player in a state s E S, will

become an A-player such that

a;-A~[jEG;~cz~ca],

a.;-B~ [jEGit~c;i Cc],

for all E N with i~ j, or a B-player such that

a.~-A~[jEG;t~c;~Gd],

a;-B~[~EG;~c;;cb],

for all j E N with i~ j, with positive probability and in finite time. A similar argument
can be used to show that this also holds for a player i who is a B-pla,yer in a state s E S.

Furthermore, starting from a state s E S, we attain a state such that. all players i E N
simultaneously satisfy ( 5.6) or (5.7) with positive probability and in finite time. In t.hat

case, no single players wants to adapt his pure strategy or sever any of the links he is
involved in, and no pair of players wants to establish a mutual link, which implies that.
we have attained an absorbing state of the Markov process.

Like before it may happen that in order to attain an absorbing state from a state
s E S, the dynamic process described above has to be applied repeatedl,y to some players.
However, because of the following t.wo reasons this can only happen a finite number of
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times. First, t.he part of the dynamic process dealing with link severance does not result

in players changing their pure st.rat.egies. Second, parts of the dynamic process that do

consist. of players changing their ptrre strategies will alwa,ys terminat,e in finite time with

positive probability as they only involve changes in the same direction. ~

Now, we are able to prove Proposition 5.3 which specifies the condition on the size

of the population under which convergence of adaptive play without mistakes can be

guaranteed almost surely.

Proposition 5.3 Assume that L1~ ] max {a, b}. Then for any initial state so E S

adaptive play iurtiaout mistakes converyes alntost sarely to an absorbing state.

Proof. Lemma 5.1 states that for any state s E S there is a probability ps ) 0 that.

adaptive play without rrustakes will be given by a state s E S in Ks G oo periods,

provided that L 2 J 1 max {a, b}. According to Lemma 5.2, for any state s E S there is a

probability qs ) 0 t.hat adaptive play without mistakes converges to an absorbing state

in LS G co periods.

Letting p - minSES ps ~ 0, q- minsES qs ~ 0, K - maxsES KS G oc, and L-

maxSES LS G oo; it. follows that there exists a positive integer M- K~- L, and a positive

probability r- pq, such that from any initial state so E S, the probability is at least r

that adaptive play without mistakes converges to an absorbing state within M periods,

provided that ~2~ 1 max{a,h}. Obviously, both M and r are time-independent and

state-independent. Hence, the probability of not reaching an absorbing state after at
least mlll periods is at most (1 - r)"', which goes to zero as m--~ oo. (]

The condition l2~ 1 max {a, b} states that the population of players should be
sufficiently large to ensure that for every player i E N there exist a player j~ i such
that, independent of the outcome of the coordination game, it is too costly for them to
establish a link. According to Proposit.ion 5.3, the condition on t.he size of the populat.ion
excludes the possibilit.y that adaptive behavior wit.hout mistakes ends up in a cycle. To
illustrate the necessity of this assumption, we consider a population consisting of two
players who are located on a circle, and we assume that min {c, d} ) 1, i.e., players 1 and
2 want to establish a link independent of the outcome of the coordination game. The two
players will therefore establish a link (if not already present) in the first stage of period
1, and sustain it in all subsequent periods. 5ince the players adapt their pure strategies
myopically as specified by (5.1), it can easily be verified that any initial state such that the
pure strategies of players 1 and 2 are different, results in a cycle as represented in Figure
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2

Figure 5.3: A cycle

5.3, where both players will adapt. their pure st.rategies continuously. Consequently, the

players' pure strategies will be different ever,y period and adaptive behavior without

mistakes will never settle down.

5.3 Adaptive Play with Mistakes

In this section, we consider adaptive play unth mistakes. With both kinds of mistakes

as part of the model, i.e., T) 0 and e ~ 0, the t.ransition matrix of the Markov process

becomes both irreducible and aperiodic. Irreducibility means that. for every pair of states

s, s E S, there exists a time span l:- l (s, s) such that Ps~s ) 0, i.e., every stat.e in the

state space can be reached from ever,y other state with positive probability in a finite

number of periods. A Markov process is aperiodic if for every state s in the state space

S it holds that Pss 1 0, i.e., for every state there is a positive probability of remaining

there in the next period.

A stat.ionary dist.ribution of the Markov process is a row vector ~:- ~(T, e) E D~s~-1

such that ~P - ~, where

~~s~ 1-{v E IRlsl ~ vs 1 0 for all s E S and ~SES vs - 1} .

In Theorem 5.4, we summarize the standard results in the literat.ure that an irreducible

and aperiodic Markov process is ergodic, meaning that the Markov process has a unique

stationary distribution, and that the Markov process converges to this stationary distri-

bution from any initial state. Furthermore, the distribution of realized states along any

sample path of the Markov process approaches the stationary distribution almost. surely.
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Theorem 5.4 [Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 in Chapter 3 of Karlin and Taylor (1975)~

Assunze that the transition ~natrix P is i.rredwcible and aperiodic. The~t, the stationary

distribution ~ is v,niqtce. Fvrtherm.ore, for any v E O~s~-1,

VPk~~ aSIC-iOG.

Finally, for all initial states so E S,

Xs (sk) ~~s al~rraost swrely as K -~ oo,

where

Xs (Sk) - ~
) 2f .Sk - s,

0 otherwise.

As mentioned earlier in Section 1.2, the stationary distribution is a good description

of the behavior of the adaptive process in the ultralong run. Namel,y, the adaptive process

jumps from an absorbing state to the basin of attraction of another absorbing state due to

the occurrence of very unlikely realizations of the perturbations of the dynamic process,

i.e., of the players' mistakes. Only given a very long period of t.ime, these jumps will

occur often enough to produce a well-defined stationary distribution, which represents

an asymptotic probability distribution over the states.

To explore what the stationaiy distribution of adaptive play with mutations looks

like, we introduce the following notation. An ~-tree t on S- C~ x A is a function

t: S-~ S such that. t ( x) -~ and for all s~ x there exists an m with t'ry (s) -.~. The

stationary distribution ~(T, e) is characterized by

~~ (T, E) - c (T, E) ~ 11 Pstis~ ( T, E) , (5.8)
tEHr .s~x

where Hy is the set of ~-trees on S and c(T, t-) is a continuous function in T and E . Notice

that Foster and Young (1990), Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993), and Ellison (1993)

use the same characterization of the stationary distribution. We refer to those papers

and to Freidlin and Wentzell ( 1984) for background material on the characterization.

Now consider the transition matrix P(r,e) which describes adaptive play with mis-

takes. The transition probabilities Pss (T, E), i.e., the entries of the transition matrix, are

either zero or given by a polynomial in r and e. The constant term of such a polynomial
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is nonzero if and only if the transition from s to s occurs with positive probability in the

Markov process describing adaptive play without mistakes (T - e- 0). Furthermore,

since each time period only two players can alter their (potential) mutual link and adapt

their pure strategies, the polynomial is of T-order and e-order at most 1 and 2, respec-

tively. Because we are interested in small probabilities of r-mistakes and E-mistakes, we

consider the asymptotic behavior of the stationary distribution ~(T, e) as T-~ 0 and

e-~ 0. Henceforth, we denote the behavior of the stationary distribution ~(T, e) as

T -~ 0 and e-~ 0 by limT,E-,o ~(T, e). In the analysis as stated in this section, we assume

that whenever these limits are taken, T and ~ go to zero at the same rate, i.e.,

T
OG 11m -Goo.

T~Eyo ~

The importance of this a.5sumption will be discussed in detail in Section 5.4.

We write r(z) for a successor of state z in the Markov process describing adaptive

play without mistakes. Obviously, r(z) is not uniquely determined since it depends

on which pair of players can alter their (potential) mutual link and adapt their pure

strategies. For this reason we write

D (A, a) - {z ~ lim Pr (r~` (z) - (A, a)) - 1 }
~~~

for the basin of attraction of the (A, a)-convention. Hence, the basin of attraction

D(A, a) consists of the states that will eventually be taken to the (A, a)-convention

by adaptive play without mistakes.

To determine what the stationa.ry distribution looks like when mistake probabilities

go to zero, we need the following two lemmas. Lemma 5.5 gives upper bounds for the

number of T-mistakes and e-mistakes that are needed to enter the basin of attraction of

the (A, a)-convention with positive probability.

Lemma 5.5 Let x~ D(A, a), yl, ..., yH ~ D(A, a), and y E D(A, a). There e~ists a
transition from x to y via yl, ..., yH such that

H-1

P~~Jl (7e E) ~ ~ ~yh~Jkf1 (T t E) ~ ~yHb (T ~ E) ~ ~~

h-1

where (5.9) is of T-order and e-order at most 0 and n, respectively.

Proof. To prove Lemma 5.5 it is suf3'icient to show that D(A, a) can be reached from
any state with positive probabilit.y using at. most n, e-mistakes. First, let the population
size n be even. Consider the positive probability event of successively matching pla,yers
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i and i-t 1 in pairs, where i - 2j - 1 and j- 1, ..., 2. Every t,ime a player has the

opportunity to update his pure strategy, he chooses A. Obviously, t.his requires at most

n e-mistakes and leaves us with a state y E D(A, a).

Second, let the populat.ion size n, be odd. Consider the positive probability event of

successively matching players i and i f 1 in pairs, where i- 2j - 1 and j- 1, ..., "2' .

Again, all players involved in this positive probabilit.y event c:hoose pure strategy A

whenever they have the opportunity to update t.heir strateg,y. This requires at most

n- 1 e-mista.kes and leaves us with a state such that, a; - A for all i- 1, ..., n. - 1. Now,

we continue with the positive probability event, of matching pla,yer ~. with an A-player

i" E{1, ..., n. - 1}, where player i' is an A-player who is linked to at least one other

A-player. Notice that existence of such an A-player can alwa,ys be established without

the need for any additional mistakes. Then, at most one more E-mistake is needed for

player n. to become an A-player, while player i will remain an A-player. Again, we have

reached a state y E D(A, a) using at most n e-rnistakes. 0

Lemrna 5.6 gives a lower bormd for the total nurnber of mistakes in a certain product

of trarisition probabilities. All transition probabilities contained in the product refer to

transitions which are specified by an ~-tree t, with ~~ D(A, a), and which start from a

state in the basin of attraction of the (A, a)-convent.ion.

Lemma 5.6 Let n. 1 3. The svm of the T-order and e-order of

~ ~st(s) (T, ~) 1 ~,

sED(A,a)

with t art ~-tree svch that ~~ D(A, a), is at least n, f 1.

Proof. First, consider the state s- (A, a) E D(A, a). Obviously, any path starting in

the (A, a)-convention and eventually leaving D(A, a) contairrs at least 1 ~-mistake.

Second, consider a state s such that (i) every player i E N is linked with his two
adjacent neighbors, i.e., every player i E N is linked with all players j~ i such that

min{~j - ~,n.-~j-i~}-1,

and (ii) there is exactly one player i such that a; - B. Obviously, such a state s is
contained in D(A, a) when n) 3 and there exist exactly n. different states that satisfy
the conditions (i) and (ii). Furthermore, any path starting in such a st.ate s and eventually
leaving D(A, a) (or reaching another state satisfying conditions (i) and (ii)) contains at
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least 1 mistake (either a T-mistake or an E-mistake). Hence, we know that the sum of

the number of T-mistakes and e-mistakes in ~sEO(A,a) Pst(,5) (r, F) is at least n. -F 1. (]

The asymptotic stationary distribution gives the percentage of the time that the

Markov process will spend in any state in the ultralong run. The following proposition

states that the (A, a)-convention is the unique stochastically stable st.ate, which means

that when the two mistake probabilities go to zero at the same rate, adaptive play

with mistakes will be in the (A, a)-convention almost all the time, provided that the

population is sufficiently large. Notice that the structure of the proof of Proposition 5.7

is identical to the structure of the proof of part (a) of Theorem 1 in Ellison (1993).

Proposition 5.7 Let n. 1 3. If 0 G limr,E-,o É G oo, then limT,~-,o ~(A a) (T, e) - 1.

Proof. The characterization as specified by (5.8) allows iLS to express the quantity
~~(r~E) t~ f I ' 1' d i t t T - P 't' 5 7

~(A,n)(T~E)
as a ra io o po ynomia s m T an e or any s a e x. o pro~e roposi ion .

it is sufficient to show that for n. sufficiently large, i.e., n 1 3, it holds that

lim ~~ (T' ~) - 0
r'E~~ ~(A a) (7, ~)

for all x~(A, a). This will follow if we demonstrate that for any x-txee t(x ~(A, a))

such that jjs~x Pst(s) (T, E) 1 0, we have

1 ls~x Pst(s) (T, ~)
lim - 0.

T,E~O
t'EHta.a~ s~(A,a) Pst'(s) (T, ~)

This in turn follows if we show that there exists an (A, a)-tree t' such that

~ Pst'(s) (T, ~) 7 0
s~(,a,a)

and

lim r7~S~x Pst(s) (T, ~) - 0.
T~EyO lls~(A,a) Pst'(s) (T, ~)

We show that (5.10) holds by distinguishing two cases.
First, assume that. x E D(A, a). Define t' by

(5.10)

, r(z) ifz ED(A,a),t (z) -
t (z) otherwise.
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Notice that t' is an (A, a)-tree becat~se for any state z the path described l.iy t' initially

coincides with t and hence eventually enters D(A, a). From the first point at which

t'~' (z) E D(A, a), the tree rnaps every point to a successor according to adaptive play

without mistakes and hence reaches ( A, a). In this case the rat~io specified in (5.10)

equals

P~A,a)~~~A,a)) 1T ~ E) 11 Pst(s) lT ~ E)
sED(A,a)-{(A,a),x~

PTr(x) (T i E) 11 ~sr(s) lT i E)
sED(A,a)-{(A,a),x}

The above expression converges to 0 as T, e--~ 0 because Psc~,~ (T, E) ~Psr~s~ (T, E) is

bOUTlded, P(A,ic)~Í~q,a)) (T, E) ~ ~, and Pzr~z~ (T, E) ~~ i ~.

Second, assume that i~ D(A, a). Define t' by

t' (z) -

if z E D(A, a) .
ifz~D(A,a),z~z~,andz~,y~,...,yH,
if z - ~,
ifz-y1,

r (z)
t (z)
y1

Jz

,yH if z - yH-i,
y ifz-yH,

where yi, ..., yy ~ D(A, a) and y E D(A, a) are as specified in Lemma 5.5. Obviously, t'

is again an (A, a)-t.ree. In t.his case the ratio specified in (510) equals

H~--7 1

~ Pst(s) (T, E) ' 11 Pvn~~yn) (T, E)
sED(A,a) h-1

H-1

P~TJ1 (T~'`) ~ ~ P4i~Yhtt (Ti `) ~ P~JFI~J (T~E) ~ j j Psr(s) (T, E)
h-1 sED(A,a)-{(A,a)}

Because of Lemma 5.5 and the fact t.hat Ps,.~si (T, E) --~ te ~ 0, the denominator is of

T-order 0 and of E-order at most n. According to Lemma 5.6, the numerat.or is of a

higher total order if n. ) 3. Consequent.ly, the above expression converges to 0 as long

as 0 G limT,Eyo É c oo. (]

The intuition behind the proposition above is similar to the corresponding results
in Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993), Young (1993), and Ellison (1993). Namely, the
(A, a)-convention, or equivalently the risk-dominant convention is the state with the
largest basin of attraction, meaning that. the minimal number of mistakes needed to
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escape from its basin of attraction is larger than the minimal number of mistakes needed
to leaue the basin of attraction of any other state.

5.4 Discussion

To conclude, we discuss the robustness of the model presented in Section 5.1. In par-
ticular, we focus on alternative specifications of the stochastíc and deterministic part of
the dynamic process and discuss how this would irrfluence the results.

The stochastic part of the dynamic process not only consists of the rnistake probabil-

ities, but aLso of the random selection of a pair of players. First, consider the selection of

a pair of players. Notice that this is the only stochastic element of adaptive play without

mistakes, as analyzed in Section 5.2. The presence of this random element drives the

convergence result as stated in Proposition 5.3. Without this random part of the model,

i.e., with all players myopically updating lirrks and pure strategies each period, cycles

can not be excluded in a local interaction model, as shown by Ellison (1993).

Random selection of a pair of players is not the only way to obtain a convergence
result in a model without mistake probabilities. An alternative way to establish such a
result is analyzed by Young (1993), where the random element is originated in a sampling
procedure by the players. Young assumes that players base their decisions on limited

information about the pure strategies of other players in the recent past. Viore precisely,

every player inspects k. pla,ys drawn without. replacement from the most recent m~ k

periods. A convergence result in the absence of mistake probabilities can be obtained

in case the fraction m, which measures t.he completeness of the players' information,

is small enough. In other words, convergence can only be ensured when the degree of

randomness is sufficiently high. Results similar to those formulated in Proposition 5.3

and Proposition 5.7 can therefore still be obtained when we rephrase the present model

such that it fits in the framework analyzed by Young. Alternatively, we could allow for

the selected pair of players not only to alt.er their (potential) mutual link but also to

possibly sever all other links they are involved in, without changing t.he results.

Second, consider the stochastic part of the dynarnic process reflecting that. players

occasionally make mistakes when implementing their decisions. In Proposition 5.7, we

assumed that T and E go to zero at the same rate. This assumption is necessary because

we only showed that the total number of T-mistakes and e-mistalces in the numerator of

(5.10) exceeds the number of e-mistakes in its denominator. Recall t.hat the denominator
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does not contain any T-mistakes. In order to omit this assumption, we would have to

show that both the number of T-mistakes and the number e-mistakes is higher in the

numerator than in the denominator.

A related point of discussion is the following. The specification of the model states

that we assume mistakes to be independent of the state of t.he process. Bergin and

Lipman (1996) show that this assumption is of `crucial' importance, meaning that al-

lowing for T-mistake probabilities or ~-mistake probabilities to differ across states and in

particular to go to zero at different rates would change t.he results significantly. Indeed,

by choosing the mistake probabilities appropriately, the (B, 6)-convention ma,y even be-

come the unique stochastically stable state. However, van Damme and Weibull (1998)

restore the result that in 2 x 2 coordination games the risk-dominant equilibrium will

be selected in the long run by considering endogenously determined mistake probabili-

ties. More precisely, they consider a model where players can control the probability of

making a mistake at some costs. As players will try harder to avoid mistakes leading to

larger payoff losses, the mistake probabilities depend on the state of the process. They

show that mistake probabilities nevertheless go to zero at the same rate when the cost.s

become negligible.

Finally, we want to make two remarks concerning the deterministic part of the dyn-

amic process. First, instead of assuming that a player can observe the pure strategies

of all `nearby' players independent of whether or not he is linked with them, we could

alternatively consider the case that a player is only able to observe the pure strategies of

the players he is currently linked with. The decision to establish a new link could then be

based on comparing the maintenance costs with the expected payoff in the coordination

game, where the expected payoff is given by a player's average gross benefit in the last

period. We conjecture that coexistence of conventions in the long run will no longer

be possible when this specification of the deterministic part of the dynamic process is

used. To motivate this point, notice that the state illustrated in Figure 5.2 will no longer

be a steady state of adaptive play without mistakes. Namely, adjacent A-players and

B-players will establish a link if given the opportunity. As can be concluded from the

proof of Proposition 5.7, the result that the (A, a)-convention is the unique stochasticall,y

stable state of adaptive play with mistakes remains true for this alternative specification.

Second, the deterministic part of the process is characterized by sequential decision

making of the players. In the first stage of a period players are concerned with the net,

work formation process and in the second stage players decide upon their pure strategies

in the coordination game. Considering players who decide on links and pure strategies
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simultaneously would, however, not significantly change any of the results. Convergence
to an absorbing state of adaptive play without mistakes can still be obtained because

simultaneous decision making does not. decrease the degree of randomness in the model.

Furthermore, adaptive play with mistakes will still converge to t.he risk-dominant con-
vention as the size of the basins of attraction does not change significantly.



Chapter 6

An Evolutionary Cournot Model

with Heterogeneous Firms

Firms are often large and complex organizations. Their major tasks are performed by

various divisions within each of which information is generated and processed, decisions

are made, results are evaluated, and procedures are changed. A possible way to take the

complexity of a firm's internal organization into account (at least to some extent) is to

model regular and predictable behavioral patterns of a firm by means of `routines'. This

behavioral approach to the firm is pioneered by Winter (1964) who uses the term `rou-

tine' to denote characteristics of a firm that range from well-specified technical rules for

producing output, through procedures for hiring and firing or ordering new inventory, to

policies regarding investment or research and development, and business strategies about

product diversification and advertising. Routines are a persistent feature of the firm and

determine its possible behavior. Furthermore, they are heritable in the sense that due

to inertia tomorrow's firm generated from today's has many of the same characteristics,

and they are selectable in the sense that firms with certain routines may do better than

others, and if so, their relative importance in the industry increases over tirne due to

bankruptcy or imitation.

Since part of the environment of a firm consists of the ot.her firms in the industry,

it is particularly important to develop evolutionary models in which a firm's decisions

include routine responses to the decisions of competitors (cf. Nelson and Winter (1982),

p.408). In this chapter, we focus on a particular economic decision made by a firm

where the influence of cornpetitors' behavior is typically substantial, namely output

decisions. We refer to routines, which prescribe a firm's output decision in response to

their competitors' behavior, as behavioral routines.

103
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The model to be studied is an evolutionary model of Cournot competition. Every
discrete-time period a large population of firms is matched in pairs randomly to play
a Cournot. duopoly game. To incorporate the procedural aspects of decisíon malcing
mentioned above, we assume the firms to act according to behavioral routines. A behav-
ioral routine specifies the quantity to be produced in the current period as a function
of past observations. Rubinstein (1986) argues that behavioral routines are costly to
operate. We therefore associate costs with every behavioral routine depending on the
informational and computational requirements of implementing the routine. This seems
a reasonable assumption since more complex behavioral routines are not only more likely

to break down and more difficult to learn, but may also require more time t.o be imple-
mented.

The population consists of heterogeneous firms, where each firm chooses a behavioral

routine from a finite set of different behavioral routines, which we assume to be com-

monly known. When making a choice concerning the behavioral routines, a firm takes

into account the past performance of the behavioral routines, i.e., the past profits re-

sulting from using the behavioral routines and the costs associated with the behavioral

routines. We assume both past performance and costs to be publicly available. The

firms' strategic behavior implies that successful behavioral routines will continue to be

used, while unsuccessful behavioral routines are dropped. Strategic behavior therefore

causes the distribution of the population fractions of firms over the given set of behav-

ioral routines to changP over time. We consider two ways of modeling t.his popula.tion

dynamics: a replicator dynamics and a discrete choice model. The population dynam-

ics coupled with the quantity dynamics, as specified by the behavioral routines, result.

in a nonlinear dynamical system (of deterministic difference equations) by which firm

behavior patterns and market outcomes are jointly determined over time.

Our concern is whether or not firms may want to switch between behavioral routines

over time, causing the steady state of the dynamical system to be unstable. Consider

the following scenario. All firms in a population can either behave according to a sophis-

ticated behavioral routine Hl at small but positive costs, or obtain a simple behavioral

routine HZ for free. Suppose that if all firms use the sophisticated behavioral routine

Hl, all time paths of the quantities supplied in the Cournot game would converge to

the unique stable steady state quantity, which is the well-known Cournot-Nash equi-

librium quantity. Furthermore, assume that when all firms use the simple behavioral

routine H2, the Cournot-Nash equilibrium quantity is unstable. If quantities start out

close to the Cournot-Nash equilibrium and almost all firms use the simple behavioral

routine H2, quantities will diverge from the equilibrium and average net. profits from
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using behavioral routine Hl will decrease. As a result, the number of firms willing to

pay some information costs to use the sophisticated behavioral routine Hl increases. As

soon as enough fn-ms have switched to behavioral routine Hr, quantities will be pushed

back towards the steady state value. With quantities close to the steady state value, the

average net. profit of the simple behavioral routine H2 becomes higher, while the firms

using the sophisticated behavioral routine Hr still have to pay the information costs.

Consequently, most firms will switch to using the simple behavioral rout.ine H2 again,

and the story repeats. This argument illustrates how the absence of incentives to invest

in a firm's internal organization (whenever the market is close to the equilibrium) may

cause the market. to leave the vicinity of the equilibriunr, and vice versa.

In this chapter and the next. one, we make the above scenario more, precise. In

particular, the present chapter deals with the instability of the (unique) steady state of

the dynamical system, which is necessary for the above scenario to occur. We identify

conditions that ensure inst.ability, both in case the available behavioral routines have

equal costs and in case these costs are allowed to be different. Chapter 7 analyzes

interaction bet.ween several common behavioral routines, where the scenario described

above may lead to erratic long-run behavior of the firms.

Brock and Hommes (1995, 1997) consider a cobweb type demand-supply model where
agents have heterogeneous beliefs with respect to next period's price. The cobweb model
describes fluctuations of equilibrium prices in a market of a nonstorable good that takes

one period t.o produce. The heterogeneity is caused b,y the fact that agents form beliefs by
choosing from a finite set of different predictors or expectations functions. This results
in a dynamics across predictor choice which is coupled to the equilibriurn dynamics
of the endogenously determined price. Brock and Hommes show that in an unstable
market with positive information costs for the sophisticated expectations function, highly
irregular equilibrium prices may result.

A game-theoretic model in which agents are ident.ified with different behavioral rou-
tines is discussed in Axelrod (1984). Axelrod describes two computer tournaments for
which he invited various people to submit automata, i.e., behavioral routines, that would
then compete against each other in the repeated Prisoner's Dilemma. The tit-for-tat au-
tomaton won both times. His next step was to simulate the effect of further tournaments.
He began with an initial population in which each of the automata used irr his second
tournament was equally numerous. He then used a version of the replicator dynamics to
make a guess at the profile of automata that would have been submitted in lat.er tourna-
ments. In the long run, the process settled on a polymorphic profile in which tit-for-tat
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had the largest share. The survival of the tit-for-tat automaton shows that cooperation

in the Prisoner's Dilemma is sustainable. The fundamental difference with the model

presented in this chapter is that Axelrod's analysis lacks cost considerations.

Banerjee and Weibull (1995) look at the survival of nonrational agents in strategic

environments modelled as finite symmetric two-player games in normal form. In their

model, most agents in the population act exactly like the agents in standard evolutionary

game t.heory, i.e., they are programmed to play a fixed pure strategy. The remaining

part of the populat.ion, however, consists of agents who are more sophisticated. These

agents play a best reply against the current pure strategy distribution in the population.

Banerjee and Weibull show that for a large class of games, all stable steady states of the

replicator dynamics hold a positive share of programmed agents.

In the same strategic environment, Stahl (1993) considers a population of players who

are drawn from a hierarchy of `smartness' analogous to the levels of iterated rational-

izability. He shows that nonrationalizable strategies die out., but if costs are associated

with being smart and a manifest way to play the game emerges, then at least some

fraction of the population will always consist of less smart players. By the emergence of

a manifest way to pla,y the game, Stahl means that there is at least one pure strategy

that is always a best reply after some finite time. Survival of less smart. players is also

obtained in case the maximum level of smartness in the population is finite.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Sect.ion 6.1, we introduce the model and

show uniqueness of the steady state of the corresponding d,ynamical system. Section 6.2

presents an instability result of the steady state in case all behavioral routines have equal

costs. In Section 6.3, t.he costs of the behavioral routines are allowed to be different.

Finally, in Section 6.4, we make some remarks dealing with alternative interpretations
and generalizations of the model

6.1 The Model

We consider a symmetric Cournot duopoly game, where x~ denotes the quantity supplied
by firm i- 1, 2. In addition, let P(x; -I- ~~ ), wit.h i~ j, denote the inverse demand
funct.ion and let C(~,) denote the cost function, which is identical for both firms. With
respect to the inverse demand function P:]fit --~ IR~, we assume that

. P: IR} --~ fftf is continuous;
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."There exists an .~ G oo such that P(:r) - 0;

. P: IR.~ -~ lRt is both C~, i.e., twice cont.inuously differentiable, and strictly
decreasing on [0,.~);

. For all ~ E[0, ~) it holds that P' (~) f~;P" (~) G 0.

The last assumption above refíects that each firm's marginal revenue is decreasing in

the outprrt of t.he ot.her firm, or equivalent.ly each firm's profit function has nonpositive

cross partials with respect to its own and the other firm's output.. With respect to the

cost fmrction C: IRf -~ 1R~ we assume that,

. C: 1R~ -a 1R~ is C2 and nondecreasing;

. P (0) ) C' (0).

The assumption P(0) 1 C' (0) stat.es that. each firm would like to produce at least

a small quantity if it. were a monopoly. For a firm i- 1, 2 the profit resulting from the

above Cournot game is given by

~ (~~, ~~) - P (~2 f x;) ~~ - C (~,) .

With respect. to the profit function ~r : IR~ x 1R~ -~ IR, we assume that

.~r : IR~ x IRf ~ 1R is strictly concave in the firm's own output r;.

Profit maximizing behavior of firm i, taking the quantity supplied by the opponent
j~ i as given, results in the reaction function for firm i, which is given by

~: - R~ ( ~i) - arg max [P (~i f .~~) ~z - C (~T)~ .

Due to symmetry, firm i and j have the same reaction function R(-). Furthermore, for
both firms a Cournot-Nash equilibrium quantity x' corresponds to the solution of

~` - R(~').

As shown by both Rosen (1965) and Novshek (1985) such a solution x` exists.

Firm i's first-order condition for a maximum is given by

P(R~(~~)f~~)~Rr(~~)P~(R~(~~)f~~)-C~(R~(~~))-0.
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Differentiating the first-order condition with respect to ~~ gives the slope of the reaction

function of firtn i. In fact,

R~(~)-- P~(R4(~i)~~~)f~(~~)P~~(~(~i)f~i)
z ~ - 2P'(~(T~)~~i)f~(~i)Pn(~(~i)f~~)-C~~(R;(~i))'

for i- 1, 2 and j~ i. Again, symmetry implies that firm i and j have the same

derivative of the reaction function R' (.). First, notice that the derivative of the reaction

function R' (.) is nonincreasing. The numerator is nonpositive because marginal revenue

is decreasing in the other firm's output, and the denominator is strictly negative be-

cause the profit function is assumed to be strictly concave. Second, R' (.) is continuous

because both the inverse demand function and the cost function are twice continuously

differentiable. Using the analysis in Section 5.7 of Tirole (1988), it. can be concluded

that a sufficient condition for a Cournot.-Nash equilibrium quantity ~' to be unique, is

that the derivative of the reaction function is unequal to 1 in absolute value over the

relevant range of outputs. Therefore, we assume that

. ~R' (x)~ ~ 1 for all x E [0, ~).

Notice that since R' (.~) is continuous, this is equivalent to assuming that ~R' (~)~ G 1

for all ~ E[0,~) or that. ~R' (~)~ ) 1 for all x E[0,~).

In describing the model, we stay as close as possible t.o the pairwise contests formula-

tion that is conventional in evolutionary game theory. For an alt.ernative interpretation,

we refer to Section 6.4.

Consider a large (technically infinite) population of firms. Each discrete-time period
k E IlVo, the firms are matched in pairs randomly to play t.he symmetric Cournot duopoly

game introduced above. However, instead of simultaneously choosing the supplied quan-
tities directly, the firms act. according to behavioral routines that exactly prescribe the
quantity to be supplied. In fact, firms can choose bet.ween I different behavioral routines
Hr, ..., H~, which we assume to be commonly known. With every behavioral routine Ht,

i- 1, ..., I, costs Tz are associated. The costs, which are exogenously given, depend on
the informational and computational requirements of implementing the behavioral rou-
tine. For simple rules of thumb, such as imitative or best-reply behavior, costs are small,
while costs may be larger for more sophisticated behavioral routines like Cournot; Nash
equilibrium behavior or perfect foresight. Notice that the firms in the Cournot duopoly
game and the behavioral routines are both indexed by i. No confusion will result. as
firms are identified with the behavíoral routines they choose.
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Let. n.,.,k, i- 1, ..., I, denote the fraction of the population of firms using behavioral

routine H; in period K E INo, and let x;,k, i- 1, ..., I, denote the quantity supplied by a

firm using behavioral routine H; in period k E IlVo. In general, a behavioral routine Ht,

~i - 1, ..., I. is given by

~z,kfi - Hz (X~,k,

where

Xi.k -

... ~~,k-L:

and

... n~,k-L~

The above specifications of X;,k and N;,k indicate that a behavioral routine H; has a

limited memory of L; -I- 1 periods. Notice that, as the columns in N;,k sum up to one,

the last row of this matrix could be ignored. We include it, however, for notational con-

venience. Together, the I behavioral routines constitute the so-called quantity dynamics

of the model, which we denote by

Xkfl - H (Xk, Nk) ,

~l,k ~l,k-I

~2,k ~2,k-1

Tl.1 k n.l k-1 ... ni k-L~

n2,k n2 k-1 ...

... ~l,k-L.

i
wher8 Xktl - (~l,kfl, -~., ~I,kfl) ,

Xk -

~l,k

~2,k ~2,k-1

~l,k-1 -.. yl,k-L

~I,k-L ~

n-l,k n-l,k-1 --. ~~l,k-L

7Ly k 71.2,k-~
Nk -

...

~Lk ... ... n~,k-L ~
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and L - max,-~,.,,,~ Li.

To make sure that the quantity dynamics (6.2) is well-behaved in terms of dynamic

implications, we impose the following regularity conditions with respect. to the behavioral

routines Hi, i- 1, ..., I. Let Mmxn (S) denote the set of all m x n matrices with entries

from the set S.

Assumption 6.1 Every behavioral rout.ine Hi : Mrx~~,t~~ (1R}) x Mrxit,~r~ ([0, 1]) -~

1Rt. i- 1, ..., I, is C1, i.e., continuously differentiable. Furthermore, every behavioral

rout.ine H2i i- 1, ..., I, has the Cournot-Nash equilibrium quantity ~' as its unique steady

state quantity, i.e., x' is the unique solution of i- H; (Xi, Ni,k) for all i- 1, ..., L and

Ni,k E Mrxlt.fr) ( [0, 1]), where X; E[L~7rx~t,ti~ ({~}).

The latter assumption is a consistency assumption which implies that the Cournot-

Nash equilibrium quantity ~' is the unique steady state quantity of the quantity dynamics

(6.2) of the Cournot duopoly model with heterogeneous behavioral routines. Thus, given

that all firms have been supplying the Cournot-Nash equilibrium quantity for some time,

every behavioral routine specifies to suppl,y the Cournot-Nash equilibrium quantity in

the current. period. Assumption 6.1 therefore excludes the possibility that firms `be-

lieve' in different. steady state quantities. Allowing for such a bias would introduce an

additional source of instability in the model, which we do not want to consider in this

chapter. Furthermore, Assumption 6.1 states that x' is the unique steady state quantity

of every homogeneous population of firms, i.e., a population of firms who all use the

same behavioral routine.

The firm's choice of a behavioral routine is based upon its fit.ness, which we assume

can be measured by its past. performance. Let ~(~;,k, a~~,k) denot.e the realized profit

of a firm using behavioral routine Hi when he is matched with a firm using behavioral

routine H~ in period k E IlVo. Formally,

~ 1~i~ki ~7~k) - P (2i,k f ~ i,k - C ( xi,k) ~)

Recall that a firm using behavioral routine Hz supplies x;,k in period k. Obviously,

the probability of a firm using behavioral routine H, beirrg matchecí with a firm using

behavioral routine H~ in period k is equal to n.~,k. Hence, the net expected profit of
behavioral routine Hi in period k is given by

t

ni~k -- ~ n'7,k~ ( ~i~k~ ~J,k) - Ti. (Ó..3)

j-1
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Since all firms are matched exactly once every period, the net. expected profit of a

behavioral routine equals its net average profit. We define the fitness of a behavioral

routine H~ at: time k, to be equal to t,he net average profit II,,k, which we assume to be

publicly observable.

Using the fitness measures of the behavioral routines II2,k, i- 1, ..., I, as defined

above, we can describe how the populat.ion fractions n.~,k, i - 1, ..., I, evolve over time.

We consider two possible so-called populatiora d,ynamics: a replicator dyriamics ancl a

discrete choice model. As we will see in Chapter 7, the specification of the population

dynamics has a significant infíuence on the volatility of t.he firms' dynamic behavior.

6.1.1 Replicator Dynamics

The discrete-time version of the replicator dynamics that we use to describe the popu-

lation dynamics is given by

n~ ~ (a ~ ~~,k)
n.; k~i -(1-Ib) ~ -I-ó

~j-~ 77.~ k (a ~ ~j~k)

for all i- 1, ..., L We refer to Section 4.1 of Wéibull (1995) for a motivation and

derivation of discrete-time replicator dynamics. The parameter a 1 0 represents the

background fitness of a behavioral routine, which is independent of t.he actual outcome

of the Gournot duopoly game. Following Young and Foster (1991), we incorporate a

noise level which is modelled by means of the parameter 0 G b c~. The parameter

b can be interpreted as follows. Each period k E Il~1o, a fraction of Ib firrns leaves

the market and is replaced by new firms. In their first period, these new firms choose

one of the possible behavioral routines randomly. Since the noise level is stat.istically

independent across both firms and time, a law of large numbers argument can be used

to formulate a deterministic perturbation of t:he replicator dynamics, which implies that

every behavioral routine is chosen by a fraction of ~ of the new firms.

For the replicator dynamics (6.4) to be well-defined, we assume that, initially all

behavioral routines are present in the population, i.e., n~ 0 1 0 for all i- 1, ...,1, and we

assume that at all times k E Wo:

a f II,,k 1 0 (6.5)

for all i- 1, ..., I, with strict inequalit;y for at least one i. Under the above assumption,

the noise level b prevents a behavioral routine from becoming extinct. Furthermore,

we assume that. (6.5) holds with strict inequality for all i- 1, ...,1 when the whole
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population of firms supplies the Cournot: Nash equilibritun quantity x', i.e., cz f II~ :-

a f ~r ( x', x') - T~ 1 0 for all i- 1, ..., I. Below ~r (x', x') is denoted as H'.

For later convenience (see Sections 6.2 and 6.3), we will show that. the steady state

population fractions of the replicator dynamics (6.4) are unique. Furthermore, we will

discuss the dependence of the steady state populat.ion fractions on the costs of the

behavioral routines and on the noise level.

By Assumption 6.1, we know that x' is the unique steady state quantity of the

quantity dynamics (6.2). Consequently, when the population dynamics are given by

the replicator dynamics (6.4), the steady state population fractions n.t', i- 1, ..., I, are

determined by the set of equations

n.r'(a~II'-T,)n.;' - (1 - Ib) ' ~- b
~~-in.~'(a~II'-Tj)

for all i- 1, ..., I. Since (6.6) defin~ a continuous function from the compact set

[0, 1]~ C IR~ to itself, Brouwer's fixed point theorem can be used to show existence of

steady state population fractions n~', i- 1, ..., I.

If T~ - T for all i- 1, ..., I, then it follows immediately from (6.6) that the steady

state population fractions are unique and that they are given by n.~' - ~ for all i- 1, ..., I.

Uniqueness of the steady st.ate populat.ion fractions in case the costs of the behavioral

routines are different, is shown in Proposit.ion 6.2.

Proposition 6.2 Assume that Tl )... 1 T~ ~ 0. Then the steady state population

fractions of the dynamical system, which consists of the quantit,y dynamics (6.2) and the

population dynamics (6.4J, are unique.

Proof. When the population dynamics are given by the replicator dynamics ( 6.4), the
stea.dy state population fractions are determined by (6.6). To prove that (6.6) has a
unique solution, we assume that there are two, and then derive a contradiction.

Let the two different solutions be denoted as mT' -(mi', ..., m~')' and mr` } tr,r` -

(mi` f p.i',...,m~' ~ p,~')', with Ecr' ~ 0 E Mrxl ( {0}). Obviously, it has to hold that
both ~i-r mz" - 1 and ~~-r m;' -~ tc;' - 1, implying that ~i-1 p,;' - 0. This implies
that there exist g and h, with g~ h, such that p9' ] 0 and ~h' G 0. Since a f II' - T2 ) 0
for all i- 1, ..., I by assumption, it follows from (6.6) that

m;' ) b and m~' -F p,;`) ó (6.7)
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for all i- 1, ..., I. Furthermore, as the conditions specified by (6.6) have to hold for both

mT" and mT' f~T', straightforward calculations show that

i
(mz' f ~;' - b) ~ ~~'T; - Ib (a f II') -

j-~ ;-i
m~'Tj f ( 1 - Ió)T~~ ~,' (6.8)

for all i- 1, ..., I.

Now suppose that ~~-1 ~~'Tj - 0. Since both ~9' ~ 0 and ic~L' ~ 0, t,he conditions

given by (6.8) imply that a~-II' -T9 - a-~Il' -Th. As T9 ~ Th this gives a contradiction,

implying t.hat ~~-1 ~~`T; ~ 0. This observation enables us to divide both sides of (6.8)

by ~~-i ~~`T;, to obtain t.hat

TI~ I T~k - b -
~Ib (a f II`) -~~-i m~'Tj f(1 - Ib) Tz~ ~~'

mi Í~i -
~;-1 ~j"Tj

for all i - 1, ..., I. The conditions stated in (6.7) now imply that

n ~
(I6 (a f II') - ~j-1 m~}Tj -I- (1 - Ib)T;

T~T

j-1 ~j 1J

~Ib (c~ f II') - b ~j-i T; ~- (1 - Ib) T~~ ~ci

~;-1 i~~"Tj

(ó (I (a -}- II') - ~j-1 Tj) f (1 - Ib) T~) ~z'

- ~` I r.
Lj-1Í~j T7

for all i - 1, ..., I. Recall that either ~j-1 ~,~"T; 1 0 or ~j-1 ~c~'T; G 0. First, sup-

pose that ~~-1 ~~"T; ) 0. Because a~ II' - T~ ) 0 for all i- 1, ..., I, it holds that

b(I (a f II') -~~-1 T;) ] 0. Furthermore, since also (1 - Ib) T; ] 0 for all i- 1, ..., I

and {ch' G 0, we find the following contradiction:

(b(I(afII')-~~-1Tj) ~-(1-Ib)Th)~h'
Oc ~ c0.

~j-t Ílj~TJ

Second, suppose that ~j-1 ~,~"T; c 0. Since ~9` 1 0, we find that.

0 c ~b
~I (~ f II`) -~~-, T;~ -t- (1 - Ib) Tg~ F~g~

c 0~ T~T ,
~j-1 ~j j
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which is again a contradiction. This shows that the steady state population fractions,

as determined by (6.6), are unique. ~

To indícate that the actual value of a steady state population fraction n,~` depends

on the parameter b, we also denote it as n;' ( b). In part.icular, it follows from (6.6) that

for b small, the cheapest behavioral routine H~ (recall that Tt 1... 1 T~ j 0) is used by

almost the whole population of firms, i.e., n~' (b) ~ 1.

We refer to Section 1.1 for a brief discussion on how using a replic;ator dynamics

to represent the population d,ynamics can be motivated in the context. of a learning or

imitation story at the level of the individual firms.

6.1.2 Discrete Choice Model

Alt.ernatively, we follow Brock and Hommes ( 1995, 1997) and let the population dynamics

be represented by a discrete choice model. In particular, we let

nd - eXP ~QH~,k~ 6.9i,ki-1 -
~~-1 eXl~ ~~H.7,k~

( )

for all i- 1, ..., I, where Q is the so-called intensit.y of choice measuring the inert.ia

in switching behavioral routines. We briefly discuss the econometricians approach to

discrete choice models, and we thereby state a derivation of the discrete choice model

(6.9). In addition, we discuss the dependence of the steady st.ate population fractions

on the costs of the behavioral routines and on the intensity of choice.

Consider a large population of firms, each facing a choice problem concerning the

I behavioral routines. Suppose that the modeler has imperfect knowledge of t.he net

average profit obtained by a firm using behavioral routine H~ at. time k. The modeler

therefore describes the net average profit H,,k of behavioral routine Hz at time k as

~i,k - ~i,k ~ 11Fi

for all i- 1, ..., I, where II;,k and áez capt.ure th~e deterministic and stochastic part of
the net average profit of behavioral routine H„ respectively. The stochastic part reflects
the unobservable idiosyncratic preference differences of the firms. Notice that this part
is included to account, for a lack of information on behalf of the modeler. and does not
imply some kind of bounded rationality of the firms.

Let. the et's be i.i.d. according to the double exponential distribution. In that case,
the choice probabilities, i.e., the probabilities of a firm choosing a cert.ain behavioral
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routine, are given by

Pr II~ k- max II~,k
exp [~iII,,~]Cy ~ ~ ~ - ~~-i eXp ~QBi,k~

for all i- 1, ..., I. Assuming that the whole populat,ion of firrns ís homogeneous with

respect to the deterministic part. of the net. average profit of the behavioral routines, the

population fraction actually choosing behavioral roirtine H; equals the corresponding

choice probability. This suggests that the population fractions are updated over time

according to the discrete choice model (6.9).

The st.eady state population fractions are obviously unique and given by

d. eXp Í~B~ ~ exp ~-aT~~

n~ ~ ~~-r exp ~QR~~ ~ ~~-i eXP ~-,~T~~
(6.10)

for all i- 1, ..., I. From ( 6.10) it follows directly that, if T~ - T for all i- 1, ..., I, then

nd' - ~ for all i- 1, ... , I.

To indicate the dependence on the intensity of choice ~3, a steady state population

fraction of a behavioral routine H~ is also denoted as n.~' ( ,~). In part,icular, for ,Q - 0

every behavioral routine is chosen with probability ~ independent. of the costs of the

behavioral routines, i.e., nd' (0) - ~ for all i- 1, ..., I. For ,0 large, the cheapest

behavioral routine H~ (recall that Tl 1... 1 T~ ] 0), is rLSed by almost the whole

population of firms, i.e., nd' ( ,~) ~ 1. Thus, ,Q can be interpreted as a measure of the

natural selection with respect to the behavioral routines.

Discrete choice models are txeated more extensively in Anderson, De Palma, and

Thisse ( 1992) and Manski and McFadden (1981).

6.2 Behavioral Routines with Equal Costs

In this section, we consider the case of all behavioral routines having equal costs, which

means that we assume the available behavioral routines to be approximately equally

sophisticated. Notice that we will refer to the dynamical system, which consists of the

quantity dynamics (6.2) and the population dynamics given by either the replicator

dynamics (6.4) or the discrete choice model (6.9), as the indzistry dynamics. Below, we

identify conditions under which the steady state of the corresponding industry dynamics

is unstable.

From Assumption 6.1 and the analysis in Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 it follows that., in-

dependent of whether the population dynamics is described by the replicator dynamics
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(6.4) or the discrete choice model (6.9), the industry dynamics has indeed a unique steady
~x rs r~ r~ r~ i d~ d. d~ ds ~state. Let (~ , n ), with n - (nl , ..., n.~ ) , and (x`, n ) , with n - (nl , ..., nr ~ ,

denote the steady state of the industry dynamics in case the population dynamics is

rnodelled by the replicator dynamics (6.4) and the discrete choice model (6.9), respec-

tively.

Consider the industry dynamics wit.h all population fractions being fixed at ~, which

means that firms stay uniformly distxibuted over t.he set of behavioral routines. Con-

sequent.ly, the industry dynamics can be described by the quantity dynamics ~ktl -
H(Xk, N~ only, where 1~T E M~x~~tl~ ({ ~}). We assume the following.

Assumption 6.3 The steady state quantity ~' of the industry dynamics with all popu-

lation fractions being fixed at ~ is hyperbolic, i.e., the linearization of xkfl - H(Xk,1V)

at ~' has no eigenvalues on the unit circle, and xk~~ - H(Xk,1V~ is unstable at ~`.

The above assumption means that when all firms are uniformly distributed over the

set of behavioral routines, the unique steady state quantity ~' of the resulting quantity

dynamics is unstable. The instability result represented by Proposition 6.4 says that

when all behavioral routines involve equal costs, the unsta.ble steady state of the industry

dynamics with all population fractions being fixed at ~ cannot be stabilized by firms

switching behavioral routines.

Proposition 6.4 Assu7ne 6.1. 6.3, and for every behavioral routine H~, i- 1, ...,1,

t,he costs Tz - T. The.n the steady state of the industry dynamics urith the population

dynamics modelled by either the replicator dynamics (6.4), i.e., (~', nr'), or the discrete

choice model (6.9J, i.e., (~', nd'), is unstable.

Proof. The following analysis holds both for the population dynamics described by

the replicator dynarnics (6.4), in which case n` and N;,i; should be interpreted as nr`

and NZ k, respectively, and for the population dynamics described by the discrete choice

model (6.9), in which case n` and Na,k should be interpreted as nd` and Ndk, respectively.

To prove Proposition 6.4 it suffices to show that. t.he linearization of a behavioral
routine ~z,kti - H2 (X,,k, N~,k) at (x', n') is the same as the linearization of xz,kfl -
H; (Xt,k, N2~ at x`, where 1Vz E M~x~~,~l~ ({ ~}). For all i- 1, ..., I, the linearization of

~t,k~l - H; (Xz,k, N;,k) at the steady state (~`, n`) is given by

ó~2,kti - eT f 8H,
o bX,,k J e-f- eT I aH' o bN~,k J e,

L L
(6.11)ÓXa,k (z~,~') ~N~'k (z~,n')
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where

xl,k - x.
xl,k-1 - x.

x2,k - x~` x2,k-1 - x~`

x~,k - x~`

xl'k-L - s..

... x~,k-L. -

T7.~ k-L, - il j

eT E Mix~ ({1}), e E M~L,~i~xi ({1}), and o denotes the Hadamard product (or Schur

product). According to Assumption 6.1, it holds that. x` - H~ (X~ , Nz,k) for all N;,k E

MIx~L;tl~ ([0, 1]) and i- 1, ..., I. Hence,

C aN''k ~x~'n~~~ L9~

for all g- 1, ..., I, l- 1, ..., Lz f 1, and i- 1, ..., I, which implies that the second term

on the right-hand side of the equality sign of the linearization (6.11) cancels. Therefore,

we are left. with

Tbx~,kfi - e o bXz,k
áXz,k ~(x~ ~')

e. (6.12)

Since Tz - T for all i- 1, ..., I it follows immediately from the analysis in Sections 6.1.1

and 6.1.2 that the steady state population fractions n.i' - n;~' - ~ for all i- 1, ..., I.

Consequently, the linearization (6.12) is exactly the linearization of x~,k fl - H; (X;,k, N,)

at x". Assumption 6.3 thus implies that the steady state of the indust.ry dynamics is

tmstable. O

Proposition 6.4 states conditions which imply the steady state of the industry dyn-

amics to be unstable. Notice that, as these conditions do not. include any restrictions on

the noise level b and the intensity of choice ~3, the result holds for all values of b and ~3.

As we will see in 5ection 6.3, obtaining such an instability result of the steady state of

the industry dynamics for all values of b and ~3 is no longer possible in case the costs of

the behauioral routines are different.

aH~

71,1 k - 71.i 17.1 k-1 - 72ï ... 17.1,k-L~ -

17.2 k - 71.2 '17.Z k-1 - 7l2 ...

17~,k - ?7.~

aH:
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6.3 Behavioral Routines with Different Costs

A second inst.abilit,y result arises when the costs of the behavioral routines are different.

Below, we assume without loss of generality that T~ 1... 1 T~ ) 0 and we replace

Assumption 6.3 by Assumption 6.3'.

Assumption 6.3' When the whole population of firms uses the cheapest. behavioral

routine Hr, t.he steady state quantity ~' is hyperbolic and unstable.

In an economic setting it is natural to t.ake the cheapest behavioral routine to be

some myopic or naive rule of thumb. Such a behavioral routine typically includes a

substantial t.ime lag, does not incorporate any knowledge about the way the market

works, a.nd lacks information on the equilibrium quantities. Flu~thermore, a rnyopic

routine is likely to include persistent forecast errors with respect. to the behavior of other

market participants, or not to take their behavior into account at all. It is not difficult

to imagine that markets are unstable under such a behavioral routine.

Consider the industry dynamics with the population dynamics represented by t.he

replicator dynamics ( 6.4). For small noise levels b, at the steady state equilibrium

(~', nT'), almost. all firms will use the cheapest behavioral routine Hr. The second

instability result, as represented by Proposition 6.5, says that instabilit,y is inherent in

such sit.uations when more sophisticated ( and stable) behavioral routines are more ex-

pensive. A similar argument holds for a large intensity of choice ~3, in case the population

dynamics is given by the discrete choice model (6.9).

Proposition 6.5 Assume 6.1. 6.3', and Tl )... 1 T~ ~ 0. In case the population

dyna7nics is modelled 6y the replicator dynamícs (6.4) and the noise level b is su,f,~iciently

small, then the steady state equilibrium, (~', nr') of the industry dynamics is unstable.

Furthermore, in case the population dynamics i.s modelled by the discrete choice model

(6.9) and the intensity of choice ,Q is su,f~cien.tly large, then the steady state equilibrium

(x', nd`) of the industry dynamics is unstable.

Proof. Consider the industry dynamics with t.he population dynamics modelled by the
replicator d,ynamics (6.4). According to the replicator dynamics (6.4), n.t,ktr - f (xk, nk)
for all i- 1, ...,1. Hence, the industry dynamics can be represented by

~~,cfr - H2 ~X~,c, Né,e~ - H~ (xc, ..., xc.-L;, ni,c-L:, ..., n.~-r,c-~,~ (6.13)

for all i- 1, ..., I, where xt-c -(xr,c-c, ..., ~r,c-c)~ for all l, l- 0, ..., L;. First, notice that.
including the population fraction n.~ t-L in (6.13) is redundant since ~~Er n.~,t-~ - 1.
Second, notice that (6.13) is of dimension (L -~ 2)1 - 1.
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Let x' E M~xi ({x'}). B,y Assumption 61 we know that for all i- 1, ...,1 it holds

that.

H; (x' . , x' , r-L , ..., ~.~-i t-~ - x

for all ~i,~-L; ~..-~ ~~i-i,~-c,. Thus, the partial derivatives

dHz (X`, ., X', ni c-L,, ..., n.~-i,~-L,~ - 9
d11.~,~-L.

for all j - 1, ..., I-1 and i- 1, ..., I. Let nr' (b) -(ni' (b) ,..., r~.~' (b))~ denote the steady

state population fractions, as discussed in Section 61.1, and consider the behavioral

routines H~, i - 1, ..., I, such that

x~,~t~ - Hz (X~,~, Nr. (b)) - H~ (x~, ..., xr-i. ) . (6.14)

with N" (ó) - [nT' (b) ,..., nr' (fi)]~x~L,tl~, describing the quantity dynamics when the

population fractions of firms using behavioral routines Hl, ..., Hi are fixed at the steady

state population fractions of the indust.ry dynamics. Notice that (6.14) is of dimension

(L ~ 1) I. Using the replicator dynamics (6.4) and
r r rdH~ (x , .., x', ni t-L; , ..., ~n.~-i,t-~, ~ - 0

dn~ ~-~,

for all j- 1, ..., I- 1 and i- 1, ..., I, it can be shown that the Jacobian of the industry

dynamics (613), evaluated at the steady state, has I-1 eigenvalues ~1, ..., ~~-1 such that

0 C~I, ..., ~r-1 c 1, while the other (L f 1) I eigenvalues are equal to the eigenvalues of

the Jacobian of the industry dynamics (6.14), evaluated at. the steady state.
It follows from the analysis in Section 6.11 that, for b small, the steady state popula-

tion fraction using the cheapest behavioral routine H~ approaches one, i.e., n~' (b) ~ 1.

Now consider the quantity dynamics (6.2) when the whole population of firms uses be-

havioral routine H~. By Assumption 6.3' the st.eady state quantity x' of this quantity

dynamics is unstable. Since for ó small, the industry dynamics (6.14) gets Cl-close to

the quantity dynamics in which the whole population of firms uses behavioral routine

H~, we conclude that for ó sufficiently small, at the st.eady state, the industry dynamics

(6.14) is unstable. This also implies that the industry dynamics (6.13) is unstable at the

steady state.

A similar argument as above can be used to show that for a sufFiciently large, the

industry dynamics wit.h the population dynamics modelled by the discrete choice model

(6.9) is also unstable at the steady state. Remark that the additional 1- 1 eigenvalues

mentioned above are then equal to zero. ~
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6.4 Remarks

This section starts with offering three alternative interpretations of (parts of) the model

that was introduced in Section 6.1. Next, we discuss the sensitivity of the instability

results, as stated by Propositions 6.4 and 6.5, with respect. to the assumptions. In

particular, we focus on Assumptions 6.3 and 6.3'. The section ends with mentioning

some straightforward generalizations of the model.

A first alternative interpretation concerns the symmetric Cournot duopoly game with
I different behavioral routines. Since a firm has I behavioral routines (pure strategies)
to choose from, this game can also be interpreted as a symmetric normal-form game with
a. varying I x I payoff matrix. The varying payoffs a.re due to the fact that the supplied
quantities prescribed by the behavioral routines, and t.herefore also t.he profits received
by the firms, typically vary over time.

Second, the model presented in Section 6.1 can also be formulated as a two-firm

scenario. Each period, the identical firms are characterized by a mixed strategy over

the I behavioral routines. In fact, the population fractions should be interpreted as the

probabilities with which the two firms choose a certain behavioral routine. When both

firrns have chosen a behavioral routine, they play the Cournot. game. Based upon the

profits realized in that Cournot game, the probabilities with which the firms will choose
a behavioral routine in the next period are adjusted. Clearly, when the probabilities are

adjusted according to the replicator dynamics (6.4) or t.he discrete choice model (6.9),
this model is mathematically identical to the one introduced in Section 6.1. Notice that
the above interpretation assumes the firms' choice behavior to be probabilistic instead
of algebraic.

Third, the quantity dynamics of the model can, instead of being derived from firms
using different behavioral routines, also be explained by firms having different expec-
tation functions with respect to the quantities that will be supplied by their pot.ential
opponents in the next period. For a cobweb model where agents have heterogeneous
expectations, we refer to Brock and Hommes (1995, 1997).

The sensitivity of the results, as stated by Propositions 6.4 and 6.5, with respect to
Assumptions 6.3 and 6.3' can be illustrated as follows. Suppose that, in case all behav-
ioral routines have equal costs and firms are distributed uniformly over the behavioral
routines, the quantity dynamics (6.2) is stable at the Cournot-Nash equilibrium quantity.
Obviously, this would imply that the steady state of the industry dynamics cannot. be
destabilized by firms switching behavioral routines.
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F~rthermore, let the behavioral routines have different costs, and assume that the

Cournot-Nash quantity is stable under the cheapest. behavioral routine. In case the

population dynamics are modelled by the replicator dynamics (6.4), this would imply
that the steady st.ate of the industry d,ynamics is stable, provided that the noise level ó
is sufFiciently small. Alternatively, in case the population dynamics are modelled by the
discrete choice model (6.9), the steady state will be stable when t.he intensity of choice
,(3 is sufficiently large.

Concerning t.he Cournot game, some generalizations of the model can easily be est.ab-

lished. Instead of considering the duopoly case, we could also allow for any finite number

n of firms being randomly matched to take part in a symmetric Cournot oligopoly game.

This would, however, only complicate notation without changing t.he basic results. Go-

ing one step further by allowing for an asymmetric n-player Cournot oligopoly game can

also easily be realized. Notice, however, that. this generalization requires an n:population

model, and thereby causes the dimension of the industry dynamics to increase dramati-

cally. In fact, t.he industxy dynamics will be of dimension n((L f 2) I- 1).

Finally, it should be noted that the fitness measure (6.3) can be generalized in a
straightforward manner to include the performance of a behavioral routine over the last

M periods. In case there is such a delay in evaluating the behavioral routines, the

generalized fitness mea5ure II9k becomes

;a i

w~,,.~ IIt,k-m
m-0

for all i- 1, ..., I, where ~~' o w~,,,, - 1 for all i- 1, ..., I, and w2,m, ~ 0 for all i- 1, ..., I
and m- 0, ...; M. Numerical simulations indicate that incorporating such a delay yields
similar results as working wíth the more beisic definition of the fitness measure.
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Complicated Industry Dynamics

In Chapter 6, we have introduced an evolutionary Cournot. model that deals with the

selection of behavioral routines. The population dynamics which represents the selec-

tion of the behavioral routines is coupled with the quantity dynamics arising from the

interplay between these different routines. As we have shown, the long-run behavior

of the resulting nonlinear industry dynamics depends critically on the stability of the

quantity dynamics. In particular, if the cheapest behavioral routine is unstable, then the

steady state of the industry dynamics is unstable for a high intensity of choice (in the

discrete choice model) or a small noise level (in the replicator dynamics) with respect to

the firms' choice of a behavioral routine. Instability of the steady state is a necessary

condition for the occurrence of complicated industry dynamics in the long run.

In this chapter, we analyze two typical examples to illustrate that complicated long-

run behavior may indeed be observed in the industry. The first example deals with a

population that is a mixture of best-reply firms and perfect-foresight firms, while the
second example deals with a population consisting of imitating firms and best; reply

firms. In both examples it is assumed that when all firms use the best-reply behavioral

routine, the Cournot-Nash equilibrium quantity is unstable. The long-run behavior of

the firms will be analyzed in detail, and it will be shown that it may be characterized

by irregular movement of the quantities that are supplied by the firms, which is possibly

even represented by a strange attractor. For the case of best-reply and perfect-foresight

firms, and the population dynamics modelled by the replicator dynamics, we will show

that this highly irregular movement is due to a homoclinic tangency between the stable

and unstable manifold of the steady state. Simulations suggest that similar behavior

also characterizes the long-run industry dynamics when we consider other behavioral

routines, and that therefore the existence of strange attsactors is a robust feature of this

123
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kind of evolutionary models.

The chapter is organized as follows. In 5ection 7.1, we introduce the typical example

with best-reply firms and perfect-foresight firms. Section 7.2 contains results with respect

to the stability of the steady state of the corresponding industry dynamics, both in

case the population dynamics is represented by the replicator dynamics and in case

the population dynamics is represented by the discrete choice model. A linear-quadratic

specification of the Cournot game is introduced in Section 7.3. Using the linear-quadratic

Cournot game, Section 7.4 presents a bifurcation scenario of the industry dynamics as the

evolutionary pressure on the behavioral routines increases. The possibility of observing

complicated industry dynamics is established analytically in Section 7.5 by showing

existence of a homoclinic bifurcation. A second t.ypical example with imitators and

best-reply firms is analyzed in Section 7.6. Finally, Section 7.7 contains some points of

discussion.

7.1 Best-Reply versus Perfect-Foresight Firms

We consider a simple, but typical, example of the model that was introduced in Chapter

6. More precisely, we analyze a case where there are only I- 2 behavioral routines

available to the firms in the industry. Namely; a best-reply behavioral routine and a

so-called perfect: foresight behavioral routine. Let n.k be the fraction of perfect-foresight

firms in the industry in period k, and let ~k and yk denote the quantities supplied by

the best-reply firms and the perfect-foresight firms in period k, respectively.

With respect to the best-reply firms, we assume that they have knowledge of the

average industry output in the previous period. Since average industry output in period

k is equal to xk - nkyk f(1 - nk) ~k, the best-reply firms supply the quantity

~ktl - R (~k) - R (rl,kyk ~ (1 - nk) ~k) (7.1)

in period k-~ 1, where R(.) is the reaction function as introduced in Section 6.1. Perfect-
foresight firms reason more subtle than best-reply firms. We assume that in period
k f 1, they know the fraction of firms in the industry that will use the perfect-foresight
behavioral routine in that period. In addition, they are able to calculate the quantity

~ktl supplied by the best-reply firms in period k f 1. Their optimal strategy is then
implicitly defined by

ykfl - R (71.kflykfl ~ (1 - 17.kf1) xk~-1) . (7.2)
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The strategy of a perfect, foresight, firm is something like a Cournot-Nash equilibrium

strategy in a Cournot game which is `contaminated' with a number of best-reply firms.

Since we assumed R(.) to be downward sloping, the perfect, foresight behavioral routine

can in fa~ct also be determined explicitl,y and be written as

yk~-1 - G (.Z'kfl, nk-F1) ~ (7.3)

Notice that the behavioral routines (7.1) and (7.2) are unbiased since they have the

Cournot-Nash equilibrium quantity ~' as their unique steady state quantity. Because

of the relative extensive computational and informational requirernents of t,he perfect-

foresight behavioral routine (compared to t.he best-reply behavioral routine) it seems

logical to associate higher costs with this routine. Since only the cost. difference between

the behavioral routines matters (due to the presence of the parameter a in the replicator

dynamics (6.4) and the exponential function in the discrete choice model (6.9)), we

associate zero costs with the best reply behavioral routine and costs T) 0 with the

perfect-foresight behavioral routine without loss of generality.

In accordance with Assumption 6.3' (as stated in Section 6.3), we assume t.hat the

steady state quantity x" is hyperbolic and unstable under the best reply behavioral

routine in case n.k - 0, i.e., ~R' (x')~ 1 1. However, it. follows directly from (7.1)

that `~d~kki -(1 - r~.k) R' (xk), which means that the presence of a certain amount of

perfect-foresight firms in the industsy may stabilize the steady st.ate quantity. Taking

the above considerations into account, it follows that the current example is a straight-

forward formalization of the scenario described in the introduction of Chapter 6, where

the best-reply and perfect, foresight behavioral routine pla,y the role of the simple and

sophisticated behavioral routine, respectively.

Finally, notice that the perfect foresight behavioral routine (7.3) is strictly speaking

not a behavioral routine according to (6.1) since the right-hand side of (7.3) is not a

function of past observations.

The Cournot-Nash equilibrium quantity ~` is also the unique steady state quantity

of t.he industry dynamics, which is given by

~ktl - f (~k, y k, 11,k) - R (7J.k~k f (1 - T~.k) ~k)

ykfl - g (~k, yk, nk) - G(f (~k, y k, nk) , h(~k, y k, n-k)) (7.4)

~-ktl - h (~k, yk, n-k) ,

where the mapping h(xk, yk, nk) represents the population dynamics. With respect to
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the industry dynamics (7.4) it should be noted that

xk}1 - R(n.kyk ~ (1 - 17.k) xk) - yk.

This means that the only difference between the perfect-foresight quantity and the best-

reply quantity is that the latter always lags one period behind. We can therefore reduce

the dimension of the industry dynamics (7.4) by one, and write the industry dynamics

only in terms of xk and n.k. The resulting 2-dimensional industry dynamics is given by

xk}1 - R (17,kG (xk, 17,k) f(1 - 71.k) xk)

17.k}1 - h (xke CT ( xk, nk) , n.k) .

Let (x`, n') denote the steady state of the industry dynamics (7.5). Recall that

independent of whether the population dynamics is modelled by the replicator dynamics

(6.4) or the discrete choice model (6.9), the steady state (x", n.`) is unique (see Sections

6.1.1 and 6.1.2). Before specifying the population dynamics h(xk, G(xk, n.k) , nk), we

make the following observation with respect to the industry dynamics (7.5), which will

prove to be useful for the stability analysis in Section 7.2.

Lemma 7.1 Consider the industry dynamics (7.5~. The eigenvalues of the Jacobian of

the linearized industry dynamics, evaluated at the steady state (x", n'), are

(1 - n") R' (x~`) (ÍÍt (xk, CT (xk, nk) , nk)~1 - and .~z - .
1 - n`R' (x') án.k (x',n'~

Proof. To determine the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the linearization of the industry

dynamics (7.5), evaluated at the steady stat,e (x', n`), we consider the entries in the first

row of the Jacobian. It is easily seen that these entries are given by

Jll - (n.~Gl ( x~, n,~) ~ (1 - n.~)) R' (x~) and Jlz - 7!,`Gz ( x~, 11.~) R' (x~) ,

where Gi is the derivative of the function G(-, .) with respect to its i-th variable. To
compute both Gl (x", n.`) and Gz (x", n'), we need to take the total differential of

yk}1 - R(Tlkyk { 1 f(1 - nk}1) xk }-1) ,

which results in

ayk}1 - R~ (n~k}lyk}1 f(1 - 1lk}1) xk}1)

X ((1 - nk}1) axk}1 ~ ~-k}la~k}1 ~ (~k}1 - xk~-1) an-k}1) .
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Rearranging terms then gives that

~yk~-I -
G1 ( xktl~ n-k}I) - (1 - n.ktl) R~ (n,ktl,yktl ~ (i - nktl) xk~-1)

axkfl - 1- Tl,k~-1R' ( n,k}l.yk}1 ~(1 - n.kfl) xk}1)

and
ayk-FI - Ci2 (xkfl, 17.kt1) -

(yk}1 - xk}1) R~ (n,k-~lyktl f(1 - 11,kt1) xk}1)

Ó71.k}1 - 1- T7.k}1R' (11.k}lyk~-1 f(1 - 77.kf1) xkfl)

Evaluating the above expressions at the stead,y state ( x', n,') results in

(1-~1.')R~(x")Gl (x`, n.`) - and G2 ( x', n.') - 0.
1 - n,~R'(x~)

With respect to the Jacobian this implies t.hat

J11 - n,(1 - n') R'(x') ~(1 - n") R'(x') -(1 - n.') R'(x') and Jls - 0.
~ ~ 1 - n'R' (x') ~ 1 - n.~R' (x`)

Consequently, the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the linearized industry dynamics, eval-

uated at the steady state (x', n.`), are

(1 - 77.`) R~ (x') Óh (xk, G (xk, ?7,k) , 17,k)
~1-J11- 1-n.'R'(x')

a.nd~2-J2z-
an.k

.O
(x',n~)

7.2 Stability Analysis

A first step toward complicated industry dynamics is instability of its steady state. This

section deals with the conditions under which the steady state of the industry dynamics

(7.5) is (un)stable, both in case the population dynamics is represented by the replicator

dynamics (6.4) and in case the population dynamics is given by the discrete choice model

(6.9). More precisely, we specify values of the noise level b and the intensity of choice ,Q

at. which the corresponding steady state loses stability.

Replicator Dynamics

Consider the case where the population dynamics is represented by the replicator dyn-

amics (6.4). This transforms the industry dynamics (7.5) into

xk~ 1 - ~i (7LkG (xk, 77.k) ~ () - 77,k) xk) (7.Ó)

T2 -
71,k (1 - Zb) (CY ~ 11~ (xk, G (~k, 71.k) , 77,k) - i~)

-~ b,k}1 - CY ~ 7l.k ( IIp (xk, G (xk, 17,k) , 17.k) - T) f ( ) - ?tk) ~6 (xk, G ( xk,77.k) , 77.k)
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where

~~ (xk, C-' (xk, n.k) , n.k) - n.k7i (G (xk, nk) , G (xk, nk)) f (1 - n.k) ~ (G (xk, nk) , xk)

and

nb (xk, ~-' ( xk, n.k) , n.k) - nk~ (xk, ~-T (xk, nk)) f (1 - n.k) ~ ( xk, xk)

are the average (gross) profits of perfect-foresight firms and best, reply firms in pe-

riod k, respectively. Notice that. subscripts have been omitted in the above expres-

sions for notational convenience. Besides, notice that we have IIP ( xk, G(xk, nk) , nk) )

II6 (xk, G(xk, nk) , n,k) by definit.ion.

The stabilíty analysis of the steady state of the industry dynamics (7.6) is summarized

in Proposition 7.2. Recall that II' -~r ( x', x').

Proposition 7.2 Consider the industry dynamics (7.6). Let 0 C b c z, T~ 0, and
R' (x') c-1. The steady state of (7.6) is ( x', n'), where x' is the Cournot-Nash
equilibrium quantity and

b G n.` - 2T (ó (2 (a ~- II`) - T) f T- b2 (2 (a -I- II') - T)2 ~- (1 - 2b) T2 I C 2.

Then given T th`ere exists a value b' of b such that the steady state (x`, n.') is sjtable for

all b~ b' and unstable for all 0 c b C b'. Moreover,

(R'(x')2 - 1) T
ó~-2R'(x')(T(R'(x')~-1)-2(afII'))

Proof. Straightforward calculations show that (x`;n.') is the steady state of (7.6).
According to Lemma 7.1, the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the linearization of the

industry dynamics (7.5), evaluated at. the steady state (x', n'), are

(1 - n`) R' (x') Óh (xk, G(xk, nk) , nk)
~1 - 1 - n,'R' (x')

and ~2 - ón.k lyx ~,~ .

Consider the eigenvalue ,~2. In case the population dynamics are represented by the
replicator dynamics (6.4) it holds that

0 ~ a - (1 - 2b)
(a~II')(a-~II'-T)a-

(afII'-n'T)~
~ (a~-II')(afII'-T)

(a f II' - n'T)a

(afII')(afII'-T)
c 1.

(a-fII'-2T)2
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Notice that in the above derivat.ion, we use b G n.' G 2. Since the eigenvalue ~2 is always

strictly between zero and one, the steady state (x', ~~.`) is stable (unstable) if

~1 - (1 - n.') R'(~')
~ (G) - 1.

1 - n.'R'(~`)

Substitut.ing the expression for m' and then solving for the noise level b gives the condition

as stated in Proposition 7.2. (]

Proposition 7.2 says that the steady state of the indust,ry dynamics (7.6) loses st,abilit,y

for low values of the noise level b. A low noise level means that there are only a few firms

who choose a behavioral routine at random each period. As a result, almost all firms

will use the cheap best-reply behavioral routine whenever the indust.ry dynamics is close

to its steady state. Namely, close to the steady state, the best,reply behavioral routine

results in a higher profit (than the perfect-foresight. behavioral routine) since there are no

information costs a.5sociated with this behavioral routine. As the steady state quantity

is assumed to be unstable when all firms use the best, reply behavioral routine, we are

left with the result mentioned in Proposition 7.2. Remark that Proposition 7.2 is in

accordance with Proposition 6.5.

Notice that the steady state (x`,n') of t.he industr,y dynamics (7.6) is stable for all

values of the noise level ó 1 0 in case -1 G R' (~') G 0. Furthermore, in case there are

no information costs, i.e., T- 0, t.he steady state is also st.able for all values of the noise

level b 1 0. Finally, notice that Proposition 7.2 can be reformulated with the roles of

the noise level b and the information costs T interchanged. More precisely, given b there

exists a value

4bR' ( ~`) (a -1- II')
T'--

R' (x') (R' (~`) - 2ó (R' (x') ~ 1)) - 1

of T such that the steady state is stable for all 0 G T G T` and unstable for all T] T~.
The interpretation of the reformulation is straightforward and similar to the one given
above.

Discrete Choice Model

Now suppose that the population fractions of firms using a certain behavioral routine are

updated according to the discrete choice model (6.9). In this case t.he industry dynamics

(7.5) becomes

nktl

- R (7tk(~i (~k,?7.k) f (I - 7!k) ~k)

exp ~~ ( ~p (~k, G (~k, 17.k) , 77.k) - T)~

- eXP ~Ij (np (~k, Ci (xk, 17.k) , 77.k) - T)] f exp ~Qnb (~k, G (~k, T7,k) , 17,k)~
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The first step in analyzing the industry dynamics (7.7) is to investigate the stability

properties of its steady state. These properties are summarized in Proposition 7.3.

Proposition 7.3 Consider the industry dynamics (7.7). Let ~3 ) 0, T) 0, and

R' (x') G-1. The steady state of (7.7) is ( x`,n.'), where x" is the Cournot-Nash

equilibrium quantity and n' - 1feXP~pT~ . Then given T there exists a value ,0' of ~3 such,

that the steady state ( x`,n.`) is stable for all 0 G,(3 C J3~` and unstable for all ~ 1~".

Moreover, ~3' - T ln ~R,(z,)}i~ . -O
Proof. Straightforward calculations show that ( x`, n,`) is the steady state of (7.7).

According to Lemma 7.1, the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the linearization of the

industry dynamics (7.5), evaluated at the steady state (x', n'), are

(1 - n') R' (x') áh (xk, G (xk, nk) , nk)

~1 - 1 - n'R' (x')
and .~2 - ank (~`,~~)

Consider the eigenvalue a2 and notice that h(xk, G(xk, n,k) , nk) actually only depends on

nk through the profit functions IIr (xk, G(xk, n.k) , n.k) and IIb (xk, G(xk, nk) , n,k). This

follows from the fact that the population dynamics are given by the discrete choice model

(6.9). Furthermore, it holds that

áIIp (xk, ~(~k, n.k) , nk) ~ nk ~ó~r~~, y)G2 ~ ó~r~~, y) G,z~

f (1 - n.k) ~~~y,x)G2
y

~7i (G (xk, nk) , G (xk, n-k)) - 7f (G (xk, nk) , xk) ~

which is equal to zero in the steady state because G2 (x', n`) - 0. A similar argument
can be used to show that

ÓIIb (xk~ ~-' (xki 17.k) , n.k)

cin.k
-0.

(T~,~')

From the above reasoning it follows that ~2 - 0. As a result, we have that the eigenvalue
.~I is the only nonzero eigenvalue. Hence, the steady state is stable (unstable) if

~1 - (1 - n') R' (x')
1 (G) - 1.

1 - n.'R' (x`)

Since n.` - IfeXp~pT~ this condition is equivalent to 0 c Q C Q' ((~ 1~i`), where
i ln R'(x')-1 . ~T [R'(x')fl]
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Proposition 7.3 states that the steady state of the industx,y dynamics (7.7) loses

stability for high values of the intensity of choice Q. A high intensity of choice means

that there is little inertia in firms switching between behavioral routines. As a result.

most firms will switch t.o the cheap best-reply behavioral routine whenever the industry

dynamics is close to its steady state. Narnely, close to the steady stat.e, the bf~~st: reply

behavioral routine results in a higher ( net) profit since there are no information costs

associated with this behavioral routine. Since the steady state quant,ity is assumed to be

unstable when all firnrs use the best-reply behavioral routirre, we are left with the above

result. Remark that also Proposition 7.3 is in accordance with Proposition 6.5.

Notice t.hat the steady state of the industr,y dynarnics ( 7.7) is stable for all valuES of

the intensity of choice ~3 ) 0 in case -1 c R' (x') C 0. Furthermore, in case information

costs T- 0, we have that ~i -~R1~ ~ Hence, in the model wit.hout informationi-za~(r~)'
costs, the steady state is also stable for all values (i 1 0. Finally, noticc~ that Proposition

7.3 can be reformula~ted with the roles of the intensity of choice ~3 and t,he information

costs T interchanged. In fact, given ~i, there exists a vahre T` - ~ ln ~r~,~~.~}i~ of T such

that the steady state is stable for all 0 c T c T' and tmstable for all T] T'.

7.3 A Linear-Quadratic Cournot Game

In Sections 7.4 and 7.6, we will analyze what happens to the long-run behavior of the

firrns as prescribed by the industry dynamics introduced in Section 7.1, when the noise

level b(for the replicator dynamics) becomes even lower than the value fi" specified

in Proposition 7.2, and when the intensity of choice Q(for the discrete choice model)

becomes higher than the value ~3' specified in Proposition 7.3. For the analysis to be

practicable, we have to restrict ourselves to a smaller class of Cournot games. We will

consider the following linear-quadratic specification of the Cournot game.

Consider a symmetric Cournot duopoly game with a linear inverse demand function

P: IR~ -~ IR} and a quadratic cost function C: IR~ --~ IRt given by

P (xr t x2) -
~

a- b(x~ f x2) if x1 f x2 G

0 otherwise,

and

-~ cx~ - zx`~ if x~ c~,
C (x1)

x otherwise,
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for i- 1, 2, respectively. Since the cost function C(xl) is only increasing when x; c~,

we assume that both firms face a capacity constraint equal to ~. With respect. to the

parameters of the inverse demand function and the cost function it is assumed that

a) c 1 0 and 2b ) d) b 1 0. We require c 1 0 for the Cournot duopoly game to be

nontrivial. The condition a] c reflects that each firm would like t.o supply at least a

small quantity if it were a monopoly. The condition b~ 0 implies each firm's marginal

revenue to be strictly decreasing in the quantity supplied by the other firm. We also

require 2b 1 d, meaning that both firms' profit. functions are strictly concave in their own

output. To ensure uniqueness of the Cournot-Nash equilibrium quantity x`, we impose
the condition d 1 b. This condition reflects that we focus on Cournot duopolies with

`rapidly' decreasing marginal costs, as opposed to the condition 6 1 d ) 0 which would

represent `slowly' decreasing marginal costs.

Firm i.'s profit function ~rz :~0, d~ x~0, á~ ~ IR., i- 1, 2, is then given by

~ri(x~,x~) - P(x~-F-x;)x~-C(x~)

- ~ (a-c-b(x;.~x~)-~1x,~xi ifx;-i-x~G b,

where j~ i. If x~ f x~ G 6(remark that this condition will always hold in the analysis

in Sections 7.4 and 7.5), then profit maximizing behavior (taking the quantity supplied

by the opponent as given) results in firm i's reaction function given by

-cx2 ~ 2x? ot.herwise,

~ (x~ )

arg max [P (x; -I- x~ ) x~ - C(x.;)]r,
a-c-bx~

2b-d '
where j~ i. Straightforward calculations show that in the above Cournot duopoly game,
the Cournot-Nash equilibrium quantity, price, a.nd profit are equal to

a-c , 26c-a(d-b) „ 2b-d a-c 2
x~ - 3b-d' p- 3b-d ~ andII -

2 3b-d '

respectively. We require ad G 3bc for the Cournot-Nash equilibrium quantity x' to be
well-defined, i.e., x` G d and x' f x` C b.

Finally, notice that dá~x'~ --266d. Since d~ b, the Cournot-Nash equilibrium is~
unst.able under the reaction function, which in turn implies existence of two boundary
equilibria. However, as we will see in the next section, these boundary equilibria cannot
be steady state quantities of the industry dynamics introduced in Section 7.1.
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7.4 A Bifurcation Scenario

This section analyzes t.he industry dynamics (7.6) and (7.7) in case the Cournot game

belongs to the class of linear-quadratic Cournot games introduced in Section 7.3. The

analysis is mainly a local one, which means that we investigate the local stability proper-

ties of the industry dynamics when the evolutionary pressure on the behavioral routines

increases (as expressed by a decreasing noise level ó for the replicator dyna.mics and an

increasing intensity of choice ~3 for the discrete choice model). A qualitative change in

the long-run behavior of the industry dynamics as one of these model parameters varies,

is called a bifurcation. Furthermore, to get some intuition about the global behavior

of the industry dynamics, we present some simulation results. More precisely, we fo-

cus on generic bifurcation routes to complicated industry dynamics, as the evolutionary

pressure on the behavioral routines increases.

Replicator Dynamics

Consider the industry dynamics ( 7.6), i.e., the population consists of perfect: foresight

firms and best-reply firms, and the population dynamics is represented b,y the replicator

dynamics ( 6.4). In the case of a linear-quadratic specification of the Cournot game,

rewriting the industxy dynamics ( 7.6) in terms of deviations Xk - xk -~' from the

Cournot-Nash equilibrium quantity ~` gives

Xk~i - .Í (Xk, n-k) - -
6 (1 - n.k) ,yk

(7.8)
(2-}-n.k)b-d

n,k (1 - 2ó) ( a ~- II~ ( Xk, n-k) - T)
?2kf1 - 9 (Xk, n~k) - CY ~ 1),k ( IIP (Xk, 17.k) - T) f (I - Tl,k) ~~ (Xk, nk) ~

ó

where

1 6(1-Tl,k) a-C
np(Xk,nk) - b-

2d (2~-n.k)b-dXk- 3b-d )
and

1 a-c 2 a-c 26-d
IIb X n, b--d b 1-n. X( k' k) - ( 2 ) (3b-d) - ( k) (36-d (2-~n.k)b-d k

1 (4-nk)b-d 2
- 6-

2d (2-F-nk)b-d Xk~

For the derivation of the gross profit functions IIp (Xk, n.k) and II6 (Xk, n.k), we refer to
Appendix 7.A. Recall that the condition d] b implies the Cournot: Nash equilibrium
quantity to be unstable under the best:reply behavioral routine.
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Due to the complicated structure of the replicator dynamics, we have to turn to

numerical simulations immediately in order to analyze a bifurcation scenario. In these

simulations, we let a- 17, b- 1, c- 10, d- 1.1, T- 1, and a- 0. Notice that the

steady state population fraction of the industry dynamics (7.8) is then given by

n.` - 2 ~llb -~ 1 - (llb)2 -}- (1 - 2b)~

From Proposition 7.2 it follows that the resulting industry dynamics undergoes the pri-

mary bifurcation, which is a period-doubling bifurcation, at b' - sóió2o ~ 0.008563. A

period-doubling bifurcation occurs when the eigenvalue ~1 crosses the value -1 due to

a change in the noise level b. As a result, a locally stable period two-cycle emerges.

Generically, the secondary bifurcation is a Hopf bifurcation. A Hopf bifurcation is

characterized by two complex eigenvalues crossing the unit circle as the noise level b

decreases. We conjecture, that a Hopf bifurcation occurs when the period-two cycle
reaches a state in which the net profits for the perfect foresight firms and the best-reply
firms are equal, i.e., IIP (X,n.) -T - Hb (X,n.), where (X,n.) is astate of the period-
two cycle. The set of states in which the net profits for both behavioral routines are
equal can easily be computed for a linear-quadratic Cournot game. Namely, we have

2
that IIp (X, n.) - Hb (X, n) - (b - 2d~ (1~~~~~ d~ X~, which implies that IIP - T- Hd

corresponds to states (X, n.) satisfying

X-~(2fn,)b-d 2T
3b - d 2b - d~

The argument underlying the con,jecture is as follows. F~om the state (X, n) on, it

no longer holds that the best reply behavioral routine is always more profitable than

the perfect: foresight behavioral routine, which is a possible explanation for the fact that

the population fraction of perfect-foresight firms starts fíuctuating. The Hopf bifurcation

leaves us with an invariant set consisting of two closed curves. In the numerical example,

the period-two cycle undergoes a Hopf bifurcation at bH~f ~ 0.00107.

Figure 7.1 gives four typical attractors of the industry dynamics (7.8) for the numer-

ical example with the parameters specified above and different values of the noise level

b c óyopf . Loosely speaking, an attractor is a set. of states representing the long-run
behavior of the industry dynamics. More precisely, for a set to be an attract.or the fol-

lowing three properties should be satisfied (cf. Palis and Takens (1993), p.138). First,

for an initial state which is an element of t.he attractor, the whole orbit. is in the attrac-

tor. Second, there exists an open set. of initial states whose orbits settle down to the
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Figure 7.1: Attractors for the industry dynamics (7.8) with a - 17, b - 1, c- 10,

d- 1.1, T- 1, a- 0, and (a) ó- 0.00080, ( b) b- 0.00066, (c) ó- 0.00064, (d)

ó - 0.00060

attractor. Third, there exists at least. one orbit which is dense in the attractor, meaning

that all arbitrarily small regions in the attractor are visited by the orbit. Obviously,

Figure 7.1 illustrat.es that the global dynamical behavior of the industry dynamics can

be very complicated: quasi-periodic motion occurs just after the Hopf bifurcation and

breaking of the invariant closed curves occurs as the noise level ó decreases even further.

Figure 7.2 shows the corresponding time series of the industry dynamics for ó-

0.00060. The time series can be interpreted in the following way. When the industry

dynamics is near the Cournot-Nash equilibrium quantity ~', the population fraction of

best-reply firms will increase. This causes the steady state of the industry dynamics

to become unstable and drives the supplied quantities away from the Cournot-Nash

equilibrium quantity, making it profitable for firms to switch to the perfect-foresight

behavioral routine. Consequently, the population fra.ction of perfect-foresight firms will

increase and the steady state of the industry dynamics becomes stable. As a result, the

supplied quantities return to the Cournot-Nash equilibrium quantity again.
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(a)

nk

Figure 7.2: Time series of (a) the quant.ity supplied by and (b) the population fraction

of perfect-foresight firms for the industry dynamics (7.8) with a- 17, b- 1, c- 10,

d- 1.1, T- 1, cx - 0, and b- 0.00060

Discrete Choice Model

Now consider the industry dynamics (7.7), i.e., the population consists of perfect:foresight

firms and best-reply firms, and the population dynamics is represented by the discrete

choice model (6.9). In the case of a linear-quadratic specification of the Cournot game,

rewriting the industry dynamics (7.7) in terms of deviations Xk -~k -~' from the
Cournot-Nash equilibrium quantity ~` gives

X - - b (1 - n,~)
X (7.9)ktl -

(2 f-71.k)b- d k

1

d 36-d 2 2l1 f exp ~~3 ~T -(b - 2) ( (2tnk)b-d) Xk J
With respect to the industry dynamics (7.9), we make the following three remarks. First,

notice that the quantity dynamics of (7.9) are represented by the same equation as the

quantity dynamics in (7.8).
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Second, an important feature of the industry dynamics (7.9) is symmetry with respect

to the line Xk - 0. This property will prove t.o be convenient later on, as it enables us to

determine the secondary bifurcation analytically (see Proposition 7.4). The symmetr,y

follows from the fact that for the discrete choice dynamics, the population dynamics onl,y

depends on the difference in profits (which is a quadratic function in X). Notice that

for the replicator dynamics, the population dynamics also depends on the level of the

profits. As a result, the industry dynamics (7.8) does not exhibit an,y symmetry.

Third, the evolutionary Cournot. model with best-reply versus perfect-foresight, firms,

discrete choice dynamics, and the linear-quadratic specification of the Cournot duopoly

game is, upon a transformation of variables, mathematically equivalent to the model

studied by Brock and Hommes (1997). They study t.he evolution of equilibrium prices

in a cobweb model with rational versus naive expectations. The equivalence is shown in
more detail in Appendix 7.B.

We will now st.udy how the dynamical behavior of (7.9) changes as ,(3 increases.

Proposition 7.4 states what happens when the steady state (X',n"), with X` - 0 and

n" - 1feXP~RT~ , loses stability.

Proposition 7.4 Consider the tindustry dynamics (7.9J. Let b G d G 26. Then the

primary bifurcation, which is a pe7zod-doubling bifurcation, occurs at ~3' - T ln ~ d-6 ~.

In fact; the steady state (0, 1teXP~pT~) is stable for all values 0 G~i G ,C3`, while the

steady state is unstable and a stable period-two cycle e~ists for all values ,Q ) Q'. This

period-two cycle is given by

{ï, (~-~3')T d-b (p-,Q`)T d-6
2 (2b - d) ~3' 2b ) ' (- 2 (2b - d) ~3' 2b ) ~

Moreover, the secondary bifurcation, where the period-two cycle loses stability, occurs at
~.. - a. b

~ (d-b)T '

Proof. Write F for the industry dynamics ( 7.9). First, the stability result. and the
primary bifurcation value of ,Q follow directly from Proposition 7.3. At ~ -~' it holds
that the eigenvalues of the Jacobian JF, evaluated at the steady st.ate ( 0, n`), are equal

to ~1 --1 and ,~2 - 0. Consequently, a period doubling-bifurcation occurs.

Second, due to the aforementioned symmetry, we are looking for a period-two cycle
of the form

{ (Xi, n)~ , (X2i n.)~} ,
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where

-6 (1 - n.)
Xz- (2fn,)b-dX'~

Since the same equality must hold with t.he variables Xl and X2 interchanged, we find

which implies that n. d-b
26 '

-b (1 - n.)
- -1,

(2~n.)b-d

Writing X- Xl --Xz 1 0 and using the population

dynamics of the industry dynamics (7.9), we find that Xi is the positive solution of

n. -
1

1~- exp [~3 (T f 26 (2n - 1) XZ)] ~

Substituting n. - d266 and solving the above equation gives the solution as stated in

Proposit.ion 7.4.

Third, to study the stability of the period-two cycle we consider the Jacobian JFz,

evaluated in the period-two cycle {(Xl, n.)' ,(X2, n.)'}, where Fz is the second iterate of

the industry d,ynamics (7.9). The Jacobian JFz is given by

1 - ~(d-b)T(A-A') ~e(p-p')T b- (d-b)(p-P')T
b (2b-d)p 3b-d

R(P-R")T (d-b)(~b-d)(36-d)(b-(d-b)(R-~')T) - T(A-p')(d-b)(~b-(d-b)(P-R')T)
2(26-d) 63 62

It can be checked that the eigenvalues of JFz are complex conjugates and that the

determinant. of JF2 is given by

d-b z ` 2T2
det J F~z - ( ) ( b2 ~ )

At ,Q" it holds that detJFl - 1 and both eigenvalues lie on the unit circle. In fact, both

eigenvalues are equal to - 1. Finally, because det,JFz is increasing in ,Q, the period-two

cycle is stable if ,~` c~3 c Q" and unstable if ~3 1~i". 0

Proposition 7.4 indicates a source of complicated industry dvnamics for intermediate
values of the intensit.y of choice ~3. Namely, at ~3"' a so-called 1: 2 strong resonance Hopf
bifurcation occurs (recall that the eigenvalues are complex conjugates and cross the unit
circle at -1). An important feat.ure of this special Hopf bifurcation is t.he emergence of
four period-four cycles, of which two are stable and two are unstable. Therefore, we have
coexist.ence of low periodic attractors. It depends on the initial state (Xo, no) to which of
the two stable period-four cycles the orbit settles down. The set of initial states (Xo, no)
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Figure 7.3: Attra.ctors for the industry dynamics (7.9) with a- 17, b- 1, c- 10,

d - 1.25, T - 1, and (a) Q - 8.1, (b) ~3 - 8.2, (c) ~ - 8.5, and (d) ~ - 25

for which the orbit converges to a certain attractor is called the basin of attraction of that
attractor. In case the industry dynamics would exhibit small stochastic noise, coexisting
attractors can be a source of complicated dynamical behavior since orbits may jump
irregularly from one basin of attraction to the other. For a more detailed discussion of
this special Hopf bifurcation, we refer to Brock and Hommes (1997).

Figure 7.3 shows the attractors of the industry dynamics ( 7.9) for the parameter
values a - 17, b - 1, c- 10, d- 1.25, T- 1, and for different values of ,~ 1~3". For this
numerical example the primary period-doubling bifurcation occurs at ~3' - ln 7, and the
1: 2 strong resonance Hopf bifurcation of t.he period-two cycle occurs at ,Q'" - 4~- ln7.
As ,Q increases further, apparently both stable period-four cycles turn into four-piece
attractors after a cascade of infinitely many period-doubling bifurcations. One of these

four-piece attractors is illustrated in Figure 7.3(a). Figures 7.3 also indicates that the
global long-run behavior of the industry dynamics can be very complicated.

Figure 7.4 shows the time series of Xk and n.k for the industry dynamics ( 7.9) which
is associated with the numerical example when ~ equals 25. These time series clearly
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Figure 7.4: Time series of (a) the quantity supplied by and (b) the population fraction

of perfect-foresight firms for the industry dynamics (7.9) with a- 17, b- 1, c- 10,

d- 1.25, T- 1, and ,C3 - 25

reveal what is going on. For some t.ime almost. all firms use the best, reply behavioral

routine, i.e., nk is close to zero, and the quantities are close to the Cournot-Nash equi-

librium quantity, i.e., Xk is close to zero. However, since the steady state is unstable in

this situation, the industry dynamics move away from the steady stat.e and quantities

begin to fluctuate erratically. At a certain point they move so wildly that it becomes

worthwhile to spend money on the perfect-foresight behavioral routine. Then almost all

firms suddenly switch behavioral routines and n.k becomes close to one. This stabilizes

the industry dynamics and quantities return to the steady state level, which in turn

makes the best-reply behavioral routine more profitable. As a result, the population

fraction zr.k converges to zero very quickly again.

The main difference between the replicator dynamics and the discrete choice model

is that the latter makes population fractions respond much faster to differences in the
average profits of the behavioral routines, as can clearly be seen by comparing Figures
7.2 and 7.4. This feature is related to the value of the stable eigenvalue aZ of the
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Jacobian at the steady state, which equals zero for the discrete choice model, while

it is positive for the replicator dynamics. As a result, for the replicator dynamics,

the populat.ion fract,ion decreases much more gradually when t.he industry dynamics

approaches the saddle steady stat.e. For the discrete choice model, large fluctuatiorts in

quantities are thus stabilized a~bruptly so that the high volatility suddenly disappears,

while for the replicator dynamics, high volatility dies out slowly. Industry dynamics

based on the replicator dynamics may therefore capture volatility dustering better than

industry dynamics based on the discrete choice model.

7.5 Homoclinic Bifurcations

The period-doubling and Hopf bifurcations mentioned in Section 7.4 are all local bifur-

cations, causing a change in the stability of a steady state or a periodic cycle. As we

have seen, these local bifurcations lead to the creation of new (periodic) cycles near a

steady state or near a periodic cycle. The Figures 7.1 and 7.3, however, also indicate

the possibility of complicated global behavior in the long run, as t.he evolutionary pres-

sure on the behavioral routines increases. In particular, they indicate the existence of

strange attractors. An attractor is called a strange attractor when the attractor has

a complicated fractal geometric structure and the dynamical behavior on the attractor

exhibits sensitivity to initial states (cf. Pa.lis and Takens (1993), p.142). In this section,

we will show that the occurrence of complicated industry dynamics can be explained

by a so-called homoclinic bifurcation. A homoclinic bifurcation is a global bifurcat.ion,

meaning that it has important consequences for the global long-run behavior of the in-

dustry dynamics. Existence of a homoclinic bifurcation is only shown for the industry

dynamics (7.8) and not for the industry dynamics (7.9) since the latter is mathematically

equivalent to the cobweb model analyzed in Brock and Hommes (1997), and existence
of strange attractors has already been shown there. We will, however, start this section
with briefly discussing the theory of homoclinic bifurcations. We refer to Palis and Tak-

ens (1993) for a comprehensive mathematical treatment of homoclinic bifurcations, and

de Vilder (1996) and Brock and Hommes (1997) for recent economic applications.

The Theory of Homoclinic Bifurcations

Consider a differentiable two-dimensional dynamical system Fó :]RZ ---~ IR2 such that F6

has a differentiable inverse, i.e., Fó is a diffeomorphism. The parameter ó E 1R. Let ~

be a saddle steady state, meaning that the Jacobian JFó, evaluated at p, has two real
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eigenvalues ,~1 and .~z, such that 0 c ~,~2~ c 1 c ~~~~. The local stable manifold and the

local unst.able manifold of the steady state p are defined as

Wis (p) -{x E U~F~ (x) -~ p for k--~ foo}

and

Wiu (p) - {x E U~Fá (x) -~ p for k -~ -oo} ,

respectively, where U is some small neighborhood of p. The local manifolds Wis (p) and

Wiu (p) are tangent to the stable and unstable eigenvectors of the linearized dynamical

system at the steady state p, respectively. The (global) stable manifold and the (global)

unstable manifold are then defined as
x

W~ (p) - ~ Fa k (W~~ (p))
k-0

and
x

W ~` (p) - U F~ (W~~ (p)) ,
k-0

respectively. Notice that both manifolds are invariant under F~, which means that

F (WS (p)) - WS (p) and F (Wu (p)) - Wu (p).
When Fb is a linear dynamical system, the manifolds correspond to the eigenvectors

of the linearized dynamical system. However, when Fb is a nonlinear dynamical system,

the stable and unstable manifold can have a much more complicated structure. More

precisely, they can have intersections, meaning that there exists a state q~ p such

that q E Ws (p) fl Wu (p). Such a state q is called a point of homoclinic int.ersection.

In fact, if Ws (p) and Wu (p) are tangent at q, then q is called a point. of homoclinic

tangency, while if Ws (p) and Wu (p) intersect transversally at q, then q is called a

point of transversal homoclinic intersection. Since both manifolds are invariant under

F6i we must have that the states F6 (q), k - fl, f2, ..., are aLso points of homoclinic

intersection. The sequence of states {F6 (q)}~ -~ is called a homoclinic orbit. The

existence of a homoclinic orbit implies a very complicated global geometric structure of

the stable and unstable manifold, as was already observed by Poincaré (1890). Both

the stable manifold and the unstable manifold oscillate erratically. thereby accumulating

onto themselves as illustrated in Figure 7.5.

As mentioned earlier, we focus in this section on the occurrence of strange attractors
in the industry dynamics due to a homoclinic bifurcation. However, the presence of a
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Figure 7.5: The stable and unstable manifold accunmlate onto themselves

homoclinic bifurcation also implies other interesting phenomena, which we want to men-

tion briefly. 5male (1965) showed that the existence of a point of homoclinic intersection

implies existence of infinitely many horseshoes, which in turn implies existence of an

invaria.nt Cantor set (a complicated set with a fractal structure) with infinitely many

periodic cycles, an uncountable set of nonperiodic orbits, and sensitive dependence on

initial states in the invariant Cantor set. A horseshoe means that there is a rectangular

region R of states, such that the k-th iterate F~ (R) for some k 1 0 has the shape of

a horseshoe folded over the original region R. Notice, however, that horseshoes are not

attracting and that invariant Cantor sets typically have Lebesgue measure zero, irnply-

ing that complicated dynamical behavior on the Cantor set may only affect short-run

behavior, while in the long run the orbits still converge to a periodic c,ycle or even a

steady state.

The dynamical system Fb and therefore also the steady state and its manifolds depend

on the parameter b. A homoclinic bifurcation is said to occur at b- bo when for b) b~

there is no intersection between WS (pó) and W~` (pb), for ó - bo there is a point of

homoclinic tangency between WS (p6) and Wu (pó), and for b C bo there is a point. of

transversal homoclinic intersection between WS (pb) and Wu (p~). An important result

on homoclinic bifurcations is the following.
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Theorem 7.5 [`Strange Attractor Theorem'; Benedicks and Carleson ( 1991) and Mora

and Viana ( 1993)] Let Fb : 1Rz -~ 1R2 be a generic two-dimensional di,fj"eomorph.ism with

the parameter ó E IR, arad le.t p be a saddle steady state. If F~ exhibits a homoclinic

bifnrcation between the stable and v,nstable manifold of the saddle steady state p at b- bo,

and if p is dissipative for ó- óo, the~a there exists a set of b-values in the interval

(bo - e, óo ~- e) of positive Lebesgve measure, for which the dynamical system Fb has a

strange attractor.

Remark that a saddle steady stat.e is called dissipative if the absolute value of t.he

product of the eigenvalues is strictly smaller than one, i.e., ~~1~2~ c 1. Loosely speaking,

Theorem 7.5 stat.es that a one-paramet.er family F~ of generic t,wo-dimensional dynamical

systems exhibiting homoclinic bifiircat.ions has st.range att.ractors for a`large' set of

parameter values b close to the homoclinic bifurcation value óo. A number of generic

conditions concerning the homoclinic bifurcation have to be satisfied for Theorem 7.5 to

hold. We refer to Palis and Takens ( 1993) for details. Tlrese generic conditions have been

simplified considerably by Takens (1992) who provides conditions which are relatively

easy to check for concrete examples ( see Appendix i.E for more details).

A Homoclinic Bifurcation in the Industry Dynamics

Consider again the industry dynamics (7.8), i.e., the population consists of perfect-

foresight firms and best-reply firms, the population dynamics is represented by the repli-

cator dynamics (6.4), and the Cournot game is linear-quadratic. For values of the noise

level ó, which are below the primary bifurcation value b", the industry dynamics ( 7.8) has

a saddle steady state since .~1 G-1 and 0 C.~2 c 1. The corresponding eigenvectors are

given in Appendix 7.C. We start the analysis by determining part. of the stable manifold

of the steady state (0, n.") of (7.8). Figure 7.6(a) shows three components of the stable

manifold, each of which will be discussed in more detail below.

The first component (I) consists of the st.ates such that X- 0(the subscript k is omit-

ted for notational convenience). Clearly, if t.he quantities currently supplied equal the
Cournot-Nash equilibrium quantity, then bot,h the best-reply behavioral routine and the
perfect-foresight behavioral routine predict that. quantities will remain at the Cournot-
Nash equilibrium quantity, which implies that f(0, n) - 0 for all n,. Furthermore, if
X- 0, then the evolution of the population fraction is governed by

.
n.kfr - gó ( ~, nk) - ( 1 - 2ó) n,k

II n. T~ ó'~ - k
where II' are the gross steady state profits ( to stress dependence of the industry dynamics
(7.8) on the parameter ó, f and g are also denoted as f6 and gá, respectively). Notice
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Figure 7.6: Stable and unstable manifold of the industry d,ynamics (7.8) with a- 17,

b- 1, c- 10, d- 1.1, T- 1, and a- 0. (a) Three components of the stable manifold

for ó- 0.1, and the stable and unstable manifold for (b) ó- 0.005, (c) ó- 0.001, and

(d) ó - 0.0005752.

that. g6 ( 0, n) is an upward sloping funct.ion with a unique steady state, at which the slope

is equal to the eigenvalue .~2. Hence, t.he population fraction converges to the unique

steady state popula.tion fraction n.'.

The second component (II) consists of all the states in which the whole population of

firms uses the perfect-foresight behavioral routine, i.e., n. - 1. If all firms have perfect-

foresight, then all firms will supply the Cournot;Nash equilibrium quantity in the next.

period. Indeed, according to the quantity dynamics f6 (X, n.), all states with n. - 1 are

mapped onto the state ( 0,1 - ó), which lies in the component I discussed above. All

states of component II therefore converge to the steady state by the same argument as
above, which implies that component II is a part of the stable manifold.

We can take this argument one step further by considering the states ( X, n) which
are mapped onto component II, that is, we consider the states ( X, n) satisfying

9a (X,~,) - 1.
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Since the profit functions IIp (X, n.) and II6 (X, n.) are quadratic in X, we can compute

the two branches of solut.ions t.o the above equation. For the necessary computations,

we refer to Appendix 7.D. One of the two branches can be ignored, since X c-x`

for all states on this branch. The other branch corresponds to component III in Figure

7.6(a). The states in component III are mapped onto states such that n. - L for which

the argument given above can be repeated. Notice that component III varies wit.h the

parameters of the industry dynarnics (in particular, it depends on the noise level b),

whereas the components I and II are índependent of the parameters.

Contrary to the components I, II, and III of the stable manifold mentioned above,

the unstable manifold cannot. be computed explicitly. However, since we know that the

local unstable manifold lies tangent to the unstable eigenvector at the steady state of

the industry dynamics, we can approximate the loca] unstable manifold by a small piece

of the unstable eigenvector, and then approximate t.he unstable manifold by iterating

that small piece of the unstable eigenvect.or a number of times. Figure 7.6 shows the

approximation of the unstable manifold for the numerical example (a - 17, 6- 1,

c- 10, d- 1.1, T- 1, and a - 0) of the industry dynamics (7.8) and for three different

values of b. In Figure 7.6(b), we observe that the (approximated) unstable manifold

of the steady state approaches the stable period-two cycle, whereas in Figure 7.6(c) it

spirals to a set of two invariant closed curves. In Figure 7.6(d) there seems to be a point

of homoclinic tangency between the unstable manifold and component. III of the stable

manifold.

Figure 7.7 shows an enlargement of a small part of the stable and unstable manifold.

From the Figures 7.7(a), 7.7(b), and 7.7(c) it, is `clear' that a homoclinic bifurcation

occurs at b` ti 0.0005752. For b - 0.00070 there is no intersection between the stable

and the unstable manifold, for S- ó` there is a point of homoclinic tangency, and for

b- 0.00040 there is a point of transversal homoclinic intersect.ion. Figure 7.7(d) shows

an enlargement of a part. of the resulting strange attractor. Hence, Figure 7.7 provides

numerical evidence for the occurrence of a homoclinic bifurcation as the noise level S

approaches zero. Notice that. ~~1~2~ .~: 0.92235 when the noise level b- b`, meaning that.

the steady state of the corresponding industry dynamics is dissipative at the homoclinic

bifurcation. Using the strange attractor theorem, as stated by Theorem 7.5, t.his gives

rise to the following result.

Proposition 7.6 Consider the industry dyna~reics (7.8) with a- 17, b- 1, c- 10,
d- 1.1, T- 1, and cr - 0. Then there e~ists a set of b-values in the interual (b`, 6` f e)
of positive Lebesgue Tn,easure, for which the industry dyna~n,ics has a strange attractor.
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Figure 7.7: Enlargements of the stable and unstable manifold for (a) b- 0.00070, (b)

b- 0.0005752, and (c) b- 0.0004, and (d) part of the strange attractor for b - 0.0005752

A sketch of the proof of Proposition 7.G has already been given by the geomet.ric

arguments discussed above. Additional technical details, which ensure that the strange

attractor theorem can indeed be applied, are given in Appendix 7.E. In particular, it

is shown in Appendix 7.E that. strange attract.ors already arise before t.he homoclinic

tangency, i.e., strange attractors already arise for values of the noise level b) ó`. Nanrely,

after the homoclinic bifurcation, i.e., for values of the noise level fi G b`, the populat.ion

fraction of perfect-foresight. firms may become larger than one, and such tsajectories

have no well-defined economic interpretation. Furthermore, it is important to notice

that, since the stable and urrstable manifold of the steady state depend continuously on

the paramet.ers, Proposition 7.6 also applies to the industry dynamics (7.8) with slightly

different parameter values.

The result stated in Proposition 7.6 is related to the occurrence of complicated long-

run behavior in the cobweb model (with population fractions updated according to the

discrete choice model), which is anal,yzed by Brock and Hommes (1997). There are,

however, some important differences between the bifurcation route toward complicated
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long-run industry dynamics as the noise level S decreases, and the so-called rational route

to randomness in their cobweb model. Brock and Honlmes show that a bifurcation route

to strange attractors occurs in the cobweb model when the intensity of choice ~ tends to

infinity, that is, when the agents' sensitivity to differences in the fitness of the expecta-

tion functions approaches infinity. In the cobweb model, a point. of homoclinic tangency

between the stable and unstable manifold of t.he steady state cannot arise for finite ,6;

only for h3 - oo, the stable and unstable manifold do partly coincide. To circumvent

the resulting mathematical difficulties, Brock and Hommes have to use a complicated

horseshoe construct.ion to show that the fourth iterate of their two-dimensional dynam-

ical system has a full horseshoe, which implies that there must be homoclinic tangencies

between t.he stable and unstable manifold of periodic saddle states. For the replicator

dynamics, this complicated horseshoe construction is not necessary, and the mathema-

tical analysis is simplified considerably, as a point of homoclinic tangency between the

stable and unstable manifold of the steady state already occurs for a strictly positive

noise level ó.

7.6 Imitators versus Best-Reply Firms

To indicate that complicated industsy dynamics may also occur in other settings, we

confront best-reply firms with imitators. Just like the example presented in Section
7.1, best-reply firms respond optimally to the average industry output in the previous
period. Imitators behave even more myopic, as they are assumed to copy the quantity
supplied by the best-reply firms in the previous period. Since copying does not involve
any computations, the imitation behavioral routine is assumed to be relatively cheap
(compared to the best-reply behavioral routine). Furthermore, imitation does not require
any knowledge of the underlying Cournot game. We therefore associate zero costs with
the imitation behavioral routine and costs T] 0 with the best-reply behavioral routine.

Let xk denote the quantity supplied by the best-reply firms, zk the quantity supplied
by the imitators, nk the fraction of the populat.ion using the best, reply behavioral routine,
and ~k -~~k~k ~(1 - 7lk) zk the average industry output in period k. The industry
dynamics is then given by

~kfl - R (~k) - R (1l,kxk f (1 - Tl,k) ,Zk)

zkfl - ~k (7.1~)

~-ktl - h (~k, zk, ~k) ,
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where h(xk, zk, nk) describes the population dynamics. Three remarks should be made

with respect to the industry dynamics (7.10). First, notice that thc industr,y dynarn-

ics (7.10) is a three-dimensional dynamical systern, of which the dimerrsion cannot. be

reduced.

Second, the Cournot-Nash equilibriurn quantit.y ~c` is not. t.he unique steady state

quantity of the imitation behavioral routine. In fact, any quant.it,y is a stead,y state of

the imitation behavioral routine. The Cournot-Nash equilibrium quantity is, however,

still the unique steady state quantity of the industry dynamics (7.10). For that reason,

we do not have to worry about Assumption 6.1 in Section 6.1 not being satisfied.

Third, the steady state quantity of the industry dynamics (7.10) is assumed to be un-

stable under the best: reply behauioral routine in case nk - 1, and from dR~kk~ - n.kR (~k)

it follows t.hat the steady state quantity may be stabilized due to the presence of im-

itators (causing n.k to be small). This indicates an important difference between the

industry dynamics (7.10) and the scenario described in the int.roduction of Chapter 6.

Namely, the industry dynamics (7.10) assumes the stead,y state quantity to be unstable

when all firms use the more sophisticated (and relatively expensive) behavioral routine,

while the scenario outlined in t.he introduction of Chapt.er 6 assumes the contrary. Com-

plicated long-run behavior of the industry dynamics (7.10) then arises directly from the

interplay between the best-reply behavioral routine and the imitation behavior routine,

which causes the supplied quantities to fluctuate basically all of the time.

Before specifying the population dynamics h (~ck, zk, r].k), we have the following result.

with respect to the industry dynamics (7.10). Lemma 7.7 will turn out. to be usefiil for

the stability analysis of the steady state (x`, x', n.`) of the industry dynamics (7.10).

Lemma 7.7 Consider the indvstry dynamics (7.10). The eigenvalues of the Jacobian of

t,he linearized indv,stry dyn.amics, evalvated at the st,eady state (x', ~', n.'), are

~~,z - 2n."R' ( ~`) i 2 (n.~R' (x`))~ f 4( 1 - n.') R' (~')

and ~3 - ah1 2k~ZkrT~k~

Ónk
(2 y R ).

Proof. It can easily be shown that the Jacobian, evaluated at the steady state (x`, ~

is given by

J-
n`R'(x`) (1 - n`) R'(x`) 0

1 0 0
ah~xk.ZkrnkÍJsr Jss ank

,
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The eigenvalues of J are exa.ctly as stated in Lemma 7.7. t]

Replicator Dynamics

Consider the evolutionary Cournot model with imitators versus best; reply firms and the

population dynamics described by the replicator dynamics (6.4). This transforms the
industry dynamics (7.10) into

~ktl - R ( 7l,k2k f (1 - n.k) zk)

zktl - ~k (7.11)

n. -
nk (1 - 2ó) (a -~- IIb (xk, zk, nk) - T~ f b,ktl -

LY -i- n.k (~6 (~k, zk, n.k) - 7') f(1 - n.k) ~t (~k, zk, 17.k)

where IIb (~k, zk, n.k) and II~ (~k, zk, nk) are the average profit of the best: reply firms and

the imitators in period k, respectively. Below, we study what. happens to the dynamical

behavior of (7.11) as the noise level S approaches zero.

First, the stability properties of t.he steady state (:r', ~', n,') of the industry dynamics

(7.11) are summarized in Proposition 7.8.

Proposition 7.8 Consider the industry dynamics (7.11). Let 0 G b G 2, T 1 0, and

-8 G R' (~') G-1. The steady state of (7.11) is (~', ~`, n.'), where ~` is the Couraot-

Nash equilibrium quantity and

b G n.' - 27, ~b (2 (a f II`) - T) f T- ó~ ( 2 (a -I- II`) - T)~ f (1 - 2b) T~~ c 2.

Then given T there e~ists a value ó' of b such that the steady stat,e ( x', x', n') is stable

for all b ] b' and unstable for all 0 G b G ó'. Moreover,

, (R' (~') f 1) T

ó ~ R' (~') ((R' (~') -~ 2) (a -I- II') - (R~ (x') ~ 1) T) .

Proof. Straightforward calculations show that (x', x', n') is the steady state of (7.11).
First, recall that 0 G~3 G 1. Second, the other two eigenvalues ~1 and .~2i as given by

Lemma 7.7, are complex conjugates if and only if

(n.'R'(~`))2f4(1-n.')R'(x') G 0.

Rearranging terms shows that this condition is equivalent to

-R' (~') G 41
- n`

(n')2 .
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Because of the information costs T 1 0, we know that. n' E(0, 2). Consequently, the

above condition is always sat.isfied if R' (~') ]-8. The steady state (~`, x', n.') loses its

stability when the eigenvalues ~1,z simultaneously cross the unit circle, i.e., when

.~1~2--(1-n.')R'(~')-14~n`-
1fR'(x`)

R (~~) .

Substituting the expression for n` and solving for ó gives the condition as stated in

Proposition 7.8. ~

Notice that Proposition 7.8 is in accordance with Proposition 6.5, and that the steady

state (~", ~", n,') of the industry dynamics (7.11) is stable for all values of the noise level

óincase-1GR'(~')G0.
Second, using simulation results for the industry dynamics (7.11) in the case of a

linear-quadratic Cournot game, we present a generic local bifurcation scenario. Let

the parameters a- 17, b- 1, c- 10, d- 1.1, T- 1, and a- 0. As indicated by

Proposition 7.8, a Hopf bifurcation then occurs at b` - Qgo. Figure 7.8 gives attractors for

the numerical example with the above parameter values and different values of the noise

level ó G ó'. According to Figure 7.8, the industry dynamics resulting from the best-

reply behavioral routine and the imitation behavioral routine may exhibit complicated

global behavior in the long run. Notice that we again rewrote the industry dynamics in

terms of deviations from the Cournot-Nash equilibrium quantity x' before running the

simulations.

Discrete Choice Model

Now consider the industry dynamics (7.10) when the population fractions are being

updated according to the discrete choice model (6.9). The industry dynamics (7.10)

then becomes

-~kt1

zki t

R (n.k~k -f- (1 - 7lk) Zk)

(7.12)
exp ~Q ( H6 (xk, zk, nk) - T~~

h (~ki zk, n-k) -
exp [Q (Hb (~k, zk, nk) - T)] -1- exp ~~HZ (xk, zk, ~k)~

We will study what happens to the dynamical behavior of the industry dynamics (7.12)
as the intensity of choice ~i increases.

First, we have the following result with respect. to the stability of the steady state of
the industry dynamics (7.12).
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(a)

ny

(~)

Rk

(d)

Figure 7.8: Attractors for the industry dynamics with best-reply firms versus imitators

and the replicator dynamics, where a- 17, b- 1, c- 10, d- 1.1, T- 1, a- 0, and

(a) 6- 0.0175, (b) ó- 0.0130, (c) S- 0.0114, and (d) b- 0.0111

Proposition 7.9 Co~rasi,der the industry dynamics (7.12). Let -8 G R' (~') G-1. The

steady state of (7.12) is (~',~`,n.'), zuhe~~e ~' is the Cournot-Nash equilibrium quantit,y

and n.` - 1feXP~aT~ . Then given T there e~ists a value ~i` of ~ such that the steady

state (x', ~", n.') is stable for all 0 G ,(1 G,Q` and unstable for all Q 1~3'. Moreover,

,0' - T ln [-n'(2')-i, .
-

Proof. Straightforward calculations show that ( x', x', n') is the steady state of ( 7.12).
First, it can easily be checked that the eigenvalue ~3 - 0. Second, the other two
eigenvalues ~~ and .~2 are complex conjugates if and only if

(n'R' (x'))~ ~- 4(1 - n.') R' ( x') G 0,

which is always satisfied if R' (x") )- 8 (see the proof of Proposition 7.8). The steady

state ( ~`, ~`, n.') loses its stability when the eigenvalues ~1,2 are on the unit. circle, i.e.,

when
1 ' '

.11.~2--(1-n.')R'(~')-1t~n'- fR x
R'(x')
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Substituting n.' - i}eXp~pT~ in the above equation and solving for ~i gives the condition

as stated in Proposit.ion 7.9. ~

Notice that Proposition 7.9 is in accordance with Proposition 6.5, and that the steady
stat.e of (7.12) is stable for all values of the intensity of choice ,Q ~ 0 in case - 1 c
R'(x') C 0.

Second, when we consider a Cournot game with a linear inverse demand function and

quadratic cost functions, the industry dynamics (7.12) becomes

Xk~ 1

Zkti

n,kfl

b
(?7.kXk f ( 1 - 71,k) Zk)

26 - d
- Xk (7.13)

1
- lfexp~,0(T-b(Zk-Xk)(nkXkf(1-~n.k)Zk)f(2d-b)(Z~-Xk)~~'

where Xk - xk - x' and Zk - zk - x' are deviations from the Cournot-Nash equi-

librium quant.ity x`. As indicated by Proposit,ion 7.9, a Hopf bifurcation occurs at

~3' - T ln ~ db-b ~, causing the steady state of the industry dynamics (7.13) to become

unstable. An invariant closed curve emerges as a result. Because the primar,y bifurca-

tion is a Hopf bifurcation, we cannot. use the symmetry of the industry dynamics (7.13)

to determine the secondary bifurcation a.nalytically. Namely, the invariant. set resulting

after the Hopf bifurcation consists of infinitely many points which cannot be written

down explicitly. Consequently, it is not. possible to determine the corresponding Jaco-

bian. Below, we consider a generic local bifurcation scenario, which indicates that as ,Q

increases further t.he closed curve breaks up and eventually results in complicated global

dynamical behavior. Figure 7.9 gives pictures of the attractors for parameter values

a- 17, b- l, c- 10, d- 1.1, T- 1, and for different values of ,(3 ] Q'. For this

numerical example the primary bifurcation occurs at ,Ci' - 21n 3.

7.7 Discussion

In the Chapters 6 and 7, we have considered an evolutionary game t.heoretic model

dealing with the selection of behavioral routines in a Cot~rnot game. The population

dynamics representing the evolutionary selection of the behavioral routines is coupled

with the quantity dynamics arising from the interplay between these different behavioral

routines.
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(a)

(c)

ro)

(d)

nk

Figure 7.9: Attractors for the industry dynamics (7.13) with a- 17, b- 1, c- 10,
d - 1.1, T - 1, and (a) Q - 2.2, (b) ,0 - 2.6, (c) ,Ci - 2.8, and (d) ,Q - 3.3

The long-run behavior of the resulting nonlinear industry dynamics depends critically
on the stability of the quantity dynamics. First, if the cheapest behavioral routine is
stable, then the industry dynamics converges to a state in which most firms use this
behavioral routine and the supplied quantities are equal to the Cournot-Nash equilibrium
quantity. Second, if the cheapest behavioral routine is unstable, then complicated long-
run behavior of the industry dynamics may occur. In particular, a high intensity of choice
(for the discrete choice model) or a small noise level (for the replicator dynamics) with
respect to the choice of behavioral routines leads to highly irregular industry dynamics
converging to a strange attractor.

Two typical examples have been analyzed to illustrate the complicated behavior
in more detail. Namely, best-reply versus perfect-foresight firms, and imitators versus
best-reply firms. Notice that the nonlinearity causing the erratic dynamical behavior
observed in these examples arises from the interplay between the quantity dynamics and
the population dynamics, and not from a specific nonlinear specification of the underlying
Cournot duopoly game. For the case of best-reply firms versus perfect-foresight firms
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and population dynamics modelled b,y the replicator dynamics, we have sliown that the
complicated long-run behavior of the industry dynamics is due to a homoclinic tangency
between the stable and unstable manifold of the uri-stable steady state. Simulations

suggest that similar behavior is also a feat.ure of the industry dynamics when we focus

on ot.her behavioral routines, and that therefore the existence of strange att.ractors is a
robust. feature of this kind of evolutionary models.

We want to refer to Cox and Walker (1998) who report on some laboratory experi-

rnents concerning a Cournot duopoly model with random matching. Their Cournot game

has exactly the same linear-quadratic structure as the one presented in Section 7.3. Cox

and Walker find that. typically the supplied quantities converge to the Cournot~ Nash

equilibrium if and only if the equilibrium is stable under the reaction function. Fur-

thermore, in case the interior Cournot-Nash equilibriurn is unstable under the reaction

funct.ion, the supplied quantities do also not converge to one of the t.wo stable boundary
equilibria. These observations seem to corroborate the t.wo examples presented in this
chapter.

The model presented in this and the previous chapter can be extended in a couple
of interesting directions. The onl,y steady state quantity in the model discussed here is
the unique Cournot-Nash equilibrium quantity. The model could possibly also be used
to study a Cournot game with multiple equilibria, to adcíress the issue of equilibrium
selection. In particular, it would be interesting to look at a model with behavioral
routines t.hat would allow for the possibility of coordination on a`non-Nash' steady state
quantity, such as the cartel solution or the Walrasian equilibrium (where quantities are
chosen such that marginal costs equal the price). Another interesting line of research
would be to change the matching process. We have only focused on a global interaction
scheme. It. may be worthwhile to look at a local int.eraction structure, where firms
are only matched with their close-by neighbors. It is interesting to see whether the
complicated long-run behavior of the present inodel wc~uld be preserved iu such a local
interaction frarnet~~ork.
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Appendices

Complicated Indust.ry Dynamics

7.A Derivation of Profit F~nctions

Consider the symmetric Cournot. duopoly garne with a linear inverse rlemand function

and quadratic cost functions as specified in Section 7.3. In that case, the profit. of a firm

supplying quantit,y :xi. when being matched with a firm supplying quantity xz, is given

by

~r (x,. xz) - P(x~, xz) x~ - C(x~)

(a - b(xl f xz)) xl - cxl -}- Zxi

1
- (a - c - ba;z) x~ -~ ~2d - b xi.

Now suppose that the firms in the population can choose between the behavioral routines

Hl and Hz which prescribe quantities xi and xz, respectively. Let n denote the fraction

of the population using behavioral routine Hi. Then, in the case of random matching

between firms, the average profit of a firm tising behavioral routine Hl can be written as

nr (xi, xz, n) - n~ (xi, xi) f(1 - n) ~r (xr, xz)

- (a-c)x~~-~2d-b~xi-b(n.xr~(1-n)xz)xl.

Rewritten in terms of deviations Xi - xr - x" and Xz - xz - x` from the Cournot-Nash

equilibrium quantity x', the above expression becomes

z

n' (Xi, Xz, n) - (b - 2d) (3b - d) ~ (2d - b~ Xi

( a.-c
-b (n.Xl -F (1 - rt) Xz) I .Xl -~` 3b - d

Using a similar argument, we can find the average profit. of a firm using behavioral

routine Hz. In fact, this profit is given by

z
nz(X~,Xz,n.) - (6- 2d~ (3b-d) } (2 -b) Xz

` a-c
-6 (nXr -~- (1 - n) Xz) ~Xz f

` 3b - d
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Notice that for the discrete choice model (6.9) only the difference between the average
profits II' (X1,.Xzi n) and II~ (X1, X2, n~) matters. Therefore, rm important quantity is

IIt (X1. Xzi n.) - II~ (Xl. X2, n.) - ~2d - b~ ~X? - ~i ~

f6 (n.Xl -}- (1 - n) Xz) (Xl - X~) .

7.B The Cobweb Model

In this appendix, we show that the evolutionary Cournot model, which is represented

by the industry dynarnics (7.9), is mathematically eyuiva-lent to the cobweb model wit.h

naive versus rational expectat,iolrs, as studied b,y Brock and Hommes (1997).

Consider the linear-quadratic specification of the evolutionary Cournot model with

perfect-foresight firms and best-reply firms. In casc, the discrete choice model (6.9)

describes the population dynamics, this Cournot model is represented by the industry
dynamics (7.9):

b(1 - n.k)
Xktl - - (2 ~ 17,k) b - l~Xk

1

2
1 -~ exp ~ ~T - (b - 2) ~(2fnk)b-d~ Xk~~

The corresponding cobweb model of Brock and Homrnes, with a linear inverse demand
and supply function, can be represented by

pkf 1

mkfl

6 (1 - mk)

-2B f b (1 f mk)~k

2

tanh '3 b b ( 1 - mk) } 1 pk

2 2 2Bt6(1-~mk) )

where b and B are the marginal demand and supply parameters, pk is the market clearing
price in period k, and mk - n.I,k - n2,k - 2n.k - 1 is the difference in the population
fractions. This means that if mk - 1, then all agents have rational expectations, and if
mk --1, then all agents have naive expectations. Rewriting their dynamical system in
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terms of n.k gives

pk~l

Complicated Industxy Dynamics

b (1 - nk)
- - pk

B f bnk
1

- r ( 2
1-~ exp LQ I T- 2( afb,~k ) pkI J

Clearly, if we take the parameters b- 6 and B - 2b - d, Brock and Hommes' dynamical

system becomes

nktl -

6(1 - nk)

(2 f n.k) b - dpk
1

f ( b~ 3b-d 1 2 z 1 1 ,
1~- exp L~ 1` T - 2 (2tn~,)6-dl pk JJ

which is equivalent to the industry dynamics (7.9) up to the following transformation of

variables:

b
Xk - 2b - dPk

7.C The Jacobian of the Industry Dynamics

Consider the industry dynamics (7.8). Straightforward computations show that

6(1-n) b(3b-d)
.fx--(2~n)b-d' fn- ((2~n)b-d)~X,

and
n (1 - n) ~IIbIIz - (IIr - T) Hz~

9x - (1 - 2b) (n (IIP - T) ~- (1 - n,) IIe)2
~

gn -
(1-2b)iTb(11P-T)~-r,.(1-n)(II6IIn-(IIY-T)IIn~

(n (IIp - T) -~ (1 - n) IIe)~

where f(X, n.) and g(X, n.) are the quantity dynamics and the population dynamics of

(7.8), respectively. Notice that subscripts have been omitted for notational convenience.

The Jacobian J is obviously given by

~
~ fx .t.J-

9x !h,
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If X- 0(all firms supply the Cournot-Nash equilibrium quantity), then we have that

IIP (0, n) - IIb (0, n) - II.

for all n.. Furthermore, it follows directl,y from the profit functions II~ and IIb that.

np - 6(1-n)(2b-d) 6(1-n.) X- a-c
X - (2~-n)h-d ((2fn.)b-d 36-d '

DX ~ - 26-d ~6(1-n)~a-c~~((4-~n)6-d)X~,
(2fn.)b-d 3b-d

II --(2b-d)
h(3b-d) X 6(1-n) X- a-c

n ((2-{-n,)b-d)~ ~(2~-n.)b-d 3b-d '

and

- 6(3b-d) ~X~~a-c~~(2b-d)X~
((2fn)b-d)~ 36-d

Substituting X - 0 gives

Dz(~.n)-nx(~,~)-b(1-n.)(2b-d)
a-c

(2-1-~n.)b-d 3b-d

and

II~ (0, n)- IIn (0, n.) - 0.

The Jacobian J`, evaluated at the steady state ( 0, n`), is then equal to

b(i-n') 0
J. - ~ - (2tn' )b-d

9x~ (1 - 2ó) rr(n'-~ ,
(~,n~) (II'-n'T)

with eigenvalues
~1 - - b (1 - n.')

and ~z - (1 - 2ó) ~i (n~ - T )
(2 ~- n.' ) b - d ( TI' - n.'T ) ~ '

and corresponding eigenvectors

r ~a-cl (2b-d)n.`(1-n.")T 1'
vi - L~i - ~2, 3b - dJ II' (II' - T)

~1~ZJ and ~!s - [~, 1]~ .

The product of the eigenvalues has an absolute value equal to

I~~a~l - (I - 2s) b (i - ~,~) II~ (r1~ - T)
(2 -I- n' ) b - d (II' - ~n.'T )~'

which, for b and nb (recall that the steady state population fraction depends on the noise
level b) close to zero, can be approximated by 6 n'-T

26-d n'
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7.D Some Important Curves

Complicated Industry Dynamics

In this appendix, we derive several curves that play an important role in the analysis
of the industr,y dynamics (7.8), a.nd in the proof of Proposition 7.6 in part.icular (see
Appendix 7.E). We start with the computations which are necessary to determine the
third component L~r~ of the stable manifold. Using the fact that the profit functions are
quadratic in X, we can derive the following solutions to gó (X, n.) - 1:

1
X1,2 (n.) - - (-6„ f bn - 4anc,~) ,

2Qn

where

6(1-rr.) ~ (4-ri.)b-d
aa - hn~(Zfn)b-d~ -(1-~.)~(2~-n.)b-d '

b(1 -n) a-c
bn - -2((h-1)~.fl)~(2fn,)b-d~ 3b-d '

(( 1 ~fl
a-c 2 ~n

cn - 1l~ - ) ) ~ ~ -3b-d b- 2d'

and p- ióó. Clearly, for n. - 0 there is no solution to g~ (X,n) - 1. However. it

can easily be shown t.hat lim„-,o X ( n.) - 26-d a-` -' Xf, where X( r~.) is the relevant
46-d 36-d -'

solution t.o gó (X, n.) - 1, i.e., the one such that X(n.) 1-~".

Next, we focus on t.he zero-profit curves Lb and Lp. Since IIb (X, ~) and IIp (X, n.)

are quadratic functions in X, the zero-profit functions can easily be solved for X (given

n). The relevant solutions are given by

L6 - S(A, n) ~
X-(2~-n.)b- d a- c'

~l (4-n.)b-d36-d

and

(2fr~.)b-d a-c 2T
LP- (X'~)~X-

b(1-n.) 3b-d- 26-d

Let Ln denote the curve consisting of the states in which the denominator of q(X, n.)

vanishes, thereby causing t.he industry dynamics (7.8) not to be well-defined on Ln. The

denominator of g(X, n.) vanishes when

n(IIP (X, n) - IIb (X, n)) - n.T f IIb (X, n)- 0.
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Again, the left-hand side of this equation is quadratic in .Y and can therefore be solved.

The curve Ln is given by

L~ -{(X, 7z) I X-((2 f n.) b- d) y} ,

where ,y is the relevant solution to

1
~zb(1-~a)f ~~,yr.z - (1 - ~n) (( 1 - ~) b~ - (36 - d)~)

with C 2T ~
D-(1 - n.) (3b - d)~ z~ f ((1 - n) li~ -(3b - d)~) n.

2b - cl

and z - 3b-d .
From the inverse function theorem it follows that a uecessary condition for the ex-

istence of an inverse function is that the determinant of the ,Jacobiaar is unequal to

zero. For that reason, we want to find the set of states (X, n) in which the determinant

of the Jacobian vanishes. For the industry dynamics (7.8), we hawe (as computed in

Appendix 7.C) that det J - fXg„ - fng,K. Since all terms in det J contain t.he term

(1 - n,), we know that t.he determinant vanislres when ra - 1. Assuming that n G 1 and

n. (IIP (X, n.) - T) f(1 - n~) IIe (X, n) ~ 0, we divide det J bv the strictly positive number

equal to

(1-2b)(1-n)
(n (rtp - T) ~ (1- ~,) nb)1.

Straightforward calculations show t.hat the determinant of the ,Jacobian equals zero when

0 - -((2fn.)6-d)x ~lI~(IIr-T)~n.(1-ra)(II~IIn-(II''-T)llb~)~

-(36 - d) X x n~IIeIIX - (IIr - T) II Y~ .

Using the above equation it can be checked that for all states such that IIp (X, n) - T,

i.e., for all states in LP, the determinant vanishes. We have a.lso numerically computed

the other branch of states where the determinant vanishes. This branch. to which we

refer as Laet starts in the state ( XJ.O) (see Appendix 7.E for more details on Laer)

7.E Proof of Proposition 7.6

Proposition 7.6 is in fact. an application of the strange attractor theorem of Benedicks and

Carleson (1991) and Mora and Viana (1993). To be able to apply the strange attractor
theorem, as stated by Theorem 7.5, three technical issues have to be resolved:
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1. The strange attractor theorem applies to (local) diffeomorphisrns, whereas t.he
industry dynamics (7.8) is noninvertible;

2. The strange attractor theorem is only valid when certain generic conditions are
satisfied, which t.herefore need to be verified for the industry dynamics (7.8);

3. It. has t.o be verified that strange attractors already arise before the homoclinic

bifurcation, i.e., for ó 1 b`, because for ó G b` part of the unstable manifold is in

the economically rneaningless region where the population fraction n. ~ 1.

Concerning (1), we will show that in the region where the homoclinic tangency occurs,

the industry dynamics (7.8) is (locally) invertible. To investigate in which region of the

state space t.he industry dynamics (7.8) is invertible, it. is useful to consider the following

three curves (Appendix 7.D gives explicit expressions for these curves):

Le - {(x, ~,.) ~ ne (x, ~,.) - o} ,

Lp - { (X, n.) ~ IIp (X, 17-) - T } ,

and

Ln - { (X, n) ~ n (IIP (X, n.) - T) -~ (1 - n.) II6 (X, n,) - 0} .

For the numerical example, these curves are shown in Figure 7.10. The curves Lb and

LP give states in which the net profits for best-reply firms and perfect-foresight firms are
equal to zero, respectively. The curve L" gives t.he st.ates (X, n) in which the denominator

in g(X, n.) vanishes, there,by causing the industr,y dynamics (7.8) not to be well-defined

on Ln. Notice that the three curves do not depend on the noise level b. It can easily be
seen that. the curve LP always lies to the right of L6. By definition it follows also that Ln
must lie in between L6 and Lr. Furthermore, the curves Lb and Ln intersect the n:axis
in the state (X1,0), where Xt is such that IIe (X~,O) - 0(see also Appendix 7.D). In
the state (X f, 0) , the industry dynamics (7.8) contains an element equal to 0~0. Such
a state is called a focal point. Focal points can play an important role in the global
dynamical behavior of noninvertible dynamical systems, as is shown by Bischi, Gardini,
and Kopel (1998).

The industry dynamics (7.8) is noninvertible at states in which the determinant. of
the Jacobian equals zero. The curve of states in which the determinant vanishes can
not be determined analytically, but we know that the determinant vanishes in the focal
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Figure 7.10: Some important curves for the industry dynamics (7.8) with a- 17, b- 1,

c-10,d-1.1,T-1,a-0,andb-0.1

point (Xf,O~, in states such that n- 1, and in states which are on the curves I~

and Lde`. Figure 7.10 also shows the curve Ldet along which the determinant of the

Jacobian vanishes. The only intersection point of the curves Lde' and L" is the focal

point. Therefore, to the left of the curve L" and strictly below the line n. - 1, the

industry dynamics (7.8) is (locally) a diffeomorphism (except at the focal point.).

Now; we focus attention on component III of the stable manifold, i.e.,

L~rr -{(X, n.) ~ 9(X, n) - 1} .

Notice that for g(X, ~) - 1 to hold, we must have that IIe (X, n) C 0, IIr (X, ~.) ~ 0,

and n(IIP (X, n.) - T) -} (1 - n,) IIb (X, n.) 1 0. In particular, for ó- 0, we have that

LóII - Lb. As ó increases, the profits associated with the best-reply behavioral routine

have to decrease even further, and it can easily be seen that as ó approaches z, L~r~

approaches Ln. Clearly; for 0 G ó C 2, Lb~~ lies between Lb and Ln. Consequently, in a

neighborhood of Lh~~, the industry dynamics (7.8) is a diffeomorphism.
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Concerning ( 2), we will show that the conditions given by Takens ( 1992) are sat.isfied

at the homoclinic bifurcation. so that the strange attractor theorem can be applied.

Takens presents three condit.iorrs, which imply that the generic conditions of the strange

attractor theorem are satisfied. The three conditions are as follows: (a) the industry

dynamics should be a real analytic function; (b) the function h(b) --~n ~~'(b)~ is not.~~ laz(b)I
constant, where ~;, i- 1, 2, are the eigenvalues of the Jacobian ( depending upon the

parameter ó) in the steady state; and ( c) there has to be an `inevitable homoclinic

tangency', meaning that, as the parameter b changes, the industry dynamics moves from

a situation without any homoclinic points to a situation with two ( and hence infinitely

many) transversal homoclinic points (cf. Takens ( 1992), pp.192-193). Conditions (a) and

(b) are obviously satisfied by the industry dynamics (7.8). We are left with showing that.

condition (c) is also satisfied by making the geometric arguments presented in Section

7.5 more precise.

To show that an inevitable homoclinic tangency occurs, we consider the case b- 0.

The industry dynamics ( 7.8) then becomes

n(1-n.k) ( )X 7.14Xkfl - ~ (2 f 11,k) b - (~ ~

T7.k (11P (Xk, 77k) - T)
~n~ktl - 1).~ (ITp (Xk,T7.k) - T) f (1 - 77,~.) Ilh (X~, 7],A)

If T 1 0, then we have two steady states, namely (X', n") -(0, 0) and (X", n") - (0.1)

(if T- 0, then there is a continuum of steady states, namely all states with X- 0).

Hence, in a steady state the whole population is using the same behavioral routine.

Clearly, the steady state where all firms use the perfect foresight behavioral rotttine is

unstable: switching to the best-reply behavioral routine pays off since no information

costs T are associated with this behavioral routine. On the ot.her hand. the steadv
state where all firms use the best-reply behavioral routinc is unstable when the best-

reply behavioral routine is unstable. We are primaril,y interested in t.he steady state

(X', n') - (0,0), as the other one disappears when b~ 0. From (7.14) it follows that

the stable manifold of the steady stat.e (0, 0) is the n: axis, whereas the unstable manifold

is the X-axis (except for the focal point (X~, 0~, where the industsy dynamics (7.14) is

not defined). Using the fact that. the unstable manifold varies continuously with b, we

will show that if b is small but positive, then there must be an inevit.able homoclinic

tangency.

Consider a box OABCO with O-(0, 0), A-(0, no), B-(Xo, no), and C- (Xo, 0),
where 0 c Xo c X J and 0 c n' c n.o, as in Figure 7.11. For b 1 0 sufficiently small,
by the continuity argument mentioned above, this box contains a small piece of the
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Figure 7.11: An inevitable homoclinic tangency for the industr,y dynamics (7.8) with

a-17,6-1,c-10,d-1.1,T-1,a-0,andó-0.0001

unstable manifold leaving the box via the line segment BC. We claim that if the state

C is sufficiently close (but at finite distance) to the focal point (Xr, 0), and if the height

of the box nD is sufficiently sma.ll, then the second iterate of the box OABCO, intersects

with the stable manifold, as shown in Figure 7.11. This follows immediately from the

fact that, if the sta-te C is near the focal point (X 1, 0), then the second iterate of C

lies to the right of the stable manifold Lh~~, and from the continuity with respect to the

parameter ó. We thus conclude that an inevitable homoclinic tangency occurs for some

critical parameter value ó`.

Finally, concerning (3), we state that whether or not strange attractors arise before

the homoclinic bifurcation, i.e., for b 1 b`, depends on t.he global geometric structure

of the stable and unstable manifold (see Appendix 5 of Palis and Takens (1993)). The

geometric structure of the manifolds of t.he saddle stead,y state of the industry dynamics

(7.8) is identical to case B in Appendix 5(pp.192-194) of Palis and Takens (1993). For

that case, Palis and Takens show that premature horseshoes and premature hornoclinic

bifurcations between the stable and unstable manifold of the saddle steady state already

occur before (but close to) the homoclinic tangency.
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Aanpassingsgedrag in Economische

en Sociale Omgevingen

Samenvatting

In dit. proefschrift staat de herhaaldelijke interactie tussen individuen centraaL Het

gedrag van een individu in een interactieve situatie hangt af van zijn verwachtingen

omtrent. het gedrag van de overige betrokkenen. Indien een individu ervaringen opdoet

door om zich heen te kijken en informatie te verzamelen telkens wanneer er interactie

plaatsvindt, worden deze verwachtingen continu aangepast. Als gevolg hiervan zal hij ook

zijn eigen gedrag in de loop der tijd aanpassen. Vanuit het gezichtspunt van een individu

betekent dit dat deelname aan economische en sociale activiteiten een confrontatie met

een complexe omgeving tot gevolg heeft, welke mede bestaat uit de andere participerende

individuen en hun telkens veranderende gedrag. Twee andere oorzaken van complexiteit

zijn de ruimtelijke verspreiding en de heterogeniteit van individuen. Als gevolg van de

ruimtelijke verspreiding van individuen wordt interactie tussen buren waarschijnlijker

dan interactie tussen individuen die zich ver van elkaar bevinden. Het gedrag van een

individu is dan ook voornamelijk afhankelijk van zijn verwachtingen omtrent het gedrag

van zijn buren en niet slechts van geaggregeerde statistische gegevens. Heterogeniteit

houdt in dat de betsokken individuen hun gedrag op verschillende manieren aanpassen.

Logischerwijze maakt ook dit het vormen van verwachtingen moeilijker.

Een bekend voorbeeld van een situatie die wordt beschreven door een dergelijke com-

plexe omgeving is het segregatie model van Schelling (1978). Beschouw een populatie die

uit twee typen individuen bestaat; denk bijvoorbeeld aan mannen en vrouwen, jongeren

en ouderen of inensen met hoge en lage inkomen.s. De individuen zijn gesitueerd op

verschillende (maar niet alle beschikbare) posities van een rooster. Elk individu vindt

het belangrijk van welk type zijn buren zijn. Om precies te zijn, elk individu wil dat

tenminste een bepaalde fractie van de acht dichtst.bijzijnde posities wordt bezet door
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individuen die van hetzelfde type zijn als hijzelf. Is dit. niet. het. geval dan zal hij (in-

dien mogelijk) verhuizen naar een pasitie waar wel aan deze voorwaarde wordt voldaan.

Het. is logisch dat dergelijk gedrag tot segregatie van de populatie zal leiden indien elk

individu verlangt dat een meerderheid van zijn buren van hetzelfde type is als hijzelf.

Echter, Schelling laat zien dat ook mildere individuele preferenties tot segregatie zullen

leiden. De oorzaak van dit verschi,jnsel is de volgende kettingreactie. Als een individu

verhuist naar een andere positie op het. rooster dan is het heel goed rnogelijk dat andere

individuen als gevolg hiervan ook gaan verhuizen. Dit gebeurt uamelijk zowel wanneer

het vertrek de balans rondom zijn oude positie verstoort, als wanneer de aankomst in

zijn nieuwe positie dat effect heeft. Segregatie van de populatie komt. dus ook bij milde

individuele preferenties tot stand.

Het resterende deel van de samenvatt.ing bevat een kort~~ hespr~~king van de modellen

die in dit. proefschrift. aan de orde komen.

Hoofdstuk 2 gaat in op een aanpassingsproces waarbij agenten kortzichtig zijn en

zich enkel en alleen laten leiden door het meest recente gedrag van andere betrokken

agenten. Het wiskundige model kau op twee manieren worden geïnterpreteerd. Ten

eerste, een eindig aantal agenten speelt. herhaaldelijk gezamenlijk een spel in normale

vorm. Op basis van de gerealiseerde uitkomst van het spel passen de agenten htm gedrag

aan. Om precies te zijn, de agenten gaan zich met. grotere waarschijnlijkheid optimaal

gedragen ten opzichte van de meest. recente uitkomst van het spel. Het. aanpassingsproces

is gebaseerd op een aantal basis principes voor individueel leergedrag zoals deze in de

psychologie zijn ontwikkeld. Ten tweede, een sociaal leerproces kan worden gebruikt

om het wiskundige model t.e onderbouwen. Van een eindig aantal grote populaties van

agenten wordt elke periode een fractie geselecteerd om een spel te spelen tegen agenten uit

de andere populaties. De gerealiseerde uitkomst van één van de spelen wordt. openbaar

gemaakt en vervolgens door de geselecteerde agenten gebruikt om hun strategie aan te

passen. Het aanpassen gebeurt zodanig dat de agenten zich optimaal gaan gedragen ten

opzichte van deze uitkomst.

Het asymptotische gedrag van het stochastische proces dat. het wiskundige model

beschrijft wordt gekenmerkt door een zogenaamde minimal curb set van het. onderliggende

spel. Een curb set is een verzameling van strategieën waarvoor geldt dat alle optimale

antwoorden op deze strategieën ook tot. die verzameling behoren. Een minimale verza-
meling met dit kenmerk wordt een minimal curb set genoemd. In eindige tijd kan het
stochastische proces worden benaderd door een deterministisch proces. De stat.ionaire
toestanden van dit proces zijn de zogenaamde best-reply matching evenwichten van het
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onderliggende spel. In een best reply matching evenwicht speelt elke agent. elke strat,egie

met een kans die gelijk is aan de kans dat deze st.rategie een optimaal antwoord is op

de strategieën van zijn opponenten. Het. bovenstaande geeft. aan dat het. gedrag van de

agent,en in eindige tijd en het asymptotische gedrag kunnen verschillen.

Iu Hoofdstuk 3 wordt het. eerder genoemde best-reply matching evenwichtsconcept

aan een nader oncíerzoek onderworpen. Een alternatieve interpretatie voor beperkt (maar

wel procedureel) rationele agenten wordt gegeven, existentie wordt aauget.oond, een aan-

tal eigenschappen wordt afgeleid en het concept wordt geïllustreerd rnet behulp van

enkele bekende spelen. Veel aandacht wordt best,eed aan het bekende centipede spel,

waarvoor het tmieke best, reply matching evenwicht voorschrijft. dat de agenten het spel

met positieve kans voortzetten.

Het onderwerp van Hoofdstuk 4 is een zogenaamd cornmuuicatie-spel. Comnrunicatie

tussen agenten speelt een belangrijke rol bij herhaaldelijke ecouonusche en sociale inter-

actie. In het communicatie-spel bestaat. een st.rategie van een agent uit het opzetten van

een communicatie-lijn met. precies één van de andere agenten. Alleen via communicatie-

lijnen kan succesvolle comrnunicatie plaatsvinden, waa-rbij comrnunicatie tussen agenten

met behulp van tussenpersonen is toegestaan. Een netwerk kan worden geassocieerd met

de uitkomst van het spel; de punten van het netwerk zijn de agenten en de verbindingen

van het netwerk zijn de gerealiseerde communicatie-lijnen. De uitbetaling die een agent

aan het communicatie-spel ontleent wordt bepaald door hoe goed de agent in het netwerk

door middel van verbindingen met de andere agertten is verbonden. Hierbij geldt dat de

opbrengst van de onderlinge communicatie tussen twee agenten afneemt. naarmate het

aantal tussenpersonen en communicatie-lijnen dat voor de comrnunicatie wordt gebruikt

toeneemt.

Op basis van de uitkomst van het communicatie-spel zal elke agent zijn strategie aan-

passen: hoe hoger de uitbetaling in het spel, hoe meer de kans t.oeneemt. dat de agent in

de toekomst weer dezelfde communicatie-lijn zal opzet.ten. In de psychologie wordt een
dergelijk aanpassingsproces aangeduid als het ontwikkelen van gewoonten. Net zoals in
Hoofdstuk 2 wordt er onderscheid gemaakt tussen het voorspelde gedrag in eindige tijd

en het asymptotische gedrag. Het asymptotische gedrag van de agenten wordt gekarak-

teriseerd door pure strategieën. Dit betekent dat alle agenten altijd met. dezelfde agerrt
een verbinding aangaan. In eindige tijd kan het stochastische aanpassingsproces weer

worden benaderd door een deterministisch proces. Het is mogelijk een asymptotisch sta-
biele verzameling van strategie-profielen te bepalen welke bestaat. uit Nash evenwichten

van het onderliggende comrnunicatie spel. Omdat deze verzameling ook profielen bevat
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die gemengde st.rategieën toelaten kan het gedrag van de agenten in eindige tijd weer
significant verschillen van het asymptotische gedrag.

Het. model dat. besproken wordt in Hoofdstuk 5 kan om verschillende redenen worden
beschouwd als een uitbreiding van het bovenst.aande communicatie-spel. Ten eerste, het
model geeft agenten de mogelijkheid om meerdere verbindingen tegelijkertijd aan te gaan.

Ten tweede, de ruimt.elijke verspreiding van de agenten wordt expliciet gemodelleerd.

Ten derde, het vorrnen van een verbinding geeft geen aanleiding tot een vaststaande

uitbetaling maar stelt de verbonden agenten in staat een co~rdinatie-spel te spelen.
In dit model krijgt een eindig aantal agenten een positie op een cirkel toegewezen.

Paren vaar agenten kunnen besluiten een verbinding aan te gaan, terwijl individuele agen-

ten ook kunnen besluiten verbindingen te verbreken. De beslissing om een verbinding

aan te gaan of te verbreken komt tot stand door de opbrengst van het coërdinatie-spel

t.e vergelijken met. de kosten van een verbinding. Deze kosten worden bepaald door de

afstand tussen de twee betrokken agenten op de cirkel. Agenten beslissen daarnaast

ook over de door hen in het coárdinatie-spel te hanteren strategie. Ze doen dit. door

optimaal te reageren op de strategieën die de agenten met wie ze een verbinding zijn

aangegaan in de vorige periode hanteerden. Tenslotte wordt aangenomen dat agenten af

en toe fouten maken, oftewel dat alle beslissingen met een kleine kans verkeerd worden

geïmplementeerd.

Het lange-t.ermijn gedrag van de agenten wordt gegeven door een stationaire toestand

van het resulterende aanpassingsproces, waarbij de kans op het rnaken van fouten gelijk

is aa.n nul. De stationaire toestanden van het proces zijn niet slechts de twee conventies,

dat wil zeggen de toestanden waarin alle agenten of de risico-dominante strategie of de

risico-gedomineerde strategie spelen. Er bestaan ook stationaire toestanden die coëxis-

tentie van conventies weergeven. Dit. betekent dat clusters van agenten op de cirkel zich

conformeren aan één van de twee conventies. Het gedrag van de agenten op de ultralange
termijn wordt beschreven door de unieke stationaire verdeling van het aanpassingsproces

waarbij de kans op het maken van fouten positief is. Als deze kans klein wordt, dan zal

de st.ationaire verdeling kans één aan het risico-dominante evenwicht toekennen.

Heterogeniteit is het onderwerp van de Hoofdstukken 6 en 7. Een grote populatie

van bedrijven wordt herhaaldelijk in paren bij elkaar gebracht. om een Cournot-spel te
spelen. Hierbij kiest een bedrijf de aan te bieden hoeveelheid niet direct, maar wordt
deze bepaald door de gedragsregel die het bedrijf hanteert. Er is een eindig aantal
gedragsregels waar de bedrijven uit kunnen kiezen en allemaal schrijven ze voor wellce
hoeveelheid het bedrijf aan zal bieden op basis van gegevens uit het. recente verleden. Elke



gedragsregel brengt t.evens kosten met zich mee. Deze kosten worden hoger naarmate

implementatie van de gedragsregel rneer informatie en berekeningen vereist.. Bedrijven

kiezen tussen de gedragsregels aan de hand van de winsten die door de regels in de

vorige periode zijn gegenereerd. Wiskundig wordt dit gemodelleerd door middel van een

replicator dynamics of door middel van een discreet keuze rnodel.

Zoals wordt. aangetoond in Hoofdstuk 6 is het gedrag van de bedrijfstak op de lange

termijn alhankelijk van de stabiliteit van de guedkoopste gedragsregel. Is de unieke

stat.ionaire toestancl van het. deterministische aanpassingsproces instabiel onder cle goed-

koopste gedragsregel, dan zal een kleine storingsterm (voor de replicator dynamics) en

een hoge intensiteit (voor het, discreet keuze model) met betrekking tot. de keuze van een

gedragsregel aanleiding geven tot gecompliceerd gedrag op de la.nge termijn. Mogelijk

wordt dit gedrag zelfs besclrreven door een zogenaarnde strange attractor.

Twee typische voorbeelden van zo'n model worden geanalyseerd in Hoofdstuk 7. Als

bedrijven die optimaal reageren op de situatie in de bedrijfstak in de vorige periode wor-

den geconfronteerd met bedrijven die de huidige sit.uatie kunnen voorzien, en de keuze

tussen gedragsregels wordt beschreven door de replicator cíynarnics, dan is het mogelijk

het bestaan van een strange attractor te verklaren met. behulp van een zogenaamde

homoclinic bifurcation tussen de stabiele en instabiele variëteit van de stationaire toe-

stand. Numerieke simulaties geven aan dat strange attractors zich ook voordoen als

andere gedragsregels worden beschouwd.
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